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Complaint
IN THE MATTER OF

FEDERATED NATIONWIDE WHOLESALERS SERVICE
GARYDEAN CORP. TRADING AS FEDERATED
WHOLESALERS SERVICE , ETC.
ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

THE FEDERAL TRADE COYIMISSIO)I ACT
Docket

8649.

Complaint , Nov. 10. , 1964- Decision,

June

, 1967

Order requiring Lynbrook , N. , sellers of mail-order merchandise, selling
primarily to consumers, to cease misrepresenting themselves as whole-

salers who sell at wholesale prices.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the

provisions of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act
the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Federated Nationwide Wholesalers Service , Garydean Corp. , trading

under the names Federated Wholesalers Service ,

Nationwide

Wholesalers Service , and Nationwide- Federated Wholesalers Service , Jay Norris Corp. , and Joel Jacobs and Mortimer Wi1iams
individually and as offcers of each of said corporations ,
after referred to as respondents ,

hereinhave violated the provisions of

said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest ,

hereby
issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Federated Nationwide Wholesalers

Service , Garydean Corp. , trading under the names Federated
Wholesalers Service , Nationwide Wholesalers Service nd Xationwide- Federated Wholesalers Service , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New York , with its principal offce and place
of business located in Oceanside , New York.
Respondent Jay Norris Corp. , is a corporation organized ,

ex-

isting and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York , with its principal offce and place of business
located in Oceanside ,

New York.

Respondents Joel Jacobs and Mortimer Williams are individuals and are offcers of each of the corporate respondents. Said
respondents formulate , direct and control the acts and practices
of each of the said corporate respondents , including the acts and

" "
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practices hereinafter set forth. Their address is the same as that
of the corporate respondents.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution of articles of general merchandise ,

including electric

fry pans , electric broilers , clock- radios , electric can openers,

jewelry, clothing, dinnerware , etc. , to the purchasing public.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
now cause , and for some time last past have caused their said
articles of merchandise , when sold , to be shipped from their place

of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof lo-

cated in various other States of the United States and the District
of Columbia , and maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained , a substantial course of trade in said products in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid , and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their
merchandise , respondents have advertised same by means of circulars and catalogs circulated and disseminated by and through the
use of the U. S.

Mails to prospective purchasers located in various

States of the United States other than the State of New York.
PAR. 5. By and through the use of the trade names " Federated
Wholesalers Service
Nationwide- Federated Wholesalers Service " and " Nationwide Wholesalers Service " separately and in
conjunction with statements appearing in their catalogs , circulars
and other printed advertising matter , respondents have represented and do represent , directly or by implication , that they are
wholesalers and that they sell their merchandise at wholesale

prices.

Typical and illustrative , but not all inclusive Bf the statements
and l' epresentations appearing in respondents ' catalogs , circulars and letters of solicitation are the following:
Wholesale Catalog Ko. 908.
Over 1000 items at the lowest wholesale prices G1.ARANTEED.
Remember: you re getting not aXE , TWO, B"CT THREE wholesale catalogs * :; ""

BUY YOUR :\EXT CAR WHOLESALE A:\D SAVE UP TO $1000.

Most people would gladly pay $10 to $20 for the privilege of buying wholesale.

PAR. 6. Through the use of the aforesaid trade names and state-

ments , and other statements of like import not specifically set out
herein , the respondents have represented , directly or indirectly,
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that they are wholesalers , that the prices set out in their catalogs

at which the merchandise is offered for sale are wholesale prices
and that in each instance the savings afforded is that amount
which is realized by purchasers who buy at actual wholesale prices.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact , respondents are not wholesalers

nor do they offer to sell , or sell , many of their articles of merchandise at wholesale prices but , to the contrary, the prices of
many of such items are in excess of I,,1101esa1e prices. Consequently, in many instances , the savings afforded is less than that amount
which is realized by purchasers who buy at actual wholesale prices.
PAR. 8. Respondents, in their circulars and catalogs distributed
as hereinabove set forth , make the follOlving representations
among others:
:Kationwide Wholesalers Service.
Federated Wholesalers Service.
Don t continue to pay high prices for the things you need and use everyday.
There are many ,vholesalel' s in this country \\'ho will sel1 to YOU YOU wil
be able to obtain

MANY

of the FIXEST WHOLESALE CATALOGS free of

charge .. ,

To he1p you receive these many free catalogs ann take advantage of the
many bargains available , we have est.ablished the " NATIO WIDE WI-IOLE-

SALERS BUYIXG GUIDE " , " " The " NATIONWIDE ViHOLESALE11S
BL'YING GUIDE" wil show you how to get quickly and ai the lowest possible price THOUSANDS and THOUSANDS of NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRODUCTS!

PAR. 9. Through the use of the aforesaid statements , and others

of like import not specifically set out herein , respondents represent that they are providing a wholesalers '

service whereby they

assist purchasers to buy at wholesale prices.
PAR. 10. In truth and in fact ,

wholesa1ers '

respondents are not providing a

service and they do not in many instances assist

purchasers to buy at wholesale prices. Therefore , respondents
aforesaid representations referred to in ParagrHphs- Eight and

Kine are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 11. In the course and conduct of their business and at all

times mentioned herein , respondents have been in substantial competition , in C0111111e1'Ce , with corporations , fIrn1s and individuals
in the sale of articJes of genera1 merchandise , inc1uding e1ectric
fry pans , electric broilers , clock- radios , electrk can openers , j ewelry, clothing, dinnerware and other articles of merchandise of the
same general kind and nature as that sold by respondents.
PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading and deceptive statements , representations and practices
has had and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead mem-

,"
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bers of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements were and are true and into the purchase
of substantial quantities of respondents '

said erroneous and mistaken belief.

products by reason of

PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents , as

herein alleged ,

were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the

public and of respondents '

competitors , and constituted and now
competition in commerce , and unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation of Sec-

consbtute unfair 111ethods

of

tion 5 (a) (1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Mr. Laurence W. Fenton
Bass

supporting the complaint.

Friend New York , N.

, by

for

Mr. Solomon H. Friend

respondents.
I1;ITIAL DECISIO"- BY LEON R. GROSS , HEAHI)lG EXAMINER

OVE;.BER :3, 1965

The complaint hcrein charges respondents with unfair methods
of competition and deceptive acts and practices in violation of Sec-

tion 5 of the Federal Trade Commission

Act.

Specifically, the complaint alleges that in advertising, offering
for sale , selling, and distnbuting articles of general merchandise,
including electric fry pans , electric broilers , c1ock- radios , electric
can openers , jewelry, clothing, dinnerware , and similar p!'oducts,
to the purchasing public , respondents have represented and do

represent , contrary to the fact , that they are " wholesalers "

and

that their merchandise is being offered for sale at " wholesale

prices. It is further alleged in the complaint that , contrary to the

fact

respondents represent that they are providing a wholesalers

service whereby they assist purchasers to buy at wlrolesale prices.
Paragraphs Five through Ten , inclusive , of the complaint assert:

PARAGRAPH FIVE: By and through the use of the trade names " Federated \Vholesalers Service
Nationwide- Federated Wholesalers Service
and " ationwide Wholesalers Service " separately and in ,:onjunction with

statements appearing in their catalogs, circl1lars and other printed advertis-

ing matter , respondents have represented and do represent , directly or by

implication , that they are wholesalers and that they sell their merehandise at
wholesale prices.

Typical and ilustrative ,

but not all inclusive

, of the statements and repre-

115 U.
. Section 45 (a) (1): " Unfair methods of eompet:tion in commerce , and unfair
or deceptive acts or practices in commerce, are herelJY decllHed unlawfu1."

' ,, '

: .. :"
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scntations appearing in respondents '

tation are the following:

catalogs , circulars and letters of solicj-

holcsale Catalog "! o. 908.

VvT

Over 1000 items at the lowest wholesale prices GUARANTEED.
Remember: you re getting not ONE , TWO , BI;T THREE wholesale cata-

logs '

BUY YOUR XEXT CAR WHOLESALE AND SAVE UP TO $1000.
Most people vvould gladly pay $10 to S20 fol' the privilege of buying wholesale.

PARAGRAPH SIX: Through the use of the aforesaid trade names and
statements , and other statements of like import not specific::lly set out herein
the respondents have represented , directly or indirectly, that they are \vholc-

salers , that the prices set out in their c:atalogs at which the merchandise is
offered for sale are "\vhoJesale prices and that
in
each instance the saving;s

afforded is that amount 'Nhich is realized by purchasers "\vho buy at actual

wholesale pl'ices.

PARAGRAPH SEVEX: In truth and in fad , respondents are not whole01' sell , many of their articles of merchandise
at wholesale prices bnt, to the contrary, the prices of many of such items are
in excess of wholesale prices. Consequently, in many instances , the savings
salcrs , nor do they offer to sell ,

afforded is less than that amount which is realized by purchasers who buy at
adual wholesale prices.

PARAGRAPH EIGHT: Respondent.s in their circulars and catalogs distributed as hereinabove set forth , make the following representations , among
others:
Nationwide Wholesalers Service.
Federated Wholesalers Service.
Don t continue to pay high prices

for the things you need and use every-

day. There are many wholesalers in this country who \vil sell t.o YOU.'
YOU

wil be able to obtam MANY of the FIKEST WHOLESALE CATA-

LOGS free of charge
To help you receive these many frce catalogs and take ", dvantage of the
many bargains available , we have established t.he ' XA TIONWIDE
WHOLESALERS BUYING GLIDE .
,' The ' KATIONWIDE WHOLESALERS BUYING GUIDE' will show you how to get quickly and at the
lowest possible price THOuSANDS and THOUSANDS of NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED PRODuCTS!"
PARAGRAPH :NIXE: Through the use of the aforesaid statements , and

others of like import not specifi.cally set out herein ,
that they are providing a wholesalers '

service whel\ by

respondents represent
they assist purchasel'

to buy at wholesale prices.
PARAGRAPH TE::" : In truth and in fact , respondents are not providing
a wholesalers ' service and they do not in many instances assist purchasers to

buy at. wholesale prices. Therefore , respondents ' aforesaid reprcsentations
referred to in PARAGRAPHS EIGHT and NINE arc false , misleading and
deceptive,

In their al1s\Ver the respondents deny the allegations in Paragraphs Five and Eight of the complaint but admit that certain of
their catalogs , circulars , and Jetters contain the quoted statements.

:. .
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Respondents deny the allegations in Paragraphs Six , Seven , Nine
and Ten of the complaint.
On March 31 , 1960 , complaint counsel filed a Motion To Take
Offcial Notice. Pursuant thereto , at a pl'ehearing conference on

May 10 , 1965 , the hearing examiner took offcial notice that:
. '" the term " Wholesale " means " To sell merchandise , usually in quantity
lots , to one who intends to resell it in onc fOJ' m 01' another , or to use it for

business needs as supplies or equipment.
the term " wholesaler " means " One who sells merchandise at whoJesale. "

(Tr. 46.

The hearing examiner fmther ruled (Tr. 46- 47) that his taking
of offcial notice meant only that a prima facie case as to such
noticed facts had been estabJished ,

and therefore counsel support-

ing the complaint would not need to introduce evidence as part of
in-chief regarding the meaning of those tern1S. It "vas
pointed out that the taking of offcial notice did not prevent the
respondents , if they chose , from offering evidence as to what respondents considered the correct meaning of the terms to be. (Tr.

their case-

47. ) (See Commission s Rules of Practice for Adjudicative Pro-

ceedings S 3. 14

(d).

Complaint counsel seeks an order enjoining respondents from:
1. Representing that they are wholesalers or that their business
is a who1esa1e business;

2. RepresenUng that they are providing a \vholesalers ' service;
3. Representing that they arc ofIering articles of merchandise
for sale at their wholesale prices unless such is the fact;
4. Misrepresenting the amount of savings to persons buying at
respondents ' al1eged wholesale prices; and
5. l\lisrepresenting in any manner the anlount of savings available to purchasers of respondents ' merchandise.
The substance of respondents ' defense is thaCthey do , in fact

sell itenls of merchandise at wholesale prices and do provide a
which their customers Inay subscribe to a \vholesalers
serviee. Respondents assert , therefore , that their holding themselves out as wholesa1ers is not a ll1isrepresentation. Respondents
assert further that they do provide a wh01esa1ers ' service which
111ean8 by

assists prospective purchasers in buying at wholesale prices.
The Federal Trade Comnlission has adjudicated issues similar
to those presented in this record in prior proceedings , including:
Docket 8449 kI"jcoSl. ie Electric Suppty COlJp"ny, Inc. (opinion of
February 28 , 1964) C64 F. C. 116(; , 1187) ; Docket 8466 , Srms &
St?'iffe , Inc. (opinion of ,July 12 , 1963) C63 F. C. 138) ; Docket
8517 , Continent"l Products , Inc. (opinion of April 23 , 1964) C65

),

), ),),

),),
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C. 361 , 405J ; Docket 8561 Silvo HardwrLre Co. (Commission
Order of January 24 , 1964) (64 F. C. 409 , 427J ; Docket 7962,
Southern Indiana Wholesale1' , Inc. (order of January 16, 1963)
(62 F. C. 46 , 57J ; Docket 8428 National- Porges Co.
July 15 , 1963) (63 F. C. 163 , 204J; Docket 7655
Company

(decision of August 1 ,

(order of
The Sessiorl

C. 333 , 349J;
(decision of April 24

1963) (63 F.

Name Brand Distribut01'
1964) (65 F. C. 497 , 522J.

Docket 8533

Counsel supporting the complaint has the burden of proving his

allegation that the prices at which respondents sell their products
are not wholesale prices , but are " in excess of wholesale prices,
Similarly, the burden is also upon complaint counsel to prove his
allegation that , contrary to their representations , "* * * respondents are not providing a wholesalers ' service and they do not in
many instances assist purchasers to buy at wholesale prices.
(93. 14 (a) of the Commission s Rules of Practice for Adjudicative
Procedings; 9 7 (c) of the Administrative Procedure Act.
The following witnesses testified in support of the complaint:
president and one of the principal stockholders of

Joel Jacobs

et seq.

the corporate respondents. (Tr. 116

president of John :11. Maris
Company, Inc. , of 52 Walker Street , New York , New York , wholeWalter J. Rieger

(Tr. 235

et seq.

sale distributors of drug sundries (Tr. 236) (" everything
drugs and chemicals ), principally to drug stores.

except

et seq. vice president in charge of sales
, 100 Shawmut Avenue , Boston , Massachusetts. Gilman Brothers , Inc. , is a wholesale drug firm.
John H. Foley

(Tr. 268

of Gilman Brothers ,
Ronald Reigle

Inc.

(Tr. 302

et seq.

field sales director of Regal

Ware , Inc., of Kewaskum , \Visconsin. Regal vVare , Inc. , manufac-

tures cookware and related items out of aluminum and stainless
steel.
Mrs. Judith We'inbe?' ger

(Tr. 344

et seq.

Mastercraft Pipes

Inc. , 25 West 32nd Street , New York , New York , importers and

vendors of smoking pipes and smoking accessories.
merchandise manager and
et seq.
James R. Cecil
(Tr. 393
buyer for Goulds , Inc. , 244 East Woodlawn , Louisvile , Kentucky.
Goulds , Inc. , is a " wholesale drug service " (Tr. 393) selling drugs
and sundries to approximately 400 drug stores in and around

Louisville , Kentucky, and in other portions of Kentucky and in
southern Indiana.
Frank W. Schattschneider

(Tr. 414

et seq.

an attorney on the

staff of Westinghouse Electric Corporation in Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania.

),), ),
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Randolph

S.

et seq.

(Tr. 436

Harper

administrative service

manager for Westinghouse Electric Supply Company of Newark
New Jersey.
Robert Kemelhor

(Tr. 456

et seq.

salesman and sales repre-

sentative for International Appliance Company, 918 Stanley Avenue , Brooklyn , New York , a manufacturer of electrical appliances
primarily broilers , bakers , and rotisseries.
(Tr. 478), district sales manager of Spalding Sales
Ralph Sigle,.
Corporation , the selling organization of A. G. Spalding & Bros.
manufacturers of sporting goods and equipment , located at 75

Varick Street , New York , New York.
Milton Prizant

(Tr. 519

et seq.

sales manager for Gazzolo

Drug and Chemical Company, 123 South Green Street , Chicago
Ilinois , a " full- line service wholesale drug distributor to retail
drug stores and hospitals. " (Tr. 519. ) The company sells up to the
Wisconsin border on the north , to the Fox River Valley on
the west ,

to Joliet ,

Ilinois on the southwest ,

and Gary, Indiana

on the southeast.
Annette Brodsky

(Tr. 534

et seq.

a mailing list broker associ-

ated with Accredited Mailing List , Inc. , 15 East 40th Street , New
York , New York.
(Tr.
Joel Jacobs.
The only witness called by respondents was
562 et seq.
The testimony of

Walter J. Riege,. of

John M. Maris Company,

Inc. John H. Foley
of Gilman Brothers , Inc., James R. Cee'l
Goulds , Inc. , and Milton Prizant
of Gazzolo Drug and Chemical
Company was elicited for the purpose of establishing the prices at

which these four wholesale drug firms purchased and resold Amity
wallets , pocket books , and other Amity products , during the pertinent periods , in their respective sales areas.
Complaint counsel' s witnesses (other than JOel Jacobs and

Annette Brodsky) were offered

to prove that the prices which
respondents characterized in their mail-order catalog, of which

Commission Exhibit 4 (CX 4) is a specimen , as " wholesale " prices
were not , in fact , wholesale prices.
No direct evidence , oral or otherwise , was offered to prove that
respondents are not providing a wholesalers ' service and they do
not in many instances assist purchasers to buy at wholesale prices.

Hearings were conducted in New York , New York , on July 19
, 21 , 22 , and 23 , 1965. The record was closed for the receipt of
evidence on August 11 , 1965. Proposed findings, conclusions, and
briefs have been filed, and they have been considered by the hear-
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ing examiner. This proceeding is now before the hearing examiner
for final consideration on the entire record , including the pleadings
testimony, and exhibits. All findings and conclusions which are not
hereinafter specifically found and concluded in the precise form

submitted or in substantially such form are hereby rejected.
motions heretofore made and presently undisposed , which are not
otherwise specifically ruled upon in this decision , are hereby de-

nied. After having carefully considered the entire record , the hearing examiner makes the following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
The corporate respondent, Federated Nationwide Wholesalers

Service , Garydean Corp. , aNew Yark corporation , was originally
incorporated in 1944 by Joel Jacobs ' father under
Mart , Inc. (Tr. 118. ) It also trades under the

the name Textile

names Federated
Wholesalers Service , N ation", ide Wholesalers Service and N ation-

wide- Federated Wholesalers Service. Its principal offce and place
of business is located at 273 Merrick Road , Lynbrook , Long Island

New York. (Tr. 117.
Corporate respondent , Jay Norris

Corp., also aNew York

corporation , has its principal offce and place of business also located in Lynbrook , New York , at the same address as Federated.
Individual respondents Joel Jacobs and Mortimer Williams are
the chief executive offcers and principal stockholders of each of

the corporate respondents. They formulate , direct , and control the
acts and practices of each of the said corporate respondents , including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth. Their business
address is the same as that of the corporate respondents.

Respondents are now ,

and for some time last past have been

engaged in advertising, offering for sale , selling and distributing,
in
commerce , articles of general merchandise , including electric
fry pans , electric broilers , clock- radios, electric can openers , pipes
wallets , purses , sporting goods , jewelry, clothing, dinnerware , and
similar products to the purchasing public.
In the course and conduct of their business ,

respondents now

cause and for some time last past have caused their merchandise
when sold , to be shipped from their place of business in the State
of New York to purchasers thereof located in various other States
of the United States and the District of Columbia.

Respondents

maintain and at all relevant times have maintained a substantial
course of trade in their said products in commerce , as " commerce
is defined in the Federal Tradc Commission Act. The Federal
Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the parties to and subject

, "
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matter of this proceeding. This proceeding is in the public interest.
In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid , and
for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their merchandise

respondents have advertised extensively by means of circulars and
catalogs circulated and disseminated by and through the United
States mails to prospective purchasers of +:. cir products located in
various States of the United States other than in the State of New
York.

In the course and conduct of their business and at all relevant
times , respondents have been in substantial competition , in commerce , with other corporations , firms , and individuals in the sale
of articles of general merchandise ,

including electric fry pans

electric broilers , clock- radios , electric can openers , pipes , wallets
purses , sporting goods , jewelry, clothing, dinnenvarc , and other

articles of merchandise of the same general kind and nature as
that sold by respondents.

The business conducted by respondents Jacobs and Williams was

originally started as a wholesale business in 1944 by Joel Jacobs
father under the name of Textile Mart , Inc. (Tr. 193. ) The nature
of this business was " Selling (through salesmenJ to small installment and small retail stores throughout the south. " * " all sorts
of general merchandise. "

(Tr. 193. ) Originally, Textile Mart , Inc.,
specialized in the sale of curtains , draperies , and assorted soft
goods. (Tr. 194. ) The business originally sold " to small door- to-

door installment- type

companies ,

small furniture stores.

The bulk of sales were made in the South where representatives
of Textile Mart , Inc. , sold to persons who in turn resold door- todoor. (1'1'. 194.
Textile Mart , Inc. , was established to service the small businessman at a wholesale level , and it continued its operation at the
wholesale level from its formation in 1944 to 1960.

Respondents have spent large sums of money in promoting their
public image and in being accepted in trade circles as whoJesalers
since the business ' formation in 1944. (Tr. 196. ) The money has

been spent in Inagazine advertising, classified advertising, and direct mail advertising.
Dun and Bradstreet has " carried" the respondents as wholesalers since 1944. (Tr. 197. ) Various suppliers have recognized

wholesalers. Mr. Jacobs testified that their
among others Kodak , Sony, DOl'meyer , Pepperil , Waltham Watch Company, and Benrus Watch. " (Tr. 197.
Also included are " Hclbros Watch , Gruen Watch , Bradley Watch,
Welby Clock , Sessions Clock , Arvin Radio , Eternalight Diamond
the respondents as
suppliers include ,

".

::' * ' '"::' .
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Company, Amity Leather , Bond Street Cuff Link Company, InterCompany, Straelolin Corp. '" . ,. " Knickerbocker
Manufacturing
, Star Rubber ,. " . , Atlas lVnnufacturing * . .
Ram
Tool
Company
Hono
lanufacturing Company
Shetland Manufacturing
, Regal Ware " " ':' Stetson Manufacturing * * . . Superior :\Tanufacturing or: * ' 'lonarch lVIanl1facturing .. " " : ivlaxin1ilian
, Ebonite J'Ianufacturing'
Norelco "',' 1. Jacobs & Sons. " (Tr. 198- 99.
national Silver

Joel Jacobs testified (and is uncontradicted in this record) and

the examiner finds that the manufacturers with "whom the re-

spondents do business have more than one l' who1e8a1e " price.

1\11'.

Jacobs testified that in some instances, even R. H. iVacy- the
largest retailer in the world"

cannot buy at the same low price

that respondents can buy, because l\'lacy ' will
off list price ,

be given 50 percent

whereas respondents 'Ivill be given 50 percent plus

an additional 10 percent in ordcr to encourage rEspondents to

resell the merchandise to retailers , thereby providing wieleI' distribution for the product. (Tl' 202.

1\11' Jacobs testified , without contradiction , that if respondents
were not allowed to continue to represent themselves as \1/ho1e-

salers , they would have to go out of business , because they would
not be able to buy at the prices at which

they

are presently able

to buy, and would not be able to resell their merchandise at
wholesale " prices. (Tr. 203.
Mr. ,Jacobs testifled , and he is uncontradicted in the record, that
respondents service every type of retail establishment " from a

gasoline station to a beauty parlor to a nlortician * * . . to just

about any type of retail establishment that exists in this country.
(Tr. 203- 04.
Respondents sell to grocery stores , Army centers , 5 & 10-cent
stores , variety stores , barbershops , gas stations , beauty parlors,
door- to- door

installment companies , and gift shops.
Tr. 204.
business permits

Repondent Jacobs testified that respondents '

them to sell to the small businessman and shopkeeper at the wholesale level and that respondents ' business is the " middle ll1Rn " between the manufacturer and the retailer. (Tl' 205.
In 1961 , respondents ' sales of nlcrchandise were between

$250 000 and $300

000. By 1965, this had increased to $2

000 000,

of which amount approximately 40 percent will be sold
small businessman.
Several years ago ,

to the

respondents began to make sales to the con-

sumer and ceased to confine their sales to the small businessman.
(Tr. 206.
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At or about the same time respondents started selling a whole-

salers ' service which they have operated separately and apart
from their direct mail catalog selling.

Pursuant to stipulation filed in this record , it is found that if

the following individuals had been called as witnesses , they would
have testified that they had purchased articles of merchandise

from respondent Jay Norris Corp. for their own use and not for
sHle:
Virginia Cicalese

250 Van Buren Street
N ewal'k , New Jersey
Stanley Grosky

Albert R. Berube
5 Spruce Street
PlainviJIe , Connecticut
Mrs. Ruth ETost

44 Marne Street
Newark , New Jersey

Mr. Chnrles G. Chamberlin
433 Main Street

Irene T. Klecha

West Haven , Connecticut

61 Alden Street
Wallington , New Jersey
Mary Garaventa
411 Westvicw Place
Fort Lee , New Jersey
Elizabeth Macioch

21 Van Buren Avenue
Cal'tel'et , New Jersey
Mrs. Janet Condit

139 Cooper Avenue

Upper Montclair , Xcw Jersey
Glenna Gingerly
21 Hampton Road

Cranford , New Jersey
Elmer Young
79 Butler A venue

Bridgeport , Connecticut
Mrs. Viola Schovanec

137 Huntington Road
Bridgeport , COl1l1cciicut

Emily De Decius

198 Abermarle Street
ahway, New Jersey
MJ' s.

Ann Marcheski

246 , E ,

Davey Street

Bloomfield , New Jersey

Mr. Alfred J. Rasmussen
14 Volkmar Place
::Ictuchen , New Jersey

Mr. Edward pjzzella
80 Centennial Avenm

Cranford , N e,\ J el'sey
Mr. Clarence Yal' ocheski

4 SuUon Place
Trumbull , Connecticut
Mr. Wilham Brown
2985 Heservoir Avenue
Trumbull , Connecticut

Stephen G. Beardsley

Miss Helen Velykis
173 DeCicco Road

276 Levenworth Road

Waterbury, Connecticut

Shelton , Connecticut

Mr. Andrew Bosch

Michael A. Iarrapino

St. :JIary

17 Howard Street

56 Franklil1 Street

v\ratc!"bury, Connecticut
Mrs. Nancy Rosa
55 Lockwood Drive
Watertown , Connecticut
F1'n is D. O,,,' ens

\Vaterbul'Y, Connecticut
::II'. Lee D. Aspinall

55 South Elm Street
Bristol , Connecticut

s Hospital

20 Forest Street

New Haven , Connecticut
Ml' Joseph Casher , Jr.
773 Quinnipiac Avenue
New Haven , Connecticut

Respondents developed their wholesalers ' service to specialize in
servicing the small businessman at the wholesale level (Tr. 20S)

, ::' * ':'
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to give the small business man (sic) an opportunity to get a
tremendous array of products that he never knew about

and

fmd sources for just about any product that any of these people

or companies wanted to buy. "

(T1' 208. )

An individual or busi-

nessman may subscribe to respondents ' wholesalers ' service for $3
for one year ,

and this entitles such subscriber to obtain a whole-

sale source of merchandise for any items or articles in vvhich he
may be interested. Respondents started the wholesalers ' service
as an addition to the wholesale catalog selling, because respondents
were convinced that their own wholesale mail- order

catalog selling

did not offer prospective customers " suffcient product mix
did not offer enough. " (Tr. 209. ) Respondents ' wholesalers ' service

enabled them to put persons who were interested in buying at
wholesale " prices through catalogs in touch with sellers who \vere

interested in selling at " wholesale " prices through catalogs.
CX 3 in evidence is a catalog, originally prepared by Reliable
Wholesale Distributor Company in Chicago , upon which there is
imprinted the name of one of respondents ' companies. This catalog, CX 3 , is sent out by respondents to their prospective wholesale
club members. After they join the club and receive the catalog

(CX 3) the members send their orders in to respondents , who , in
turn , forward the orders to Reliable in Chicago. (Tr. 212. ) Respondents keep a record of the number of orders that are received.

Reliable has in its catalog one price for a small number of units
and a different price for a larger number of units. ('11'. 213.
Respondents , Federated Nationwide Wholesalers Service , Garydean Corp. , was organized for the purpose of conducting the whole-

salers ' service business described above. ('11' 213.
Prior thereto ,

there was a company called Jay :\orris Company.

As previously found , Textile Mart , Inc. , was the name under which

the business was originally incorporated and Jay Norris CompaYlY
was merely a trade name under which Textile Mart , Inc. tJperated.
(Tr. 214. ) Jay Xorris Corp. is a name used since by Textile Mart
Inc. , for selling merchandise in interstate commerce. The name
Jay Norris " has been used by Textile Mart , Inc. , since 1951. (1'1'.
215. ) Nationwide Wholesalers Service was promulgated in order to
expand the sales of the Jay Norris Corp. (Tr. 218.

For purposes of this proceeding it is necessary to analyze the
record evidence relating to two separate facets of respondents
business: first , the sale of merchandise; and second , the sale of a
wholesalers '

service.

" Mr. J aeobs was a \vitness in support of

the complaint as well as the only witness for respondents. His

testimony is not contradicted by other evidence in the record , and
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constitutes the only evidence with reference to certain facts

the record.

Respondents sell exclusively as a mail- order catalog house. They
do not O\v11 or operate any retail stores 01' outlets, They do not
employ any salesmen. They do not control or have any special

relationship with any of the manufacturers of the merchandise
which they offer for sale.
On the basis of Mr. Jacobs ' testimony, the examiner finds that
60 percent of respondents ' merchandise sales made through the
Jay Norris Corp. are made to the ultimate consumer , and 40

percent of such sales are made to persons who buy from respondents for resale. (Tr. 172. ) Annette Brodsky, complaint counsel'

maHing list witness ,

estimated that respondents ' ll1ailings cost
respondents about $250 000 per annum. (Tr . 545.
For the year 1965 , respondents ' income from the sale of merchandise through the Jay Norris Corp. should be approximately
000 000 , and respondents ' income iron1 their wholesalers

service should be approximately $3 000

000. (Tr. 122.

Counsel supporting the complaint has attempted to prove that
alleged Ivho1e8a1e prices for six separate product
lines were not \vho1e8a1e prices. It was and is incumbent upon

respondents '

complaint counsel to prove by reliable , probative , and substantial
evirlence in this record , that respondents ' allcgecl wholesale prices
were not in fact , wholesale prices for Regal \\lare , Ine. kitchen
utensils (Ronald Reigle-witness) ; Mastercraft Pipes , Inc. (Mrs.
Judith Weinberger- witness) ; Westinghouse Electric Corporation
products (Frank W. Schattschneider and Randolph S. Harperwitnesses) ; Amity Leather Products Co. (Walter J. Rieger , John
H. Foley, James R. Cecil , and Milton Prizant- witnesses) ; SpaldA. G.
Spalding
ing Sales Corporation-the selJing organization for

& Bros. (Ralph Sigler- witness);

am) International Appliance

Company (Robert Kemelhor-witness) .
Complaint counsel's evidence \vas confined to the Regal \Vare
J\Tastereraft , \Vesting-house , Amity, Spalding, and International
Appliance jJroducts offered for sale in CX 1. Hc must , therefore
have proven that the prices at which respondents offered these

product lines for sale in ex 4 were not , in fact , wholesale prices
in any of the trade areas in which respondents offered such product lines for sale- complaint counsel has failed to sustain this
burden.

Respondents maintain an inventory in their warehouse located
at Lynbrook , Long Islanc1 , New York from which they sell directly
to their catalog purchasers. Occasionally, respondents

fill orders

, "

),

, ,
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from this inventory even though the orders are generated by their
wholesalers ' service rather than by their catalog sales. For the
most part , hmvever , the orders generated by the \vholesalers
service are passed along to the outside business firms whose catalogs have been mailed out by respondents.

The Price Evidence as to Regal W,,,' , Inc.
Ronald Reigle (Tr. 302

complaint ,

et seq.

a witness in support of the

testiied that he has been the field sales director of

Regal Ware , Inc. , Kewaskum , Wisconsin , for two and one- half
years , and he has been with the company for thirteen years. The

company manufactures cookware out of alllminUll1 and stainless

steel. The cookware includes saucepans , chicken fryers , coffee
makers (electric and nonelectric), fry pans (electric and non-

electric), and tea kettles. The company employs 50 salesmen.
Mr. Reigle classified respondents as wholesale catalog dealers

(Tr. 305) and estimated that Regal had over 100 such wholesale

catalog accounts. The company has a $22 million a year business
5 percent of which is done with the wholesale catalog houses. (Tr.
304 ,

317. )

Regal has more than one " wholesale "

products. (Tr. 306 ,

price on its

307.

Regal Ware is not fair traded , but the company fixes a suggested retail price for its merchandise. (Tr. :308.
) Regal

sells

catalog houses , chain stores , grocery stores , house- to- house installment sellers , mail-order houses , premiu1l1 users promotional
jobbers " (Tr. 309), and retailers such as retail tea and coffee
operations Jewel Tea , Grand Union , and " Great American Tea,
(Tr. 311.)

On pages 66 and 67 of CX 4 , the products manufactured by
Inc. , are offered for resale by respondents. Regal
Ware quoted six different prices (Tr. 313) on the Duncan Hines
No. 1221 quart-size saucepan.
No. 1221 quart- size saucepan:
Regal Ware ,

Wholesale Prices:
$2,

Categories fOT which prices a1" e applfca,b/e

Wholesale trade , catalog
like GenerallVills.

houses , large premium users

$2.49 less

5 percent.

People like Montgomery Ward where they put their own
trade name on it; also Sears , Rocbuek & Co.

$2.

Small premium users ,

$2. 99 .
$3,
$5.

grocery stores , smaller jobbers,

etc.
Retailers such as Macy
Small , very small retailer.

Preticketed , retail price.

,"
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The saucepan , No. 1221 ,

which is preticketed to sell at $5.

can be purchaBed from Regal Ware for $2.49 ,

or $2.

, or $2.

or $3. 15. (Tr. 316.

Exhibits were offered and were received in evidence as CX 22
to CX 26 ,

inclusive. Each of these exhibits is a separate Regal
Ware price list.
At Tr. 324 , upon being referred to pages 66 and 67 of CX 4
of respondents ' catalog, .Mr. neJgle testified that the prices shown
on those pages are " wholesale " prices.

Regal Ware price Jists (CX 22- CX 26) show that different
classes of Regal \Vare customers pay different prices for the same
item. Some of the items shown in CX 4 , pageB 66 and 67 , were
sold chiefly for resale through wholesale catalogs.
TvIr. Reigle testified that the ' '\vholesale prices shown on pages
66 and 67 of respondents ' catalog, CX 4 , were represented by his
firm to the respondents as wholesale prices (Tr. 336) and that,

the respondents sold their Regal Ware items at 40 percent off
Regal's suggested retail price , respondents would be selling such
products at a tme wholesale price. (Tr. 337.
Regal suppJied pages 66 and 67 of ex 4 to respondents for use

in their catalog, and they furnished similar pages to other catalog
houses. (Tr. 339. ) The catalog houses paid Regal Ware $2.49 for
a pan and resold it to rewilers for $3. 50. (Tr. 339.
Respondents have been classified by Regal Ware as jobbers and
given the same price as jobbers.
Mr. Reigle testified as fol1ows: (TL 324 , 325 , 335- 339.
Q. Mr. Reigle ,

are you familiar with the pI' ices at which some of your
tomers throughout the United States resell these items to other compa-

nies or persons who , in turn , resell to consumers?
A, Yes.

Q. Would you look at Pages GG and 67 of the catalog marked ex 4 , which
you , and tell me whethel' the PI'ices st ted in each one of

you have bcfol' e

these is , in fact , a wholesale price'?

MR. FENTON: I object to that question , your Honor. I don t thinkA. They have all my prices there , and these prices are quite old. I would

but I don t recall all the prices.
Q. \Vould you like to look at yeur exhibits to refresh your recollection?
A. Yes, please.

say that they are ,

CDocuments handed to the witness.
A. Yes ,

they are.
Q. And you are referring to the price,= noted on Pages 66 and 67 that include the phrase " You Pay, " referring to Item 1221 , where it says You Pay
S3.

" or whatever the item cost happens to be "with

respect to those items

on that page; you say those are "\vholesale p:fices. and those are the prices
you are referring to
A. Yes.

,"

,"
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Q. I show you , Mr. Reigle ,

what has been marked as ex
27- through D
, and I ask you if you can tell us what that is.
A. This is a price list that we g' ave to our jobbing trade as a guide.
Q. As a guide for the prices at which they, in turn , should sell your prod-

for identification

ucts at wholesale?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you kno"\v whether your products were , in fact , sold at wholcsaIe at
the prices referred to on the list?

t. This list has since been discontinued.
Q. I mean at the time in question.

A. I honestly aon

A. I could not answer that.

Q. At least , that is the wholesale price that you suggest?
A. This is a wholesale price that we suggest , yes.
Q. Would you take the example that th8 Hearing Examiner gave a while
ago , saucepan No.
wholesale price?

1221 ,

and tell us what you suggest in that list as

being

A, $3, 50.

Q. And \vould you look at ReSlJondents '

price that is sold for , that Item 1221?

catalog, ex 4 , and tell us at what

A. $3. 50.

isn it true , 1\1T. Reigle , that all of the prices that are contained
Q. And
Pages 6!J and 67 f0l" the iten1s are the wholesale prices that were given to us
by your representatives
A. All of these pJ' iccs in here \vere given to you, yes.
HEARING EXAMINER GROSS: In where

THE WITNESS: In Page 66 and Page 67 of this catalog, ex 4.
By :Mr. Friend:

Q. They were given to us as wholesale prices , weren t they?
A. Yes,

Q. In fact, we were told they were the wholesale prices; is that correct?
A. That' s right.
Q. Mr. Reigle , who prepares these inserts , Pages 66 and 67, that are found
jn the catalog, ex 4?
A. Regal Ware, Inc.

Q. Regal .Ware prepares that?
we prepare these pages.

A. Yes ,

Q. And who places the amounts in? For example Retail , $0. " for item
who would put that in? Or , rather , on Item 1221 , who supplies the suggested retail price in the insert?

numbered 5751 ,

A. Regal Ware.

Q. And who supplies the
A. Regal '''are does.

You pay $3. 50"

HEARING EXAMIKER GROSS: Those sheets there , Pages 66 and 67 in
ex 4 , would it be accurate to state that you not only furnished those sheets

to these respondents in this proceeding, but you furnished them for many
other catalog houses, too?
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THE WITNESS: Yes , that would be correct.

HEARING EXAMIXER GROSS: And you use the same prices for all
catalog houses?

THE WITNESS: Yes , your Honor.
HEARING EXAMIXER GROSS: In other words , you expect the catalog
house to make ,\- hat percentage of profit on its purchase from you?
THE WITXESS: 33% percent , I believe it is.
HEARING EXAMINER GROSS: In other words , the catalog house realizes

331f3

percent of their selling price or

33113

percent of their cost?

THE WITNESS: Well , I am not that familial' with it. I

cannot answer

that specifically.

HEARING EXAMINER GROSS: Well , let us go back for a minute. You
told me that pan we talked about sold for $2.49 to the catalog house; right?
THE WITXESS, Right.
HEARI;\G EXAMINER GROSS: And the catalog house sells it for how
much?

THE WITNESS: They pay $2.

, ann they sell it fol' $3. 50.

On the basis of Mr. Reigle s testimony and the other evidence

relating tbereto , the hearing examiner finds that complaint counsel
has failed to prove that the prices in respondents ' catalog (CX 4)

for Regal Ware products which are categorized as " wholesale
prices were not , in fact , 'Ivvholesale " prices. On the contrary, the
evidence proves and the examiner finds that respondents

were

offering Regal Ware products for sale at wholesale prices during
the relevant period.

The Price Evidence flS to International Applicmce Company
Robert Kemelhor , salesman and sales representative for Inter-

national Appliance Company, 9 J 8 Stanley A venue , Brooklyn , K ew
York , was called as a witness in support of the complaint. (Tr.
456

et seq,

Mr. Kemelhor testified that his company manufactures
He classified rffpondents as dis-

electrical appliances. (Tr. 456, )

testified that 60 percent of
International' s sales are made to distributors for resale , and about
40 percent are made to department stores which resen to the
tributors. (Tr. 466. ) Mr. Kemelhor

ultimate consumer. (Tr. 466.
The witness testified that if a

distributor purchased International item 860- DT at SJ3 and marked it up to realize a proflt
of 20 , 25, or 30 percent , he would be selling at a wholesale price
to his dealers. (Tr. 468.

upon being shOlvn respondents ' cata10g, ex 4 , page 62 , and the

prices for International item 860- , priced therein at $17.
and 870, priced at $26.
, the witness testified that respondents ' prices for the items "." * ,. are under the retail prices and I
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would say that in some cases they may be under wholesale prices.
(Tr. 468. )

Mr. Keme1hor

wholesale prices ,

testified that respondents '

prices are

but they are not necessarily the lowest wholesale
product. (Tr. 469.

prices at which a distributor might sell the

Q. But based upon the information yon do have , and your familiarity with
the industry and the sale of your products, you would say, \vould you not
that those prices are in fact \vholesalc prices?

A. Yes ,

I would say so.

Q. Would your answers be the same if I asked you those questions with

tv..'o food Sheel" S on page 61 of ex 4 , taking fn' st the Silver
King elech'ic food slicer and the non-electric food slicers , both of which are
described in the upper right- hane! corner of page 61? Would you say those
prices at which respondents were seHing and offering those two units for sale
respect to the

are \vholesale prices?

A. Well , they are considerably under the retail price that those products

are advertised at. I would say that , by and large ,

they arc wholesale prices

yes.

Q. And the same answel' , I assume you ,vould give , if I would ask you
whether they are necessarily the lowest "\vholesale price or necessarily the

highest wholesale price'!
A. That' s l' ight.
Q. Your answer would 11e that they are at least wholesale prices'?
A. That' s correct. ('11'469- 70)

L"pon examining respondents ' catalog, ex 4 , 1V11' Kemelhor
further testified that respondents sell International item 860for 817. 95; that Macy s advel'tise and sell the item from $22.
to 829. 95; that :Ylacy s price would he l'eferred to as a discounted

price off the suggested retail list; and that he ' would describe
respondents '

price of $17. 95

as a wholesale price, (Tl', 474. ) The

witness further tcstifled that he \\ould give the same answers to
the same questions if they were asked of him concerning International item 870- DT (CX 4 , page 62) and the two fO Qd slicel's
offered for sale by l'espondents in their catalog' , CX 4, (Tr. 474.

International item 870- DT

is offel'cd fol' sale by respondents in

their catalog at 826. 95. It has a sugg' ested list of $49. 95,

(Tr. 476.

Complaint counsel has failed to pl'ove that the pl'ices at which
respondents offered their International Appliance Company items
fol' sale thl'ough their catalog' were not wholesale prices, His own
witness has testified tbat they were wholesale prices. It would be
unfair anrl unjust to require respondents t.o cease and desist from
holding themselves out as Ivholesa1ers on the basis of such slim

evidence as hns been offered with reference to the International
Appliance Company items. The evidence fails
spondents ' prices were not wholesale prices.

to prove that re-

),
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The Price Evidence as to Weshnghouse Elect?";c Corpomtion
et seq.

Frank W. Schattschneider (Tr. 411

an attorney on the

staff of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in Pittsburgh

Pennsylvania , was subpoenaed as a witness in SUPPOl't of the
complaint. :vr. SchaUschneider had , at the request of complaint
counsel , prepared CXs 29- , all of which are in evidence. The witness testified that Westinghouse Electric Supply Company
(WESCO) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric
Corporation (Tr. 416) ; that WESCO is a " distribution outlet"

for Westinghouse products to retail dealers (Tr. 417) ; and that
CXs 29- 39 are " prices for certain Weshn.ghouse items. " (Tr.
417. ) Commission Exhibits 29- 39 were prepared at complaint
counsel's request by the witness , obtaining " from our Viesea peo-

ple the price sh ets used in the different areas , and extracted from

them the prices on the twelve products about which you Lcomplaint
counsel) inquired. " Each exhibit lists the prices for tlie same

twelve items (Tr. 419) from September 24 , 1962 , until July 1
1964. (Tr. 420, ) That was the entire substance of Mr. Schattschneider s testimony. Commissiou Exhibits 29- 39 are pricc3 for

eleven distribution areas in which Westinghouse products arc
distributed. (Tr. 422. ) There are variations in the prices shown
for a particular Westinghouse item from exhibit to exhibit or

from zone to zone. (Tr, 424. ) The Westinghouse items offered for
sale and advertised by respondents are shown in respondents

catalog CX 4 , at pages 52 ,

61

, and 64. According to the Schatt-

schneider exhibits , Westinghouse item 75AC1 was sold by respondents at a price which was very close to the price at which
the item was sold by WestilOghouse to its dealers in Salt Lake City
and San Francisco. (Tr. 427- 29.

Mr. Schattschneider testified that $39. 90 (r spondents ' price)
was not a retail price for Westinghouse item 75AC1 as far as he
knew. (Tr. 431.)
Randolph S. Harper (Tr. 436

et seq.

also a witness for West-

inghouse in support of the complaint, was administrative service

manager for Westinghouse Electric Supply Company in Newark
New Jersey.
Harpel' testified that insofar as Schatt.schneider had stated that
he had copied t.he prices on CX 29 from WESCO price sheets
Harper would confn' m that the prices on CX 29 were the prices at
which WESCO soid the jJroducts to its dealers. (Tl' . 439.
There are approximately 140 to 150 WESCO locations in t.he
United States. (Tr. 440. ) WESCO usually supplies its dealers
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from the supply center in the area in which the dealer is located.

(Tr. 440.
On cross-examination , Harper testified that he could not state
whether the information shown on CX 29- , inciusive , would be
applicable to all the 140 to 150 WESCO locations. (Tr. ;141.) All
that Harpcr could state with reference to CX 29- , inclusive
was what lVr. Schattschneider testified to, (Tl' 441.) Although

Harper knew Irving Pincus and Al Guidone of the WESCO Long
, Harper was unable to state whether either
Pincus , or Guidone , or both of them handled sales to respondents.
(Tr. 442- 43. ) Harpel' was unable to state whether he had anything to do with the preparation of RX 10 A and B , but if he did
it would have been in a clerical capacity rather than in fixing the
prices shown there. (Tr. 4"14- 45. ) WESCO' s dealers ' prices were
subject to change without notice. (Tr. 446.
In 1962 and 1963 , WESCO distributed products other than those
manufactured by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. (Tr. 449.
At one time , WESCO price sheets did have a " suggested dealer
Island operation

price. "

(Tr. 450.

Mr. Harper was not able to state , upon redirect examination

whether the items listed on CX 29- 39 were ever sold at prices
lower than those set out in the exhibits. (Tr. 453.
Respondents offered in evidence Exhibits RX 10 A and B , a
price list whith Westinghouse representative Al Guidone had supplied to them in 1961 and which respondents used to plepare their
catalog. (Tr . 593- 94. ) Jacobs testified that he believed RX 10
was used as the price guide for setting the prices of the Westinghouse products (Tr. 595) and that respondent vVilliams had placed

handwritten figures on RX 10 under the column " Our Price " as
the rcsult of a conversation with Al Guidone. (Tr. 597.
The record showed that respondents ' counsel had made diligent
efforts to locate Guidone as a witness and that he and the \Vestinghouse attorneys were unable to obtain Guidone

s last known ad-

dress. (Tr. 601.)

Jacobs further testified that Guidone had given respondents a
yellow sheet of paper which contained a list of all Westinghouse
items that Mr. Guidone wanted respondents to handle. On that
yellow sheet , Guidone marked down respondents ' cost and the
suggested list price. Some of the information on RX 10 A and B
was also on the yellow sheet of paper. (Tr . 597- 98. ) In addition
to this yellow sheet and RX 10 A and B , Guidone personally wrote
the description of each of the Westinghouse items , supplied photographs , and supplied " all this price information. " When asked

, '
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what he meant by " All this price information " Jacobs stated The
suggested list prices , or known in this book as the retail prices
and also the prices at which (respondentsJ were to sell " or respondents " wholesale prices. " (Tr. 599.
It may be noted that the prices on RX 10 are not described
as " dealer

cost " but rather as " suggested

dealer cost

" and that

these prices were subject to change without notice. (Tr. 444- 16.
The dealer cost was not shown to be a binding- dealer price. Sales

could be made by the salesman for a greater or lesser price without necessarily changing the character of the price as a wholesale

price. (Tr. 450- 52.
The situation existing between respondents and vVestinghouse
was most unusual , and it was not typical of the manner in which
respondents purchased or sold its merchandise. Respondent Jacobs
testified that respondents ceased carrying the Westinghouse items
shown on page 52 of ex 4 because respondents had become aware
that they werc not purchasing

directly from Westinghouse but

from a distributor known as Westinghouse Electric Supply Company. Respondents believed that they were not getting the lowest

possible wholesale prices because they were not dealing- with the
manufacturing source. For this reason they discontinued the line.
(Tr . 600. ) This was done in keeping with respondents ' policy of
purchasing only fl'0111 direct SOUTces and not through distributors.
(Tr. 603.

This was all the evidence

tendered to prove that respondents

prices for the Westinghouse Electric Corporation s products , offered for sale in respondents ' catalog, ex 4 , were not wholesale

burden of
which
respondproving that the prices of "Vestinghouse products
,
wholesale
were
not
,
in
fact
ents characterized as wholesale prices
prices.
prices. Complaint counsel has failed to sustain his

The Price Ev idence

Ralph Sigler ,

(IS

to

Spalding SpoTting Goods

a witness in support of the complaint ,

testified

that he was district sales manager for Spalding Sales Corporation
the selling organization for A. G. Spalding & Bros. Spalding
Sales has nine district offces throughout the country. (Tr. 47980. ) Spalding price lists are in evidence as CX 40 and CX 41.
(Tl' 481.) These price lists show that Spalding published several
different cat.egories of prices, including " confidential," 'i quantity,
special " and " list" prices. The confidential price was Spalding
selling price to its customers , such as respondents (Tr. 487) ; the
quantity price was the price the Spalding dealer charged

when
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reselling in quantity to an institution (Tr. 487 , 490) ; the special

sale price was the suggested retail price to the ultimate consumer
(Tr. 487 , 492) which allowed the retailer a 40 percent markup
over his cost. Although Mr. Sigler s testimony was not as precise

, it

as it might have been
would appear and the examiner finds
that the suggested retail price was the usual retail selling price
of Spalding items. (Tr. 496- 498. ) In some of the retail estab-

lishments that did not engage in price cutting, Spalding s list price
is the one which was charged. (Tr. 491.
Insofar as the Spalding line is concerned , the evidence shows
and the examiner finds that respondents ' markup for Spalding

items was less than the usual wholesale markup; and respondents
prices reflected on page 40 of CX 4 are substantially lower than
the prices which Spalding suggests for sales to the ultimate consumer.

Mr. Sigler testified, and he is uncontradicted in this record,
that Spalding- does not sell directly to retailers. It sells only to
dealers who , in turn , sell to retailers. Spalding sold its line directly
to the respondents for resale to firms who resell to the consumer.
(Tr. 482.

The prices at which respondents offered Spalding products for
sale , all were lower than every price listed in Spalding s catalog
(CX 41), except the dealer s price to the dealer. (Tr. 506 , 610 CX
, p. 40; CX 41 , p. 7.
The uncontradicted evidence of the vi'tness Jacobs was to the
effect that Spalding drop ships from Chicopee , Massachusetts , any

Spalding items which respondents sell through their catalog. (Tr.
607. ) Spalding did not customarily render this service to its accounts.

Mr. Sigler testified that Spalding, during the relevant period
ordinarily sold its " pacesetter " line to wholesale catalog firms , such
as respondents. Because the pacesetter line required a slIbstantial
inventory, the items that respondents offered for sale on page 40

of CX 4 were part of Spalding s regular line. (Tr. 508. ) The exception jn favor of respondents was made by Spalding s salesman
Frank Battaglia , who had sold respondents the regular Spalding
catalog line instead of the pacesetter line so that respondents
could act as distributors for resale. (Tr. 509 ,

606.

At the time that Battaglia showed the Spalding line to respondent Jacobs , Battaglia represented to Jacobs that the prices shown
on page 40 of CX 4 of respondents ' catalog were wholesale prices.
(Tr. 609. ) Respondents '

prices were fixed on a basis of a whole-

sale markup structure. (Tr. 611.)

. $.
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Spalding approved respondents ' pricing of its products as reflected in their catalog, and they furnished respondents with
photographs and descriptions for use in their catalog. (Tr. 611.

The testimony of lVr. Sigler , and the exhibits reflect the follow-

ing prices for Spalding items advertised on page 40 of ex 4 of
respondents ' catalog.
Spaiding s I
cost to

Item

rcspondent

3122 I8 .
3128

price

Respondents

Suggesteu
retail
price

csale

price

$ 115.

115.
74.
74,

EH l

102 .

34.45

105 m

2122 14 .
2122 13 .
2128 13 u.

sr.le

! Special

Quantity
price

42,
u...... ..u.uu. .

84.0

31.50
31.50

42- 135 (Roger Maris)

... .u u

95 I

S 9.

63.
63. 00 I

$ 69.
69.
44.
44.
54,
41.50
41.50

12.4G

267 (AI Darlq

168 (Basketball)
163 (Basketball)

(CXs 40- 41;

ex 4 ,

12.45

95 I
page 40; and Tr. 483

6.40

et seq.

Complaint counsel has failed to prove by reliable ,

probative

and substantial evidence that the prices at which respondents
offered the Spalding items for sale were not true wholesale prices.
It was and is incumbent upon complaint counsel so io prove.
The fact that Spalding s products may have been sold at prices
other than those set forth in respondents ' catalog (CX 4 , page 40)
does not constitute proof that responctents '

sale.

prices were not whole-

Therefore , complaint counsel' s assertions that respondents

prices for the Spalding iten1s were not wholesale prices must be
dismissed for failure of proof. Respondents ' catalog (CX 1), the
Spalding price lists , plus the testimony of Ralph Sigler and of
Joel Jacobs , prove that respondents ' prices for the Spalding line

were wholesale prices-albeit not necessarily the lowest wholesale
prices.

Inc.
Mrs. Judith Weinberger , manager of the catalog business of
Mastcrcraft Pipes , Inc. , 25 West :;2nd Street , !\ew York , New
York , was called as a witness in support of the complaint. (Tr.
The Price E1.:idence

as to lVlasteFcraft Pipes )

344.

:lirs. Weinberger was shown page 42 of respondents ' catalog
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(CX 4). She identified the pipes and smoking accessories shown
on that page as Mastercraft' s pipes and accessories ordinarily
packaged" for catalog houses. She stated that these items had
been sold to the Jay Norris Corp. and that they are sold to " Coop
Electric; also , the Louis Watch Company, the :\lajestic Electric
Company, Smith Distributors Company, among others. " She further testified that lVastercraft sells 50 to 75 such catalog accounts.
(Tr. 347- 50.
Mastercraft's price structure is set up so that it provides the

cost" price and a suggested retail price. The catalog houses pay
the cost price; the dealer pays one- third off the suggested retail
price; and the consumer pays the retail price. (Tr. 350- 51.) When
asked what price the catalog house would be expected to charge
if its sales were made directly to the consumer , Mrs. Weinberger
stated that Mastercraft would expect the catalog house to charge
the retail price. (Tr. 351. ) Mrs. Weinberger identified RX 8 A

and B as two pages of Mastercraft' s price list prepared by Sid
Schreiber , a representative of Mastercraft , who handled catalog
houses. (Tr. 353- 55. ) The evidence shows that these sheets (RX
8 A and B) were delivered to respondents for their use in pre-

paring page 42 of their catalog (CX 4).
Respondents Exhibit 8 A and B and Mrs. Weinberger s testimony are to the effect that the dealer s price " is a third off the

) But she was reluctant to categorize the
" price as a " wholesale " price. (Tr. 351- 54.

retail price. " (Tr. 352.

dealer

Excerpts from Mrs, Weinberger
Q. WelJ ,

s testimony follow:

is the dealers price a wholesale price?

A. The dealers price would be the dealers price. I don t know what category
I would put it into. As far as I am concerned , it is a third off the retail price.
Q. Well , is that wholesale?
A. " Wholesale price " is a very general term.
Q. \Vhat do you understand " wholesale price " to mean?
A. A wholesale price depends on the wholesale that it is. I mean , there is
such a thing as a wholesaler who sells directly to the public , and he wil have
his own wholesale price. There wil be a wholesaler that will further resell to
dealers, and that will be a different wholesale price. And there is a dealer

who sells to smaller disb'ibutors who wil further reselJ; and therefore
,vholesale price "

wou1d be a very Reneral term,

Q. Would you include within your general defmition of " wholesale price
the price at which a company sells an item to a dealer "who , in turn , has to
resell it to a consumer: Would that price be a wholesale price:
A. It would be a dealer price. It would be the dealer price,
Q.

Rut

wouldn

t it also be a wholesale price

, since the dealer has to buy it

at that price and then resell it? He is not buying it at l' etail , is he?
A, He is buying at a dealer price because he is not further wholesaling it.
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, it would be in the dealer price category. There
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would be no

mean , it wouldn t go any more at wholesale. It would go from that

point to the consumer.
Q. Well , is the price to that dealer a list price?
A. ?:o.
Q. Would that price to that dealer be a retail price?
A, It is Jess than the retail price.

Q. And in your case ,
than the retail price?

you suggest a dealer s price which is one- third less

A. That' s right.
Q. SO if a dealer \vere to buy these pipes , he \1.'uld pay a price which
would allow him to sell at retail with a one- third mark-up;
is that right?
A. That is correct.

The substance of her testimony was and the examiner finds that
s price was , in fact , a wholesale price.

the dealer

Sid Schreiber , the l\astercraft representative , handled re-

spondents ' catalog account. Mrs. Weinberger testified that he

might" have delivered the price lists (RX S A and B) to re-

spondents at the time the prices were being compiled by Mastercraft for the line of pipes in respondents ' catalog. (CX 4 , page 42.
The prices under the column entitled " Dealer " shown in RX 8
A and B ,

are the prices at which Mastercraft expected
to be sold by respondents to dealers.

the items

Mrs. Weinberger testified (Tr. 357) that respondents represented and advertised a price for each and every item which is
approximately " the same as the price set forth under the column
headed " Dealer " and that Mastercraft knew through Sid Schreiber
that respondents sold to dealers. (Tr. 357- 59. ) Mastercraft prepared RX 8 A and B , as a guide to be used by respondents in
pricing the Master craft line. (Tr. 359.

Mastercraft occupies one floor at 25 West 32nd Street , New
York , New York , for shipping and packaging and another floor for
offces and showroom , \vith a small warehouse - .in the rear. In

addition to selling general merchandise for promotions and for
pipe shops , Mastercraft prepares packaged merchandise for the
catalog houses.

Mrs. Weinberger testified (Tr. 366) that t.he :l1astercraft. representative prepared page 42 of CX 4. She stated that they know
what the representative is going to put into the catalog because he
consults " with them . He merchandises the page , putting together
what he thinks will make a good set , and he makes a layout of the
page. Mastercraft representatives sell pages with layouts to com-

panies like Jay Norris , and also suggest the dealer prices and the
retail prices. (Tr. 367.

Mastercraft sells to wholesalers , such as respondents , and to
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distributors. lVI's. Weinberger was reluctant to testify that Mastercraft sells directly to retailers. :Vlastercl'aft has several distribution

systems for merchandising its pipes , including one system of distributing through catalog houses. (Tr. 373. ) A small percentage
of l\ilastercraft' s business is transacted through catalog houses.
(Tr. 374, ) Mastercraft sells through salesmen , on its premises
through wholesalers , through distributors , and through jobbers.

Mastercraft has no printed bound price list giving costs for a particular category of its products. (Tr. 378.

Insofar as is evident in the record , the lVastercraft pipes sold

by respondents through their catalogs were priced so as to permit
the retailer a markup of at least one- third if he sold at Master-

craft' s suggested retail prices. These suggested retail prices are
fixed by Mastercraft. (Tr. 392.

The evidence adduced by complaint counsel fails to prove that
the prices at which respondents sold lIastercraft pipes were not
wholesale prices. On the contrary, the evidence established that

the prices at which respondents sold :Vlastercraft pipes were dealer
prices and were represented by lVastercraft to respondents as the
price at which respondents should

sell to the retailer so as to

permit the retailer to make the usual markup.
The Price E1;idence us to An

ity Leather Products Co.

In order to prove that respondents did not ,

and do not ,

sell

Amity products (CX 4 , page 25) at wholesale prices , complaint
counscl introduced the testimony of Walter J. Rieger (Tr. 235),

John H. Foley (Tr. 268), James R. Cecil (Tr. 39:,), and Milton
Prizant (Tr. 519). These witnesses were associated with wholesale

drug coneerns and were subpoenaed by complaint counsel primarily for the purpose of placing exhibits in the record that

allegedly reflected the prices at which their respective wholesale

houses sold Amity wallets and other Amity items to the ir

retail

outlets. (Rieger- CX 18 , CX 19; Foley- CX 20 A- , CX 21; Cecil
RX 5 A- C and RX 9.
The evidence adduced by complaint counsel as to the Amity
product line differed from the evidence adduced as to the other
product lines: Spalding, Regal Ware , lVastercraft , Westinghouse
CX 28; Prizant- RX 3. ) (See also

and International Appliance , where complaint counsel produced

\vitnesses \\'ho \vere associated with the manufacturer.
The evidence offered b;y

complaint counsel in support of his

al1egations as to respondents ' prices for Amity products consists

chiefly of tabulations of the foul' wholesale drug

firms. These

tabulations show the prices at which such drug firms sold Amity
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items in four different trade areas: Louisvile , Kentucky; Chicago
Illinois; Boston , Massachusetts; and New York , New York. The
fact that in these trade areas the foUl wholesale drug firms sold
Amity items at prices different from the prices at which respondents sold them does not prove that respondents ' prices were
not who1esale prices.
It is a fair inference from the evidence relating to Amity items
that there were several wholesale prices for the particular Amity
products here involved. Joel Jacobs in his testimony identified
RX 6 A- D as " one of the price lists we were given by Amity for
the 1962 catalog. "

(Tr. 578.

uncontradicted testimony (Tr . .578 et seq. is and
the examiner so finds that Amity furnished several different price
lists to its customers and that such lists , among other things,
suggested the prices at which Amity wholesalers should sell to
Joel Jacobs '

retailers for resale to consumers.
Respondents were not aware that Amity had issued two almost
identical- looking price lists or that one of these price lists , typified
by RX 7, was structured out on a 50 percent plus 25 percent markup basis. (Tr. 222 ,

585. ) Such lists were furnished to respondents

and were followed by them in

establishing the prices at which

they resold Amity items. (See RX 3 A- D; RX 5 A- C; RX 9.
Amity supplied the prices quoted in respondents ' catalog, page 25
CX 4. (Tr. 582.
Respondents paid Amity a price that

enabled respondents to

make a one- third

markup on their selling price (or 25 percent on
their cost), and enabled their customers (retailers) to make a 40
percent markup on the suggested retail price. This was the normal
price structure for wholesalers. (Tr. 583.

Joel Jacobs testified that Amity Leather Products Co. prepared
catalog (CX 4) and s,!ggested the prices
shown on that page. (Tr . 220- , 227, 579 , 582- 83. ) Mr. Jacobs
further testified that Amity representatives told respondents that
page 25 of respondents '

these prices were legitimate and correct wholesale

Amity salesman who verified and approved

prices. The

these prices was

identified as Sidney Dick. (Tr. 221.) JVr. Dick , however , was not
called as a witness by either side.
When a purchaser bought Amity wa1lds from respondent at
the prices shown on page 25 of CX 4 , he wou1d be purchasing at

the type of
catalog operation that respondents were condpcting and was aware
or the representations as to wholesale prices that respondents were
making.

wholesale prices. (Tr. 227. ) Amity was aware of

- -,_._-

----

"'..

::
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Complaint counsel has failed to prove by reJiable ,
and substantial evidence

probative

that the prices at which respondents

offered AmHy products for sale were not , in fact , wholesale prices

within the pricing system and the pricing structure that Amity
used for its catalog customers.

The representative of Gilman Brothers , Inc. , of Boston , John H.

Foley, testified that the Amity billfold , Style #0680 , was purchased by Gilman from Amity for $3. , was sold by Gilman to
the retail drugstore for $5 , and was resold by the retail drugstore
to the consumer for $10. (Tr. 275. ) These prices permitted the

retail drugstore to realize a 50 percent profit on the retail price
and Gilman to realize a 33 percent profit on its cost. (Tr. 282;
CX 19. ) Testimony of the other witness connected with a wholesale drug fIrm confirmed this particular price structure.
Complaint counsel's witness , James R. Cecil of Goulds , Inc.
testified that the usual markup at the retail level was 40
50 percent ,

depending on the item

percent or

01' type of store. Similar testi-

mony was elicited from Milton Prizant of Gazzolo Drug and
Chemica! Company.

The prices charged by respondents for the Amity items were:

pnce

r;es ponuen
Amity

0680.
0678.-

0223.
0233..

023L
0225.
0236.
0245 .

024L
0248 .

0235.
0303.
0513.
0517

0518.
0450..
0660.
0665 .
0677

076L

s stock no.

catalog

$ 5.

m..

suggest
retail price

, $ 8. 95 ($9. 95)
10.

.. 2. 97
4.
57 5.
00

00 10,
1I1 2.
6.
4.
4. 97
77 7.

.1
3. 57
57 5.
( 3.
37 18.
\ 4.
1 2. 97
57 5.
7.
97I 4.
, 2. 77
77 7.
57 5.

5AJ5

11.

1 4.

77 1 7.

1.80 I 3.

' 3,

084L

40 4.

0835..

1.50 , 2.

0825.-

10
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Respondent Jacobs testified that RX 6 A-D was one of the price
lists which Amity had given to respondents in 1962 (Tr. 578)
that the prices under the column " Our Price " were placed there
by respondent Williams in 1962 (Tr. 578- 579) ; and that these

prices were represented to respondents by Amity as being whole-

sale prices. Jacobs further testified that in 1962 Amity had given
these prices to respondents on another price list , but it had been
lost; however , the prices on RX 5 A- C were the same as those on
the lost price list. (Tr. 580.

Respondents Exhibit 5 A- C shows that Amity had suggested
the resale prices that corresponded with the prices at which respondents sold the Amity products. (Tr. 582. ) Mr. Jacobs testified
that the suggested prices in respondents ' catalog " are the same as
supplied by Amity. " (Tr. 582, ) Amity products are also distributed through non- drugstore outlets , but these outlets may not

use the same markup as the drugstores.

(Tr . 586.

Complaint counsel has failed to prove by reliable , probative , and
substantial evidence in thi3 record that respondents '

prices for

Amity products shown in their catalog, page 25 , CX 4 , and designated as wholesale prices ,

were not in fact wholesale prices. On
page 8 of his proposed findings , complaint counsel requested a

fmding as to the Amity products , that " respondents ' price is not
the

lo,uest

wholesale price. "

(Italic supplied. ) nespondents do not

represent that they sell at the

lowest

wholesale price. Respondents

represent only that they sel1 at a wholesale price- one which
permits purchasers of Amity products from respondents ' catalog

to resell these products at Amity s suggestec!l'etail price and make
a legitimate profit. On the basis of the evidence in this record , it
is found that such representation by respondents is

not

deceptive

or misleading.
CONCLUSIONS

Complaint counsel' s price evidence offered with reference to the
was
more

six product lines hereinbefore named proves that there

than one wholesale price for such product lines. On page 7 of his
proposed findings , complaint counsel asserts:
It should be clearly understood that counsel supporting the complaint

did

not allege nor did he attempt to establish that there is only one wholesale

price for each item of merchandise. The number of wholesale

prices depends

upon the method of distrihution.

If this is complaint counsel' s

position with reference to the sup-

pliers ' price structures of the items offered for sale by respondents
in their catalogs (see CX 4), then complaint counsel should have
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proven which one of the wholesale prices respondents must charge
in order not to be deceptive.

The complaint does not articulate respondents '

deception as

wholesale
price , but that they misrepresent their catalog prices as wholesale
lowest

being a misrepresentation that they sell at the

prices. The witnesses from Regal Ware ,

Spalding, Mastercraft

Westinghouse , and International Appliance characterized respondents ' prices for their respective lines as " wholesale " or " dealwholesale prices.
ers ' " prices- albeit not necessarily the
louJest

The evidence clearly establishes that respondents ' prices for
Amity
Amity products (page 24 , CX 4) were substantialJy below
RX :3 A-D; RX 5
suggested retail prices. (See page 35 supra;
D; RX 9. ) In most instances , respondents ' prices for the Amity
products were the prices that Amity suggested respondents use

for resale to the retail outlets.
The evidence establishes and the examiner finds that a purchaser
at respondents ' prices could resell at the manufacturers ' suggested
retail prices and could make a profit equal to the usual and customary markup enjoyed by retailers of such product lines.
Complaint counsel asserts (see page 14 , of his proposed findbecause respondents ' wholesalers ' service generates

ings) that ,

additional business for their catalog sales , respondents ' representation that they sell a wholesalers '
non sequitur.

establishment

service is deceptive. This is a
Joel Jacobs testified that respondents hoped the
of their wholesalers ' service would increase their

catalog sales. Jacobs ' uncontradicted testimony is that respondents
vvholesalers ' service reached a substantial

vo1UD1€ and this service

substantially increased respondents ' catalog sales. This fact alone,
however , does not prove either of the separate deceptions charged
against respondents in the complaint.
Although exhibits (CX 1 ,

CX 2 , CX 3 , CX 7 ,

CX- -8,

CX 9

CX 10 , CX 11 , CX 12 A- , CX 13 A- , CX 14 A- , and ex 15

D), were offered by complaint counsel to prove false respondents ' representation that they supply a wholesalers ' service to their
prospective customers , respondents contend , and respondent Joel
Jacobs so testified , that they do conduct a wholesalers ' service for
their prospective customers and that the income from such service

is substantial. But the real issue is whether subscribers

to such

wholesalers ' service are able to purchase at wholesale prices. The
record does not contain reliable , probative , and substantial evidence that subscribers to respondents ' wholesalers ' service are
not able to buy at wholesale prices or that respondents ' offer to

sell a wholesalers ' service is false , misleading, and deceptive.
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Complaint counsel has failed to prove th8.t the Commission
exhibits enumerated above are in current usage by respondents.

Respondent Jacobs testified to the contrary. (Tr. 130-

, 135 , 139,

153- 54. )
In presenting his case ,

complaint counsel has failed to differen-

tiate between retail and wholesa.le catalog operations. Mr. Jacobs

uncontradicted testimony (Tr. 568- 71), describing the differences

between the wholesale and retail catalog operations , establishes
that l'€spGndents , HS a wholesale catalog operation , operate on a
short markup; whereas , a retail catalog' operation sells to the
consumers on a much higher retail D1arkup.
Aside from his price witnesses , complaint counsel has not offered reliable , probative, and substantial evidence to prove that

the manner in which respondents advertise End conduct their
wholesalers ' service is false , 111isleading, or deceptive. Some of the
statements respondents use to advertise their ' wholesalers ' service
are extreme , but they are not so patently deceptive as to constitute
per se

violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission

Act. Having asserted in the complaint that respondents do violate
Section 5 of the Act , complaint counsel may not establish his case
by pointing out , without proof , how completely unwol'thy of belief
some of the statements may be. Commissicn Exhibits 13 A- B and
15 A- D contain some statements which are particularly diffcult
to believe. But , in the absence of any proof other than the exhibits
themselves , the examiner cannot find that the statements are false
misleading, and deceptive. For example , there is no evidence in
this record which proves false , misleading, or deceptive respondents '

offer to show the subscribers to their wholesalers '

service

where and how to buy men s suits for $2 , ladies ' dresses for 201,
or men s .overcoats for 81.50 as advertised in ex 15 A. Inasn1uch
as Joel Jacobs was called as a witness in supporLof the complaint,
he could have been interrogated sharply concerning some of the
apparently extravagant claims made by respondents in advertising
their wholesalers '

sel'

vice. But no such interrogation took place.

Even if complaint

counsel had established that respondents

prices for Regal Ware , Mastercraft Pipes , Westing-house Electric
Corporation products , Spalding sporting goods , International Appliance and Amity products were not wholesale prices, the fact
remains that there are many other product lines offered for sale
in respondents ' catalog (CX 4) concerning which the record is
totally silent as to whether respondents ' prices therefor were , in
fact , wholesale prices.

, "
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Complaint counsel has failed to prove by reliable , probative
and substantial evidence the "llegations in the complaint that:
PAHAGRAPH SEVEN: In truth and in fact, respondents are not wholesalers , nor do they offer to se11 , or sell mc/,ny of their articles of merchandise
the p1'ices of many of Slich items are
at wholesale prices but , to the contrary,
instances , the savings
many
Consequently, in
in excess of wholesule pTice3.
afforded is less than that amount which is realized by purchasers who buy at

actual wholesale prices. (Italic supplied.

PARAGRAPH TEX: In truth and in fact , respondents are not providing
service and they do not in many instances assist purchasers to

a wholesalers '

buy at wholesale

prices. Therefore ,

respondents ' aforesaid reprcsentations

l'efened to in PARAGRAPHS EIGHT and NINE are false , misleading and
deceptive.
ORDER
It is therefo'l orcle1'cl That the complaint be

, and it hereby is

dismissed.
OPINION OF THE COYI/dISSION

JUNE 16, 1967
BY DIXOr- Cmn1T/,issioneT:
The complaint in this matter charged that respondents ' representations that they are wholesalers ,

sel1 products at wholesale

prices , and provide a wholesalers ' service , are misleading and deceptive , and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices and

unfair methods of competition in violation of Section
Federal Trade Comn1ission Act.

5 of the
Complaint counsel has argued

consistently that respondents ' repl'esentations with respect to their
prices are objectionable in two respects. First , he has argued that
respondents have represented , contrm' y to fact, that their prices
are the lowest wholesale ))l' ices , and that such repre.sentations
have the capadty and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public. Secondly, he has taken the position that respondents ' prices are higher than any bona fide wholesale prices for the
products in question and ,

therefore, that representations of these
prices as wholesale prices have a similar capacity and tendency
to mislead and deceive.
\66 Stflt. 631 (1115:2); 15 U.

C. 45 (1864 ed.

P,' op08ed Findings . ConeIusions , and Order , p. 6. Set' Cor.lmission s Findings of Fact

J). 11:2!1. In his Brief

on AjJpe.1l ,

complaint counsel i-unpljfi('(l his posit:on as follows:

Coun6el supporting the comp :'lint rl,;el. ts that. in the light of the Commjs ion
Majestic Electric (Supply Co. !. ImpfrJ, reganling the mean:ng of " wholesf\le

position in
priers " and

reslJondcnts ' !'epresentr.tion in advertising thRt they sell

(OJVCl" 1000 items at thc Jowest

whu ai.. pJ'iCC8 GUARANTEED, " respondents must ,'harge
deceptive.

lhe

3 Pro)josE-d Findings,

supra,

lon-est

pdcp in order not to

n. 2 , p. 7. See also complaint counsel' s Brief on Appea1 , p. 12.

". "

-.'
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The examiner , in dismissing the complaint , concluded that a

purchaser paying the prices charged by respondents for the various products in question could , if he resold these products at the
manufacturer s suggested retail prices , realize a profit equal to
that usua11y enjoyed by retailers. Thus , he held that complaint
counsel had failed to establish that respondcnts ' prices for the

products advertised in the Jay Norris catalog were higher than
noted that complaint
counsel had not taken the position that there was only one whole-

a11 bona fide wholesale prices. In so doing, he

sale price for any particular line of products ,

plaint counsel had failed to prove "*

and held that com-

,, which one of the

wholesale prices respondents must charge in order not to be de-

ceptive. " 4 The examjnel' also dismissed complaint counsel' s argument that respondents were representing their prices as the

lowest" wholesale prices 01' as low wholesale prices and that

such

representations were misleading and deceptive.
Proper disposition of this matter requires a review of the definitions of the terms " \vholesaler " and " wholesale price " and a de-

termination of the circumstances under which the use of these and
related terms have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public. The courts have considered the definition of the term " wholesaler " on a number of different occasions
in varying contexts. In
Go" e"t AU"ntic
Pacific Te" Co.
v.
Cream
of Wheat Co. 227 Fed. 46 (2d Cir. 1915), a case involving a refusal to deal

, a United States Court of Appeals defined the term as

fo11ows:
wholesaler " is one who buys in comparatively large quantities and

* " A

who sells ,

usually in smaller quantities , but never to the ultimate consumer

of an individual unit. He sells either to a " jobber " (a sort of middleman) or
to a " retailer ; the latter being the one who sells to the consumer. The
I " large " quantities bought by the wholesaler may vary greatly-from a fraction
of a car load to many car loads; the character , not of-his buying, but of
his selling, marks him as a wholesaler.
This definition has been followed in subsequent cases. In
Co.

v.

Mennen

Fedeml Tmde Commission 228 Fed. 774 (2d Ci1" 1923),

ce?'t. denied,
262 U. S. 759 (1923), a case involving the legality
of different discounts to purchasers performing different functions
in the distribution of products , the same court of appeals reiterated
its earlier definition in the following language:
Whether a buyer is a wholesaler or not

does not

depend upon the quantity he

buys. It is not the character of his buying, but the character of his selling,
. Initial Decision , p. 1113

227 Fed . at 47- 48.

" ". * ,
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in G1'eat A tlantie
which marks him as a wholesaler , as this court pointed Qut
v. C1' eam of H'heat Co. , sU1J1'a. A wholesaler does not sell
& Pacific Tea Co.
to the ultimate consumer , but to a " jobber " or to a " retailer

Citing both of the above cases, this court affrmed a similar definiv.
Fedem!
Mayers Co.
" in
L.
& C.
Tmde Commission 97 F. 2d 365 (2d Cir. 1938), a case similar

tion of the term " wholesaler

to the present case. There , the court , quoting the Commission,

stated:
As a description of what constitutes a ' wholesaler , the Commission says: "
wholesaler of jewelry is OTIC who sells to the trade for resaJe and seldom, if
ever , to the purchasing public , with the exception that sales to industrial
public utibties , banks and other similal' ol' ganizations , which purchase in quantity lots , i. , simDltaneol1s sales of more than one of a given item,

concerns ,

not for resale , hut for use by such organizations, are considered as wholesale

transactions. It is the character of sales to the trade that

makes and dis-

tinguishes a wholesaler,"

In numerous other cases ,

the courts have stated that the whole-

saling function is characterized by the act of

se1ling to one who

intends to rese1l the merchandise or who intends to use it in the
v.
Walling,
, Roland Electric Co.
manufacturing process. See
v.
Cdy of PittsCo.
Kerchne? Marshall
326 U. S. 657 (1946) ;
Ben Kanowsh:Y, Inc.
bU1'
176 A. 2d 645 (S. C. Pa. 1962);
A1' nold

Chicago

Stratton
LitHeton,

250 F. 2d 47 (5th Cir.

1957);

124 F. 2d 92 (5th Cir. 1941) ;

v.

Youngquist

90 N. E. 2d 205 (S. C. Ill. 1950) ;
54 K. E. 2d 554 (S. C. 111. 1944);

City of

Stolze Lmnbe1' Co.
White Moto1' Co.
Haynie

v.

HOQue Lumber

& Supply Co. of Gulfport 96 F. Supp, 214 (D. C. Miss. 1951) ;
PalJer
Har?"is
v.
Hammond 51 F. Supp. 91 (D. C. Ga. 1943);
130 A. 2d 219 (Superior Ct.
Products Co.
v.
City of Pittsb",'
Fa. 1957).

In some instances , a merchant combines the functions ofjl wholesaler and a retai1er , and sells both to l'esellers and to consumers.
If a large proportion of such a merchant's sales are made to conas

sumers on a regular basis , the use of the term " wholesaler "

above defined , may be misleading and deceptive. Such a merchant

functions as a \vholesaler when selling to l'esellers and acts as a

retailer when sel1ing to consumers. Under such circumstances , we
recognize that the ll1erchant is performing a dua1 role and is a
hybrid of some sort. Thus , a representation that such a seller is a
wholesaler is not entirely true. Although there is no legal rule for-

bidding use of the word " wholesale "
288 Fed. at 782.

797 F. 2d at 36G- 367.

per se , the law proscribes

,"
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such use where it is unfair or deceptive. Whether a representation
of this nature is likely to mislead and deceive the purchasing

public depends upon a number of factors , including the proportion
of customers \vho are consumers and the prices which are charged.
infl'a.

These factors wi1l be discussed,

The term " wholesale price " is generally defined
which retailers pay when purchasing 111€l'chandise
the ultimate consumer. See

55 N. W.

Fmukner

v.

as the price
for resale to

Le' w Smith Wall Paper Co.

v.
Montague 51 F. Supp.
Guess
200 (S. C. Iowa 1893) ;
S. C. 1942). Even where the term is so defined , however

61 (D. C.
there may be more than one " \vholesale price " for any particular
manufactl.v maintains multiple
product. This occurs \Vhe1'8 the

systems or channels of distribution and charges different prices in
each channel. The result is that retailers wil pay different prices
for merchandise because their immediate sources of supply are not
the same. For example ,

some manufacturers sell directly to re-

tailers. In addition , the same manufacturer may sell to distributors
to wholesalers , and to jobbers , a1l of whom in turn sell to retailers.
In such a situation , the jobber may be a small wholesaler who buys

from the manufacturer in lesser quantities than distributors 01'
ordinary wholesalers and who sells to smaller retailers. The jobber
sometimes !Jays a higher price than distributors or wholesalers

when purchasing from the manufacturer and thus may sell mer-

chandise to retailers at prices which are higher than those charged
retailers purchasing from V'lholesalers 01' from the manufacturer.
Moreover , the prices which wholesalers charge retailers are sometimes higher than the prices charged by the manufacturer in dircct
sales to retailers. The situation is fUlther complicated if distributors , instead of selling directly to retailers , sell to wholesalers
or jobbers who in tUl' resell to retailers. It is apparent , therefore,

that retailers will probably pay

different prices for the same

merchandise , depending upon their geographicaflocation and the
source from \vhich they purchase. However , the prices which re-

tailers pay when purchasing from the manufacturer ,

the prices

which retailers pay wholesalers , and the prices which retailers pay
jobbers are all , pursuant to the previously stated definition
sale " prices.

whole-

A seller s representation that he is a wholesaler or that he
sells merchandise at wholesale priccs wil constitute an unfair and
deceptive act or practice 01' an unfair method of competition if
such a representation has the capacity and tendency to mislead

and deceive members of the purchasing public with respect to
the amount of savings obtainable by patronizing the seller. See
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, L.

& C.

v.

Mayers Co.

Fedeml Trade Commiss,:on 97 F. 2d

Inc. Docket No.
C.
1166
(February
28,
1964).
The
purchasing
public
8449 , 64 F.
wholesaler
ca1Jed
"
wil clearly be misled and deceived if the so365 (2d Cir. 1938) ;

Majestic Electric Supply Co. ,

is in reality merely a " discounter " selling chief1y to consumers at
v.

Mayers Co.

low retail prices. See L. & C.

Fedend Trade Com-

Docket No. 8517 , 65
mission , supra; Continental
,
1964);
Silva
Hardware
Co. Docket No.
C. 361 (April 23
,
1964)
;
Southern
Indiana Whole8561 64 F. C. 409 (January 24
C.
46
(January
16 , 1963).
,
62
F.
sde?'s , Inc. Docket No. 7962
Products , Inc.

In such a situation , the seller , when acquiring the products, is
probably paying the same prices as other retailers 8 and is re-

selling the products at prices which are higher than any bona fide
wholesale prices. As a result , the representations that the prices
are " wholesale " or that the seHer is a " wholesaler " are false,

appal'cnt that retailer members
of the purchasing public as well as consumers may be deceived by

misleading, and deceptive. It is
such advertising. lVloreover

, the llse

of such a representation

amounts to an unfair method of competition, because customers of
the seller s competitors wi1J be attracted in the vain hope of
realizing greater savings on products offered for sale.
Deception obviously flows from a representation that a seller
prices are " lowest wholesale

" when in fact the prices are not the

lowest wholesale prices available. The capacity and tendency of
such a representation to mislead ann deceive consumers and 1'8tai1ers alike is patent. lVloreovel' , deception also OCCUl'S

when the

merchant sells both to consumers and to
sented either directly 01' by implication to be low wholesale prices

resel1ers at prices repre-

when in fact such prices are higher than the prices usual1y and
customarily paid by retailers. " The representation that a price is
a low wholesale price conveys the impression that

th,, price is

B The charRcter of a merchant' s se!ling rathcr than h:s SOUl' e of supply is determinative in
v. Federal T-rod"
Me'lnen Co.
Great At/antic &
Com11is. io' l1. 28H Fed. 774 (2d Cir. 1(123), cert, denied, 262 U. S. 758 (lD231;

decid:ng whether the merchant is It whoJesaler 01' a retaile)'

Co" 227 Fea, 46 (2d C:r. 1(15). However , evidence that
Pacific
Tea
Co. \' Cream oj Wheat
ces Rnd 1HIYS the same prices as retailers can be considthe merchant buys from the Sflnle sOUJ'

ered as one of sevcral fRctors in dcciding whethe)' 01' not the mcrchant' s

resale prices , after

addition of thc markup. arp. in exce'ss of usual whoiesnle PI"Ccs.

\\T here tin' re are severa) wholesale' prices for the smne line of j1loducb , the prices usually
and customarily paid - by retailers wil1 be the )Jliccs paid uy the g)' oup of retailers whose pur-

. If

chascs constitute the largest percentag- e of the manufacture)" s total dol!ur volume of sales
n extensive basis Rml riCHes only seconda ily

on
distribuiors Hnd whoIrcalers for distribution , the prices usulllly and customarily paid by 1'
tai\ers win be the prices which the manufacturer chaJ';-es relaill'rs in such direct sales. How-

the manufacturer sclls directly to retailers on

evc!' , if thc mRnufacturcr relies principally on distributors 0" whol(' a:ers for the distribution
function, the priccs usually and cu toma1"ily pnid by retailer,; will be the jJricE's which distribu-

tors 01" whoJesalers chal'ge retailers.
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lower than the normal wholesale price or lower than the price

usually paid by retailers. In addition , if the merchant who makes
either of the above representations about his prices also characterizes himself as a wholesaler , it is our belief that he is representing that he sel1s predominantly to retailers. Moreover , the

representation that such a merchant is a wholesaler , when coupled
with the representation that the prices are low wholesale prices or

lowest wholesale prices , also implies that the merchant' s prices are
not higher than the prices usually and customarily paid by re-

tailers. If in fact the merchant sel1s primarily to consumers at
prices which are higher than the prices usually paid by retailers,

it is our opinion that both consumers and retailers will be misled
by the dual representation that he is a wholesaler and that his

prices are lowest wholesale prices or low wholesale prices. The

capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive is present because
each class of custoD1ers ,

no matter how sophisticated or knowledge-

able in the ways of mel' chandising, has every reason to conclude

that the merchant' s resale prices , even though not the lowest

wholesale prices , are certainly not in excess of the prices usually
and customarily paid by retailers.
Deception may also result where the merchant sells to consumers and retailers alike at prices which are characterized merely
as wholesale prices , instead of low or lowest wholesale prices. In
Mnjestic Elech'ic Supply Co. , Inc. Docket No. 8449, 64 F. C. 1166
(February 28 ,

1964), the evidence demonstrated that the seller

sold extensively to consumers , that such sales \vere substantial
and that such sales constituted a significant portion of the sales
made by Majestic through its catalog. Nlajestic represented itself
as a wholesaler and described its prices as " wholesale " but its
advertising was clearly consumer oriented. The evidence showed
that the manufacturers of many of the prodl1cts advertised in
Majestic s catalog sold directly to retailers , and that even where

the retailers purchased from wholesalers , they paid lower prices
in the great majority of instances than did purchasers from Majestic. The examiner found that a substantial part of Majestic
sales were actually wholesale sales , because made to resel1ers , and
that the prices charged in these sales were thus technically wholesale prices. However , he concluded that Majestic s representations

had the capability of convincing consumers that the prices charged
were the equivalent or substantial1y equivalent to the prices which
local retailers paid for the same articles. Because lVIajestic

s prices

were higher than the prices usually and customarily paid by retailers in the various localities , the examiner held that the repre-
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sentations were capable of misleading and deceiving the consuming
public.
In
affrming the exan1iner s conclusion on this point , the Com-

mission noted that the principal type of reseller purchasing from
Majestic was the merchant who resells from the catalog, maintaining no inventory or showroom. The Commission concluded that a
person reading ::Iaj estic s advertising would not construe the term
\vholesale prices " t.o mean only those prices at which articles of
merchandise are sold to persons or firms who resell through Majestic s catalog or some similar catalog and stated:
A prospective purchaser could reasonably interpret " wholesale prices

to mean the prices at which retailers normally purchase ,

or even the lowest

prices at which any retailer purchases.

Because Ivlajestic s prices were not wholesale prices as that term
was generally understood by the public , the Commission concluded that the representations were misleading

and deceptive.

The order issued by the Commission prohibited Majestic from
representing directly or by implication in connection with the sale
of merchandise to the ultimate consumer that such merchandise
was being offered for sale at wholesale prices.
Even ' vhen the so- called wholesaler , in addition to his sales to
consumers , sells to the usual type of retailer who maintains normal
inventories and showrooms , the possibility of deception from rep-

resentations that the seller is a wholesaler or that his prices are
wholesale prices exists in certain Cil'CU111stances. In our opinion

such circumstances are present \vhen the merchant selJs primari1y

to consumers and charges consmners and retailers alike prices
which are higher than the prices usually paid by retailers. For
examplc , if the greatest portion of the manufacturer s dollar volume of sales is composed of direct sales to retai1ers and the lJrices

which the manufacturer charges such retai1ers are hywer

than the
s
secondary
prices jobbers charge retailers in the TI1anufacturer

channel of distribution , the prices charged direct buying retailers
by the manufacturer are the prices usually and customarily paid
by retailers. The prices charged by jobbers are technically wholesale prices , because they are prices which are regularly paid by a
small nU111ber or a 1i1nited class of bona fide retai1ers. However
if the jobber designs his advertising to appeal to consumers, dis-

seminates it among consumers, and sel1s primarily to consumers,
representations that he is a wholesa1er and that his prices are
\vh01esa1e prices
10 Commission

, have the capacity and tendency to mislead and

s Opinion, pp, 6- 7 (64 F

C. 1166, 1191).
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deceive this class of customers. The tendency to mislead and deceive exists because consnmers are unlikely to realize that some
wholesale prices are higher than others and , as was held in
Ma)
SUp'lCL
tend
to
equate
the
term
"
wholesale
price
iestic Electric
with the prices usually and customarily paid by retailers. Moreover , the representation that the merchant is a wholesaler , under
these circumstances , has the tendency to mislead consumers in

the same manner.

Although the jJossibility of rleception is greater when such representations are made to consumers , these representations also
have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive retailers. In
the absence of qualification of these representations , or of informa-

tion to the contrary, retailers , and particularly sHull retailers
will probably assume that the so-called wholesaler

higher than the usual wholesale

the so-cal1ed ' wholesaler

s prices are not

prices. If the retailer knew that

"vas selling predominantly to con8U11181'8

he would jJrobably rcalize that the prices which are being repre-

sented as wholesale prices may be and in al1 likelihood are higher
than the uS'1al ' \'holesale prices. Accordingly, the Commission COIleludes that the merchant who operates a consumer oriented busi-

ness and who seJIs primariIy to consumers at prir:es which are in
excess of the prices usually and eustoll1arily paid by retailers is
engaged in an unfair and deceptive act or p1' actice and an unfair
lnethod cf competition if he represents himself either to conSU111ers
or to retailers as a wholesaler or describes his prices as wholesale
prices.
The Commission has applied the above- stated

tests to the issues

, In connection with two lines of products advertised in
respondents ' Jay ::T orris catalog, we found that respondents ' prices
in this case

for these lines were in excess of all bona fide wholesale prices.

Thus , respondents ' prices were in essence H disCDunted" 01' retail
prices , ann respondents Vlere acting as retailers in selling these

products. In such a situation , representations that respondents are
\vholesale. low wholesale or

wholesalers and that their prices are

lowest wholes2le b ave the capacity and tendency to mislead and

deceive not on ly consumer members of the purchasing public , but
also resellers Rnd retailers. As a result , such representations constitute unfair and decept.ive ads and practiees and unfair methods
of competition.
11 Rf_ SPQndents '

resa:.. prices for products mnnllfartured by A .

G. Spalding & Bros. and by

Vlestin!lhouse Electric Corporation were, with minor exceptirH18,

higher tll.m ftny bO!la fide

whoJesale prices for these prodiJcts throughout the United States. See Commissio!\ s Findings

of Fact ,

pars. 25, 32.
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Because of deficiencies in the evidence , the Commission was
unable to determine whether respondents ' prices for the remaining
product lines were higher than a1l bona fide v,rholesale prices for
these lines or whether , in the alternative. respondents ) prices 'were

however , the
Commission has concluded that responclents ' prices are higher than
the prices usually and customarily paid by retailel' s for the prodRespondents ' representations that theiy prices
ducts in question.

technically \vhoJesale prices. In several situaUolls ,

are the lowest \vholesale prices and low \vholesale prices thus have
the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive

members of the

purchasing public. Again , we think that the capacity and tendency
to mislead and deceive is present nut only when the representations

are made to consumers, but also when retailers , and particularly
s1l1all retailers, are the target of respondents ' advertising. As a
result, such representations constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices and unfair methods of competition.
The evidence not only demonstrated that respondents ' prices
were higher than any Dona fide \vholesale prices in some instances

and in other instances that their prices , even though technically
wholesale , were higher than the prices usually and custornarily
paid by retailers. It also established that respondents opel'ate a
eonsumer oriented business and that they sel1 primarily to COJlsumer.s. In this context, \ve think that respondents ' representations of themselves as wholesalers ,

especially when coupled with

their representations that their prices are " lowest" wholesale and
low " w11o)l;sa1e , iml)ly that their l)rices are not higher than the
prices usual1y an(l customarily paid by retailers, and thus have the

capacity and tendency to mislcad and deceive. \\7ithin the framework of the facts of this case , therefore , we conclLlde that respondents '

representation of their business as a wholesale business

constitutes the use of an unfair and deceptive act or practice and

an unfair 111ethod

of competition.

The complaint also charged that respondents '

representations

that they provide a wholesalers service which aids individuals and

small retailers in purchasing products at \vholesale prices are false
and have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the
purchasing public. The evidence demonstrated that respondents
RCRponC:ents '
Leathet Product

resale priccs for pro0uds mHnuf"ctul'ed uy HegRI \\' arc, Inc_ , and llY Amity
, Inc" werc higher than the p,.ice8 URLOally and cus,()maril ' pHid b:.. rdr.i:er

for these products througbout the United State!', Seio Commission s l'indin s of Fact , VU'S, 38
48, Their resnle Pl'ices fa" the products manufactu,' ell 1.1 Inte,'national ApIJliallce Cumpany
were highe:- :han the prices usually and c\.stomarily paid by retailers in New Yo:' k City. See
Commission s Findings of Fact , par. 53,
:; Findingc; of I' , )11'1', 13,
Commis
"Commission s Finrj;ng of Yact, pars. 13 , H,
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, makes initial contact with

prospective purchasers through Wholesalers Service. Recipients of
the Service s advertising are informed that they will be assisted
in purchasing numerous products at wholesale prices. Subscribers
to the Service are sent three catalogs , at least one of which is a
Jay Norris catalog, three coupons entitling the subscriber to discounts on articles purchased from Jay Norris , and a list showing a
number of categories of products and companies which allegedly
will sell such products at wholesale prices. Jay Norris is prominently listed as a wholesaler in connection with many of these

categories.

Complaint counsel contends that Wholesalers Service is in essence a sham which provides little real service to subscribers and
that it functions primarily as a disguised promotional gimmick
designed to stimulate sales for J ay Norris. It is true that the

Service suffers from a number of deficiencies. The name ascribed

to the Service- Federated

Kationwide Wholesalers Service- con-

notes a national service not connected with a particular seller , and
nothing in the advertising material nor in the subsequent literature received by subscribers informs them that the service is the
alter ego of Jay Norris. Thus , the subscriber could reasonably
believe that he wil receive objective information on the most ad-

vantageous places to purchase merchandise at wholesale prices.
However , the literature received by subscribers- the list of sellers

of various articles of merchandise with the Jay Norris name prominently displayed , the .Jay Korris catalog, and three bonus certifi-

cates redeemable only on purchases made from Jay Norrisobviously designed to encourage subscribers to purchase products
from Jay Norris rather than from other companies listed.

Another deficiency is the total absence of information on manufacturers willing to sell directly to either small retailers or con-

sumers , or even the suggestion of such a possibility. Moreover , the
information which is provided about companies not affliated with
respondents is not complete. Xo information other than the name
of the company and the category of products it sells is given. The

subscriber is not told whether the company is a wholesaler , jobber
or distributor , or supplied any information on its prices. Further
to obtain information on prices from the listed companies , the

subscriber must write each company and in many instances must
purchase their catalogs. Thus , a subscriber must expend more than
the $3 initially charged by Wholesalers Service to accumulate the
information which he could reasonably expect the Service to
supply.
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Although Wholesalers Service does not provide as complete a
service as is desirable and appears to be operated primarily for
the purpose of increasing Jay Norris sales , we do not think that

the evidence justifies the remedy requested by complaint counsel
excision of the name " \Vholesalel's Service " from the corporate
name of the company and a prohibition from continued representation that the company performs a service for wholesalers. The
record is devoid of evidence showing the methods of operation and
the prices charged by many of the companies not affliated with
respondents which Wholesalers Service lists as wholesalers. With
the exception of respondent Jay Norris and two companies pres-

ently under Commission order to cease representing their prices
as wholesale prices, 15

the record is absolutely silent with respect

to such information. In the absence of this information , the Commission is of the opinion that complaint counsel has not established
that Wholesalers Service does not assist subscribers in purchasing

products at wholesale prices. As a result ,

the allegations of the

complaint concerning Wholesalers Service must be dismissed.
The order to be issued in this matter should , we think , not only
prevent respondents from engaging in those practices specifically
found to be in violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act , but

also should prcvent related practices which are likely, if pursued

Federal Trnde

to result in substantial circumvention of the order.
Commission

v.

Colgate- Palmolive

eral Tmde Commission

v,

Co. 380 U. S.

Henry Brach

Fedeml Tmde Comm'ission

374 (1965) ;

Fed-

Co. 368 L'. S. 360 (1962) ;

v.
MrLndel Bros. , Inc. 359 U. S. 380
Federal Trade Comm' '3ion
v.
Ruberoid Co. 343 U. S. 470
Ni1' esk Industries , Inc. v. Federal Tmde Commio.;/o'" , 278
(1952) ;
F. 2d 337 (7th Clr. 1960),
cert. denied 364 U. S. 883 (1960). We
have concluded that respondents violated the Federal Trade Com(1959) ;

mission Act by representing the prices which they charged for
two lines of products as wholesale prices , low wholesale prices , and
lowest wholesale prices , 'v hen in fact such prices were higher than
any bona fide wholesale prices. In addition , we have concluded that
respondents violated the Federal Trade Commission Act by representing their prices for three lines of products at lowest wholesale , when in fact the prices for these lines , even though technically
wholesale , were higher than the prices usually and customarily
paid by retailers. Because of these facts , and because respondents

operate a consumer oriented business and sell primarily to con-

sumers , the Commission held that respondents ' representations of
15 Cam Co.,
No.

Docket No. C- 323 (April 5 ,

1963) (62 P.

8561 , 64 F, 'l' C. 409 (January 24 , 1964).

C. 1086J;

Silvo HardwGre Co"

Docket
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themselves as wholesalers were , within the context of this case
violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Clearly, the ol'der
should , and will , prcvent these particular practices. Because
have concluded that these misrepresentations are capable of de-

ceiving consumers and retailers alike , the order will be applicable
to respondents ' representations to both classes of custon1ers.
To prevent substantial circumvention of these terms , we think

that the order should also prohibit a closely related practice which

was not specifically questioned by the complaint or the pleadings.
If respondents are permitted to continue representing their prices
as " \vholesaJe. " as opposed to " Jo\vest wholesale " in circumstances
v.rhel'€ the prices are technicallywholesale prices bnt are higher

than the prices usual1y and customarily paid by retailers , the
possibilii.y of deception is stil present . This possibility exists because , as was previously pointer! out , consumers do not realize that
there may be several wholesale prices , and tend to equate the
designation " wholesale " with the prices usually and customarily
paid by retailers. In this insi.ance , the possibility of deception is

grcater when the representations are made to consumers than
when they an made to retai1ers. However , respondents have never

attempted to separate prospective customers who are conSU111ers
from those who are retailers , and there is 110 indication that they
are able to do so. As a result , the Commission concludes that the

terms of the order should be applicable to respondents ' representations to boi.h classes of customers. Thus , the order will be designed
to prevent l' espondents from representing; their prices as \vho1esale
prices in all instances where the prices are higher than the prices
usually and customarily paid by retailers for such merchandise to
any source of supply, when purchased in the quantity offered for
sale by respondents.
It should be noted that the order will apply not only to any

advertising which Jay Norris might undertake ; but a1so applies
to all companies affliated with respondents ' present organization
and any successors to such corporations. Thus , the prohibition is
applicabJe to any advertising- disseminated by Wholesalers Service

including statements made in its preliminary advertising, in the
lists of wholesalers supplied to subscribers , and 1.0 ihe catalogs
distributed by the Service. As a result , neither Jay Norris , nor any
other company affliated with respondents may be lisi.ed as a wholesaler by \Vholesa1ers Service or othcrwise represented as a whole-

saler or as selling merchandise at wholesale prices , unless the
company in fact makes a substantia1 and significant number of
sales to retailers in the ordinary course of business and the prices
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it represents to be wholesale do not exceed the prices usually and
customarily paid by retailers for such merchandise to any source

of supply, when purchased in the quantity offered

for sale by

respondents.
For the aforementioned reasons , the findings of fact , conclusions
and order of the hearing examincr are set aside. The Commission
Findings of Fact and Conclusions , as supplemented by this opinion
are substituted for the examiner s findings and conclusions. An
appropriate order wil be issued.
Commissioner Elman concurred in the order and has filed a
separate statement.

Commissioner Reilly concuned in the result.
SEPARATE STATEMENT

JUNE 16 , 1967

BY ELMAN Cornri1'iS8ionel':
I concur in the order but not in the opinion ,

which goes much

farther than the facts warrant. Respondents here sell to retailers
and consumers , and are thus a hybrid of both wholesaler and

retailer. There is nothing unlawful in a merchant' s trading at both
levels of distribution , so long as he does not utilize his dual role
to mislead and deceive. Absent any evirlence of unfairness or deception of the public ,

there is no legal basis upon which the Com-

mission should cutlaw a hybrid wholesaler- retailer s use of the
words " wholesale " 01' " yvholcsale price " in his advertising. For

example , if such a wholesaler- retailer advertises to the consuming

price to you and to retailers who buy from me is $1
so that you are paying the same as the \vholesale price these republic,

Ly

tailers pay, " there would be no deception.

The Commission should not lay down a flat and unqualified rule
in alJ circumstarres , from
using the terms ,j \vholesale " or jj wholesale price " in his advertising, even where he does so truthfully and honestly.
prohibiting a hybrid wholesaler- retailer ,

FINDINGS OF FACT , COCiCLUSIONS , A:\D ORDER

This matter is before the Commission on appeal of counsel supporting the complaint. In an initial decision ciated K ovembel' 3,
1965 , the hearing examiner concluded that the charges of the
complaint \vere not supported by the evidence of record and
ordered the complaint dismissed. In essence , the complaint charges
that respondents ' rewesentations of themselves as wholesalers and
their prices as wholesale prices in the advertising, offering for sale
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sale , and distribution of articles of general merchandise, have the
capacity and tendency in many instances to mislead and deceive
the purchasing pubJic , and constitute unfair or deceptive acts or

practices and unfair methods of competition in violation of Section

5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (66 Stat. 631 (1952); 15
C. 45 (1964 ed. )). In addition , the complaint charges that
representations that they provide a wholesaler
service which assists purchasers in buying items at wholesale

respondents '

prices also have a similar capacity and tendency to mislead and
deceive the purchasing public , and constitute the use of unfair
or deceptive acts or practices and an unfair method of competition.
The complaint lists the following representations as being' typical
and illustrative:
Wholesale Catalog No. 908.
Over 1000 items at the lowest wholesale prices GUARAXTEED.
Remember: you re getting not ONE , TWO , BeT THREE wholesale catalogs * * '

BeY YOUR NEXT CAR WHOLESALE AND SAVE UP TO $1 000,
Most people would gladly pay $10 to $20 fm the privilege of buying wholesale.
Don

t continue to pay high prices for the things you need and use every-

day. There are many wholesalers in this country who ,,,ill sell to

YOU! YOU

wi!) be able to obtain MA"Y of the FI"EST WHOLESALE CATALOGS
free of charge " " ,.

To help you receive these many free catalogs and take advantage of the

many bargains available , we have established the " NATIOl\ WIDE WHOLESALERS BUYING GUIDE"" " . The " NATIONWIDE WHOLESALERS

BUYING GUIDE" will show you how to get quickly and at the lowest possible price THOUSANDS and THOUSANDS of :\ATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRODUCTS!

Pursuant to the Commission s Rules of Practice , S 3. 14 (c1), the
hearing examiner took offcial notice at a pretrial conference held
on May 10 , 1965 , of the meaning of " wholesale " and " wholesaler
as follows:
the term " (\V)holesale " means " To sell merchandise , usually in

quantity lots , to one who intends to resell it in one form or another , or to use
it for b1Jsiness needs as supplies or equipment.
* * '" the term " wholesaler " means " One who sells merchRndise at wholesale. "

(Tr.

46.

The examiner instructed respondents that the taking of offcial
notice did not prevent them from introducing evidence tending to
establish that these terms should be accorded differcnt meanings
(tr. 46-47). Respondents have not taken exception to these definitions. Hearings in the matter were conducted in New York , Kew

,"
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York , on July 19 , 20 , 21 , 22 , and 23 , 1965. The record was closed
for the receipt of evidence on August 11 1965.
Counsel supporting the complaint argued that respondents
representations were misleading and deceptive in at least t\VO

regards. First , he contended that respondents advertised that all

of the products offered for sale in their .Jay NOlTis catalog, their

primary catalog, were , contrary to fact , being offered for sale at

the " lowest \vholesale "

prices. In this respect ,

he made the follovv-

ing statement:
It is noteworthy that respondents represent to

potential purchasers that

they will be able to buy, " at

of which 20
the

the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES" , (CX 15 (a)
000 000 pieces "\vere maiJed in 1964). Also
(Qlver 1000 items at

lowest wholesale In-ice

here is Catalog No.

GL"ARANTEED" (emphasis added). Referenced
(c)
which has been identified by respondent

3 in ex 15

Jacobs as being the Jay i\T onis Catalog 908- A
(lJ roposed Findings , Conclusions , and Order , p. 6.
In addition ,

(CX 4). (See

R. p. 146).

complaint counsel argued that respondents' adver-

tising and representations relative to their status as a wholesaler
and their prices as wholesale prices were misleading- and deceptive

because their prices are higher than all bona fide wholesale

prices for these products. In this regard , complaint counsel made
the following statement:

Counsel supporting the complaint has not limited himself to JJl' oving that
respondents ' prices are not the lowest " wholesale " price. It is submitted that
the testimony with regard to " wholesale " price , as wil1 be hereinafter discussed , clearly establishes that , in many jnstances , respondents ' prices are

higher than even the highest bona fide "\vholesale prices. (Proposed Findings
Conclusions , and Order , p. 7.

Respondents admit the representations which the complaint attributes to them , but take the position that they are in fact wholesalers and that they sell items of merchandise at wholesale prices.
In addition ,

they argue that they offer their customers a- genuine
wholesaler s service which assists these customers in purchasing
items of merchandise at wholesale prices. As a result , they assert
and hencc no violation of
law. , since there has been no misrepresentation of their status as
wholesalers , of the prices at which they sell items of merchandise
or of the function of wholesnlers ' service offered their customers.
that there is no possibility of deception

The Commission having- concluded that the Findings of Fact
Conclusions , and Order of the hearing examiner dismissing the
complaint should be set aside in their entirety, makes the fol-

lowing finding-s of fact and conclusions of law and substitutes
its own order for that of the examiner.
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FI;-DI"IGS OF FACT
1. Respondent Jay Norris Corporation , 273 J\el'ick Road

Lynbrook , Long Island
ew York , 'vas incorporated in :-ew
York on July 1 , 1962 , and is engaged in the offering for sale and

sale of items of general merchandise in many States of the United
States through mail o1'ler catalog' , and by the use of other circulm' s and advertisements disseminated by and through the
United States mails. (Adm;ttec1 by answer; see also tr. 213 ,

564.

2. Respondent Federated Nationwide Wholesalers Service
Garydean Corporation , hereinafter referred to as Wholesalers
Service , 273 Mel'ick Road , Lynbrook , Long Island , N ew York

was incorporated in Kew York on July 1 ,

1962 ,

and operates a

service which allegedly assists buyers in purchasing items of general items of merchandise at wholesale prices. Pursuant to this operation , it disseminates through the United States lnails and
otherwise ci1' clllal's and advertisements. In addition ,

it offers for

sale and sells in many States catalogs and lists of sellers of generaJ merchandise. It also trades under the nan1es Federated
\Vholesalers Service ,

Nationwide \\1holesalers

Service , and Na-

tionwide- Fedel'ated Wholesalel's Service, (Admitted by answer;
see a1so tl'. 166 , 169 , 213 , 564.
3, Individual respondents Joel Jacobs and Mortimer \Villiams

are the chief executive offcers and principal stockholders of each
of the corporate respondents , and formu1ate , direct , and control
the acts and practices of each of the said corporate respondents.

(Admitted by answer; see also "Lr, 117 ,
4. Respondents are engaged exc1usively in the

563.

ale of iten1s of

general merchandise through mail order and maintain no manufacturing or retail display facilities. Themai1 order business is
conducted from a warehouse located on Long Island in the State
of New York (tr. 118 , 122- 126). In the course and conduct of
their business a nel at all times mentioned herein , respondents
have been in substantial competition , in commerce,

,,,ith cor-

porations , firn1s , and individuals in the sale of articles of general
merchandise of the same generaJ kind and natul' e as that sold
by respondents (tr. 208- 209; CX 14; compal'e CX 4 and ex 3).
5. The instant corporate respondents are successor corporations to Textile IVlal't , Inc., Cl corporation which was organized
by respondent Jacobs ' father in 1944 and which no longer has

a corporate existence. Textile JI , which also engaged in busiInc. , sold general rnerchandi e by mail order
to small retail stores and to door- to- door salesmen , prinlal'ily
ness as Jay Norris ,
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in the southern portion of the United States (tr. 192- 194). Re-

spondent Jacobs testified that Textile Mart limited its advertising

and sales promotion efforts prior to 1960 to trade publications
c"tering to small retailers. In 1960 ,

the company began soliciting
exclu-

prospective customers by direct mail rather than relying

trade publications. Names and
addresses of sllch prospective customers were obtained from

sively on adverUsements in

companies engaged in the business of leasing lists of names (tr.
144 , 534- 537 , 571). At this time , none of the company s cus-

tomers were consumers (tr. 177- 178), and its total dollar volume
of sales did not exceed $300 000 (tr. 205). Dun & Bradstreet
recognized Textile :Ylart RS a "vholesaler at some times during its
existence (tl' 194).

6. Textile Mart initiated what it termed a " wholesalers servin 1961 (tr. 207-208). The evidence does not show precisely

ice "

what benefits were provided by the service at this time. However , it is clear that subscribers to the service , \vho \ver€ charged

, received among other things , the privilege of requesting for
a period of one year the names of wholesalers of products not
sold by Textile Mart (tr. 207- 211). With respect to the decision
to form the wholesalers
Then what happened was ,

sult of change- if

service, Jacobs testified as follows:
the business situation had changed and , as a re-

one does not change with the times ,

one cannot exist-

these lists that we were using, or the method , rather , that we were using was
peteri"i1g out.
So "\ve had to start something new and , as I explained , we started this

Nationwide (wholesalers ' serviceJ thing. We started out originally with these
agen('y lists , which was the field w knew , and these small stores (tr. 179).

This testimony was reiterated later during the hearing in a
slightly different form:
We found that the advertising in Opportunity Magazine-;
Salesman Magazine , and other sales mag-azines .which

Specialty

we had used up until

that time , were no longp-r carrying their weight , and it was getting exceed-

ingly diffcult to get new customers.
, aggressive thinking told me we had to try mmething different , so we
started out with this little bookld I told you allout yesterday. We started with

a Jist of the small establishments v,,'hom we kne\l,' , and after that booklet no
longer produced the desiJ' ed re.oults we started Nationwide Wholesalers
Service through the same dass of

leople (tr.

206).

7. Although Textile Ivlart' s wholesalers service originally mHiled
its 2dvertising only to sma1l retailers , the company subsequently

began leasing lists of names of persons

who were consumers

*'" ,.
,:

, ,.
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rather than retailers or resellers , and extended its mailings to
those persons (tr. 179- 180 , 206-207). Concerning the decision to
include consumers , Jacobs testified:
\Vhen it became apparent to us that we had a success on our hands, we

then were aware that there were other lists , too , that were not necessarily
agency lists or small stores , but perhaps could bring us back a return on this
investment of ours , and we tricd these other lists.
Then , graduaIly, we tested other outlets. We tested agents, agent lists , and
the agents are the people who would be l'ading these magazines. These are
small individual sales people , in some cases sroan companies, and in some
surprising cases rather large companies, 'who respond to these ads , and we

And then we tegted other lists , which
emphasis added).

started to advertise to lists of agents.
were not necessarily agents

(tr. 179- 180;

8. Textile ;\1art was dissolved in 1962 and its warehousing
and sales operation was incorporated as the Jay Korris Corpora-

tion. The wholesalers service operated by Textile Mart was
separately incorporated as Federated Nationwide Wholesalers
Service , Garydean Corporation (tr. 213- 215 , 563- 564). Wholesalers Service continued the trend of mailing advertisements
soliciting subscdptions to consumers. This practice increased on
such a substantial scale that , according to Jacobs ' estimate , sixty
percent of Wholesalers Service s advertisements at the time of the
hearing were being' mailect to consumers (tr. 180 , 205 , 571).

9. The advertisements of Wholesalers Service contain statements obviously designed to appeal to consumers. The following

statements , which

appeal' in a

letter mailed to one milion

live million in 1963 , and twenty
mi1lion in 1964 , are examples (see CX 15; tr. 143- 144):
prospective subscribers in 1962 ,

YOU

can buy THOl:SANDS OF NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
Fishing Equipment , Clothing, Tools , Tuys , Appliances , Fur-

Sporting Goods ,

niture ,

Jewelry, Television Sets , Auto Accessories , Watches , or practically
YOU

anything else at a fraction of the retail price.
up to

can pocket

SA Vll'./GS

" 'I. "'

DON' T continue to pay high prices for things you need and use everyday!
YOU.'
are many wholesalers in this country who wil sell to

The1' e

No longer will you have to search in the dark looking for discounts ". '"

Most 1,eople would gladly pay $10 to $20 for the privilege of buying

wholesale. Yet al1 it costs you is $3. 00

* *' 'J'

Over 1000 items at the lowest wholesale prices GUARANTEED!
Save 50%-' and more on everything ,
In addition , the blank forms to be completed by prospective

subscribers contain the following statement:

'" ". ,
* ""
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Yes , I want to save as much as 30% to 80% on everything I buy (CX 12
15) .

Other circulars and advertising matter contained the following

statements:
Factory To You Prices (CX 7).
BVY
WHOLESALE , SAVE MOXEY (CX 8).

BARGAIXS!

BUY YOUR :-EXT CAR WHOLESALE A:\D SAVE UP TO $1 000!!
(CX 9).
Late Model cars are available to you at

(CX 10 ,

below WHOLESALE

prices

emphasis in original).

10. Individuals desiring to become subscribers of the present
Wholesalers Service are charged 33. In return , they receive a Jay

Norris catalog (CX 1 and 4) and two other catalogs. One of
these catalogs bears the name " Federated Wholesalers Service

(Nationwide Wholesalers Service)" (CX 2), while the other is
entitled " Gary Dean Company " (CX 3). The latter catalog is that
of a Chicago company which advertises some products not stocked

by respondents. Orders from this catalog are forwarded to the
Chicago company. Respondents , who are not affiiated with this
company, receive a commission for printing and mailing the
catalog (tr. 211- 212 ,

231- 232).
11. Individuals subscribmg to Wholesalers Service also receive
three bonus coupons , each of which is worth $1 and is redeemable
only on pUlchases made from the Jay K orris catalog. In addition
each subscriber receives a list of c0IT.lpanies \\'hieh allegedly \\Till
sell to him at wholesale prices (CX 14). The list contains a number of products and product classifications and names several
companies which sell these products. Respondent hy Norris is
pronlinently named in connection with many of these c:assifications, The record does not reveal what prices the listed companies
other than Jay l\olTis charge customers.
12. Wholesalers Service , by prominently listing Jay Norris
as a wholesaler , and providing subscribers, including consumer

subscribers , \vith a Jay Norris catalog and bonus coupons entitling purchasers to a discount on items ordered from this cata.
log, generates a substantial amount of business for .Jay Xorris
much of 'which is consumer business. Pursuant to written agreement signed by respondents ' attorney on June 30 , 1965 , and by
counsel supporting the complaint on July 1 , 1965, the parties

stipulated that if certain listed witnesses were called to testify,

they would testify that they had purchased articles

of merchandise from respondent Jay Norris Corporation for their own
use and not for resale (tr. 111- 112).

:,: * *"
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13. Respondent Jacobs testified that respondents ' combined annual dollar volume of sales at the time of the hearings in 1965

would approximate five million dollars. He estimated that forty
percent or two million dollars of this total constituted wholesale
sales and sixty percent or three million dollars of this total constituted retail sales (tr. 122 , 205- 206 , 572- 573). Jacobs further
testified that customers purchasing for resale included " Grocery
stores , Army centers throughout the world , 5 & 10-cent stores
variety stores , barber shops , gas stations ,

to- door

beauty parlors ,

doar-

installment companies , gift shops , morticians

(tr. 204). However , respondents have no accurate records show-

ing the amount of sales to resellers , and the estimate that 40
percent of sales are made to resellem is predicated upon the
information that 40 percent of Wholesalers Service s preliminary
advertisements are sent to small resellers (tr. 571). Although
this estimate is thus clearly questionable ,

complaint counsel pre-

sented no countervailing evidence.

14. Even if it is assumed , however , that 40 percent of respondents ' current dollar volume of sales consists of sales to resellers
it is apparent that the entire complexion of respondents ' busi-

ness changed after Wholesalers Service extended its membership
consumers. From a small wholesale company
grossing not more than $300 000 in 1960 , resjJondents ' business

solicitations to

had expanded by 1963 into a predominantly consumer oriented
company which was selling at least three million dollars worth

of merchandise to the ultimate consumer. Although respondent
Jacobs estimated that 40 percent of respondents ' dollar volume

of sHies was composed of sales to small resellers , he also stated
that the average sale of merchandise does not excee d'$25 (tr. 639).
It is arguable that the small size of the average sale indicates
that less than 40 percent of the total number of individual sales
are made to resellers. In any event , it is clear and we conelude
that the business has been transformed into one which now devotes its major efforts to consumer selling and which , while

making some sales to resellers, now sells primarily and in the
regular course of business to consumers. Respondents are thus
not wholesalers as that term is generally UndAystood , but are a

hybrid enterprise- part retailer and part wholesaler. For the

reasons stated in the accompanying opinion , therefore , the Commission concludes that respondents ' representations of themselves
as wholesalers , within the factual confines of this case , consti-

tutes unfair and deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods
of competition,

. *
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15. Respondents ' resale prices for the products offered for sale
in the Jay Norris catalog (CX 4), are advertised in a variety
of ways. All of Wholesalers Service s preliminary advertising

in soliciting subscribers carries statements indicating that such
subscribers will be able to purchase products at " wholesale prices
(see CX 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 12 , 15). In one circular extensively distributed
on a nationwide basis , prospective subscribers were informed
that they would receive a catalog which would offer them " (oJver
1000 items at the lowest wholesale prices "

(CX 15). Jacobs testi-

fied that the catalog referred to by the circular was the Jay Norris

catalog (tr. 146). This same circular , when referring to this catalog, stated that subscribers could save II,:, ,
and more on
everything from shoes to diamond rings, " while the application
500/0

subscribers
30% to 80% on everything ;: 'I: *
The list of so-called wholesalers supplied by Wholesalers Service
for Inemhership contained the representation that

could "* * * save as 11luch as

to subscribers state that Jay Norris is a wholesaler of general

merchandise , thus indicating that Jay Norris sells products at
wholesale prices (see CX 14). The Jay Norris catalog supplied
to subscribers is entitled " Wholesale Catalog Ko. 908 A" (see

CX 4). Although respondents ' resale prices are characterized inside the catalogs " your price " the title of the catalog and all the
preliminary advertising clearly convey the impression that " your
price " is a wholesale price.
1oreover , the Jay Norris catalog
contains the following statement on its cover:
We guarantee to meet any wholesale catalog competition ' "' * anywhere!

, within 14 days after your purchase from us , the same article can be purchased for less in any other

\vholesalc catalog, we guarantee to refund the

difference.
16. We think it apparent , therefore , that respondents have
not only advertised that their prices are wholesale piices , but
have also represented that t.heir prices are low wholesale and

are perhaps the lowest wholesale prices available anywhere. The
various staten1ents referred to in \Vholesalers Service s prelimi-

nary advertising, coupled with the guarantee on the face of the
Jay Norris catalog clearly convey this impression. Thus , two broad
issues with respect to respondents ' statements about their prices
are presented by the complaint , pleadings , and evidence for resolution. The first is whether respondents ' representations that t.heir

prices are wholesale prices have the capacity and tendency to

mislead and deceive the purchasing public because ,

respondents '

contrary to

representations , such prices are higher than the
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bona fide wholesale prices. The second is whether respondents
representations that their prices are low wholesale prices or
the lowest wholesale prices have a similar capacity to mislead
and deceive because such prices are higher than the prices usually

and customarily paid by retailers.
17. In seeking to establish that respondents ' various representations are misleading and deceptive for the above reasons , complaint counsel offered evidence with respect to the pricing and

distribution systems of six manufacturers. All of the products

involved were advertised in the Jay Norris catalogs which Whole-

subscribers. In deciding whether
respondents ' prices are in excess of the prices usually and cussalers Service mailed to its

tomarily paid by retailers ,

the Commission has compared the
prices which respondents pay in acquiring the products and

the prices charged upon subsequent sale with the prices which the

manufacturers charge ,vholesalers and retailers and the prices
at which these entities resell. The status of each line of products
wi1 be considered separately.
A.

18. Ralph Sigler ,

G.

Spalding

Ems.

District Sales manager of the I\ew York

district of Spalding Sales

Corporation described the Spalding

distribution system. Spalding Sales Corporation is the sales agent
or " selling organization " for A. G. Spalding & Bros. , the manufacturer , and has nine district offces located throughout the
United States (tr. 480). Two Jines of Spalding merchandise are
marketed. The " regular " line is sold directly to retailers for resale both to consumers and to schools or institutions. The second
line , termed " Pacesetter Line " is sold to jobbers , distributors
or dealers for resale either to small retailers or to institutions
(tr. 488 , 508- 509). Respondents do not carry the " Pacesetter
Line " and no evidence concerning its prices wa s introduced (tr.
606) .
19. Spalding Sales Corporation uses a single set of

prices

throughout the United States for its " regular " line (tr. 517- 518;
CX 40, 41). The " confidential" price is the price which Spalding
charges its customers , which are retail sporting goods stores,
department stores , and retail catalog outlets (tr. 486 , 488 , 508-

509). Among its retail catalog

Montgomery Ward ,

outlets are Sears , Roebuck

and SpiegeJ (tr. 513). The price paid by

these customers is the only wholesale price which Spalding has

488). The " quantity " price is
the price which Spalding suggests that its retail dealers charge

for this line of products (tr. 486 ,

==.. - .

-'
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schools or institutions (tr. 487- 490).

is a suggested

The " special sales price
retail price to the ultimate consumer (tr. 487).

A higher suggested retail price termed the " list" price is adhered to only by so-called quality stores , such as Abercrombie &
Fitch , New York , New York (tr. 490). The following chart contains Spalding s prices for several items listed in respondents
Jay Norris catalog and shows respondents ' resale price for each

such item (see CX 4 , 40 ,

41; tr, 483

ct. seq.

I Confi

3122- 18..
3128- 18..
15- 102*
15- 105*
2122- 14 .
2122- 13..
2128- 13..

Suggested
list
price

Special
sale
price

dentiRi I QU!t tit . I
price

pnce '

hem

$ 57:6

$ 115.

. . 57, 60 m..m.........
34.45
l .'."

:'''34.

115.
74.
74.
84.
63.
63.
12.

$ 56.

45;

56.

42,

31.50
31.50

42- 135..
42- 267..
61- 231.
61- 241.

$ 9.

Respondents
resale
price

S 69.
69,
44.
44,
54.
41.50

41.50

95

12. 45

95 '

'
95 I

6.40

*1962 catalog.
"Tr. 485.

20. All purchasers acquiring the " regular "

line directly from

Spalding were charged the " confidential" prices, Moreover , there

is no indication that retailers , other than those \\Tho may have
purchased Spalding products from respondents , paid prices in
excess of the " confidential"

prices when acquiring this line. Even

though the purchaser might make some sales to other retailers
he did not receive a lower price or an

additional discount (tr,

510). It is thus apparent and we conclude that Spalding s normal
method of distributing its " regular " line of products is through

direct sales to retailers and that the prices

usually and cus-

tomarily paid by retailers are the " confidential" prices.
21. Respondents pay the " confidential" price , the price usually
paid by retailers , when purchasing Spalding s " regular " line

(tr. 609; CX 40 ,

41). Sigler testiied that if respondents did

sell this line to resellers ,

the practice " * * * would certainly be

definite infraction against
(11' 511). However , he stated that respondents could have sold to resellers and that he was not testi-

unauthorized" and "* * * would be a

our policy of selling
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fying that such sales did not occur (tr. 511). Respondents do not
maintain an inventory of Spalding s " regular " line and have a
special agreement with Spalding whereby one item or a number
of items from this line are drop- shipped directly from the factory to respondents ' customers under
607). In selling Spalding products

their hade name

(n. 606-

, respondents charge their

custOTIlerS prices

which are in excess of the " confidential"

prices

Spalding s only wholesale prices , but which are less than any of
Spalding s suggested retail prices. Sigler characterized respondents ' price for one Spalding product as a " discounted price " (tr.
495) .

22. Respondents present three argEments in support of their
contention that their resale prices for Spalding s regular line
of products , which are higher than the " confidential" prices but
lower than any of Spalding s sug' gested retail prices, should be

considered to be wholesale prices. First , they contend that their
markup, which is twenty- five percent , is the customary wholesale markup, and , therefore , that the characterization of their

resale prices as wholesale is not misleading or deceptive. Obviously, however , if the base to which the markup is applied is
as here ,

the price which retailers normally pay, any markup wil
result in a price which is higher than the normal wholesale priee.
Thus , the fact that respondents ' markup may correspond to the

average or usual wholesale markup is a

non sequitur.

23. Secondly, respondents , relying upon
L.
& C.
Maye1' Co.
Federal Trade CO'lnrnis.'n:on 97 F. 2d 365 (2d Cil' 1938), advance

t.he argument that quantity sales to industrial concerns , are considered to be wholesale sales and , on this basis , argue that Spalding s " quantity n price , the price retailers charged educational
institutions , are wholesale prices. Since their price for the only
Spalding item shown to have a " quantity
was lower than
5e
Spalding s suggested " quantity " price , respondents argue that
all of their prices are equal to wholesale prices. In the present
case , hc)\vever , the entity selling to the educational institution
is usually a retailer rather than a wholesaler , and the " quantit:,r
price is always higher than the retailer s purchase price. Thus
Spalding s suggested " quantity " price would appeal' to be a discounted or low retail price rather than a wholesale price.
24. Thirdly, respondents state that a Spalding representative

infol' med

them that their prices were " \vholesale "

prices and

argue that their special agreement with Spalding, whereby merchandise was drop-shipped directly from the factory to respondents ' customers , indicates that respondents were considered by
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Spalding to be wholesalers. Contrary to respondents ' assertion
the record does not reveal that Spalding classified respondents as
wholesalers or their prices as wholesale prices (see tr. 606- 612).

Instead , it merely shows that a Spalding representative suggested

the prices which respondents ultimately

used in their catalogs.

Nor does the fact that Spalding drop-shipped the merchandise di-

rectly to respondents ' customers under a special agreement estabsales. It

lish that Spalding considered these sales to be wholesale
is equally logical to

assume that Spalding would on occasion

drop-ship a product not stocked by a l' etailer

directly to the re-

tailer s customer.
25. For the foregoing reasons , the Commission concludes that
complaint counsel has established that respondents ' prices for

Spalding products are higher than any bona fide wholesale prices
for these products and thus arc not wholesale prices. Accord-

ingly, respondents ' characterizations of these prices as wholesale
prices are false , misleading, and deceptive , and constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods of competition.
Westinghouse Electric C01'Jomtion

26. Frank W. Schattschneider ,

an attorney in the law depart-

ment of Westinghouse Electric Corporation , testified with respect
to the distribution system of Westinghouse , Westinghouse Elec-

tric Supply Company (WESCO) is a division of Westinghouse
Electric Corporation and serves as the distribution outlet (tr.
416- 417). WESCO, which has branches throughout the United
States , sells to retail dealers (tr , 417). The prices which each
branch charges retail dealers vary (see CX 29- 39). The following chart shows the prices which WESCO charged for twelve
items at several distribution !Joints on April 1 , 1963, - and respondents ' selling prices for these items as advertised in their
Jay Norris Catalog at the same time (CX 29- 39; CX 4 , pp. 52
, 64).
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27. The former administrative services manager for WESCO'
Long Island outlet , Mr. Randolph S. Harpel' , testified that WESCO

sometimes sold its products to dealers for less than the " dealer
cost" in order to meet competition , but that , as a general rule , the
dealer costs are used (tr. 453- 454). Moreover , there is abso-

lutely no indication that WESCO regularly 01' even on isolated
occasions sold products to wholesalers , jobbers , or other middlemen. Thus , the normal method of distribution of Westinghouse

products is through sales by WESCO directly to retailers and the
prices usually and customarily paid by retailers are the WESCO
dealer " prices.
28. Respondents ' account was handled by a NIl'. Al Guidone , a
salesman for WESCO' s Long Island distribution outlet (tr. 442443 , 593- 594). Respondent Jacobs, when testifying' with respect
to Westinghouse products , did not identify the prices at which

he purchased. However , he said nothing which would indicate
that he purchased from WESCO at prices which were less than
the Long Island outlet' s " dealer costs " as stated on ex 29 and
RX 10 (tr. 593 , 597- 599). Since RX 10 is the price list used by
respondents (tr. 593- 599), we conclude that respondents purchased Westinghouse products for the same prices as those

WESCO' s Long Island outlct normally charged retailers in that

jurisdiction.
29. As demonstrated by the above chart , respondents sold Westinghouse products at a price which exceeded the price charged

dealers by WESCO' s Long Island outlet. Moreover , with the excep-

tion of two products sold by WESCO' s San Francisco outlet , respondents ' advertised prices for the Westinghouse products were
higher than the

prices charged by WESCO outlets for these

products. As a result , respondents ' prices are , with but few exceptions , significantly higher than the prices usually paid by retailers
purchasing directly from WESCO. In addition , responifents ' ad-

vertised prices do not include the cost of shipping the products to
the purchasers (tr. 631- 632; CX 1 , p. 3). WESCO delivered its
products to dealers from the outlet closest to the dealers (tr. 440),

and there is nothing to indicate that it added delivery costs to its
regular dealer prices.
30. Respondents ultimately ceased selling Westinghouse products. Jacobs testified that the reason for the discontinuance was
the belief that he was not ''', . , getting the prices , the lowest pos-

sible wholesale prices "

and that he was not "* * " dealing with a
direct source * * *" (tr. 600). Jacobs also testified that a West-

inghouse salesman had provided him with the retail or list prices
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published in his catalog and that this salesman had aided him in
determining the prices which were used in reselling these items to
his customers (tr. 599). As a result , Jacobs termed the prices at
which he resold as " wholesale " prices (tr. 599), but he did not
state that the Westinghouse salesman

with whom he dealt so

characterized them (tr. 599).

31. Respondents argue that their arrangement with Westinghouse was " unuslial" and " not typical " and that a \Vestinghouse
employee had suggested their resale prices. However , there is no
indication that respondents ' arrangement with Westinghouse per-

mitted them to purchase products at prices below those charged
by WESCO' s Long Island outlet. To the

Bdntrary, respondents

ceased purchasing Westinghouse products because of dissatisfaction with the prices charged. :voreover , the fact that a Westinghouse employee may have suggested respondents ' resale prices or
termed them " wholesale "

is not controllng in deciding whether

these prices arc actually wholesale prices. Instead , such a determi-

nation must be made by a comparison with the prices charged
throughout WESCO' s

distribution system.

32. Respondents , in comparing their resale prices with those
of WESCO , argue that their prices for Westinghouse products
are wholesale prices and that they should bc permitted so to represent them throughout the L'nited States because their prices are
only slightly higher than WESCO' s San Francisco prices on most

items and are lower on two items. The untenability of this argument is , we think , obvious. If respondents ' prices for Westinghouse products were only a few cents higher than WESCO' s prices

in each geographical district , their argument might

have more

merit. However , in all other areas dealt with by the evidence , respondents ' prices are significantly higher than WESCO' s. If shipping costs are added to respondents ' prices , the increment between
their prices and those of WESCO, including wESCO' s San Francisco prices , becomes even more pronounced. Moreover , respond-

ents were purchasing from the same source and apparently in the

same manner as retailers. Since

there is no

indication that

WESCO made a practice of selling to wholesalers or other middlemen ,

we are of the opinion that all of the facts compel the con-

clusion that respondents ' resale prices for \Vestinghouse products
as complaint counsel contended , were , with but two insignificant
exceptions , higher than any bona fide wholesale prices in the various geographical areas encompassed by the evidence. Accordingly,
the Commission concludes that respondents ' characterization of
their prices for Westinghouse products as wholesale prices had the
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capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive members of the purchasing public and constituted the unfair and deceptive acts or

practices and unfair methods of competition.
Regal WUTe ,
33. Ronald Reigle ,

Inc.

field sales manager of Regal Ware ,

Inc.

testified that the company is engaged in the business of manufacturing cooking utensiJs and other cooking ware fron1 aluminum
and stainless steel (tr . 302- 303). The company s products include
saucepans , chicken fryers , electric and nonelectric coffee makers
fry pans, and tea kettes (tr . 303- 304). Regal Ware sells its products to wholesalers , including catalog wholesalers, and jobbers who
redistribute to retailers. The company has " more than a hundred"
catalog wholesale accounts and this category of trade accounts

for not more than five percent of its total sales volume (tr. 305306). In addition , the company sells directly to retailers and this
category of trade comprises approximately eighty percent of its

total sales volume (tr. 311- 312 , 329- 330). Direct sales to retailers thus cle&rly comprise the manufacturer

s primary channel of

distribution.
34. Regal Ware s prices for its customers vary

with the cus-

tomer s size and trade category. For example , the Duncan Hines
quart sized saucepan , Item No. 1221. is sold by Regal Ware to
the wholesale trade , wholesale catalog houses , large national premium users such as General Mils , trading stamp companies , and
retail tea and coffee houses f01' $2.49 (tr. 314, 325 , 326; CX 22

23). Smaller regional premium users , small jobbers , and small
rack jobbers who sell to grocery stores pay $2. 62 (tr. 315 , 326327; CX 24). Large retailers such as Gimbel's and Macy s pay Regal Ware $2. 99 (tr. 316 , 327- 328; CX 25). A small retailer
is charged $3. 15 for this item (tr, 316- 317, 329; CX 26). Because
direct sales to retailers constitute Regal Ware s primary- channel
of distribution , the price which retailers usual1y and customarily
pay for Item No. 1221 is a price which is not higher than the

$3. 15

which the small retailer pays Regal Ware. The same con-

clusion follows with respect to the prices of other Regal Ware
items (see par. 37,
'infra).

35. The above prices apply only to customers purchasing directly from Regal Ware. The record contains no information with
respect to the prices actually charged by wholesalers and jobbers
who sel1 the products to retailers. However , the " cost" column of

CX 27 contains the prices which Regal Ware suggested at one
time that its jobbers charge their customers. This list has been

~~~~
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discontinued and there is no evidence that any jobbers actually

charged these j))ices (tr. 334- 336).
36. Regal Ware classifies respondents as catalog wholesalers
(tr. 305). CX 22 contains the prices charged the catalog wholesale trade (tr. 325- 326). Respondents resell Regal Ware items to
any purchaser for the prices stated on CX 27 ,

the price list con-

taining suggested resale prices for the jobbing and who1csale

trade (tr. 334- 336; CX 4 , pp. 66- 67; CX 27). Since respondents
resale prices are obtained from this list of

suggested prices

Reigle characterized respondents ' prices as " wholesale prices " (tr.
324) .

37. The following chart contains Regal Ware s

prices for each

CHART OF REGAL WARE PRICES
Item
)JumbC1"

I ex 22

(Catalog
wholesale

trade)

small
jobbers)
,
rack
jobuer
mail dents
, Tea
ex 23 (Catalog
(Smfl

ex 26 '

ex 25

(L:uge (Small

wholesale. rack retailers) retaihcrs)

e. '

legitimate jobbers,
jobber
premium,

I 'houses
order
&c

, (Suggested

jobber
resale
prices and
Respon-

resale
prices)

15 't
7473
U
5.
6. 57 7,
20 5. 20 5.47 6, 24 $777
7000
U 18. 98 18. 98 19, 97 22.
26.
7006 11.25 11.87 12.50 14. 0097 16.
381

8 6.47

8 8.

7517 9.47 43 19.97 12, 9717 13.
14.
7515
'/518 11.85
22 14. 97 16.
11.85
35 2. 35
1/2 2. 35 2,49
97 3.
35 2, 47 2.
1844
2. 62 2. 99 3, 15 3.
1846
25 2,
1.88 1.88
34
9.
11 2,
2.
77 I 23.
25 , 15.

10.43 10,

9.47 9. 97

51 '

I

13,

11.37 11.

12.47 ! 14.

2.47 ' 2. 82 I 2. 97 i 3.

5350 .......- 2.
1282-

82 I 2.

2.49 2,

37 ' 2,

1.97 , 2.

1
2.
1221
1222 2.
3.
574957505751-

1223
4.
1290
01.
1291
5.
1292
6.
1274
4.
1276
5.
1263
5.
1288
4.
311 - ""

' 22.

317 . 8.

35 ,

73,

45 i

05 :

47,
95 I
97'

25 i

.... u
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category of trade which purchases directly from it , and the prices
which were suggested as appropriate for jobbers to charge their
customers. As previously found , respondents ' resale prices for

these items are equal to the suggested jobber resale prices.
38. Complaint counsel did not introduce evidence showing the

usual jobber markup or jobber resale prices for Regal Ware products , and this failure prevents a comparison between normal jobber resale prices and respondents ' prices. As a result , there is no
basis for determining whether or not respondents ' prices are
higher than all bona fide wholesale

prices. Even assuming, how-

ever , that respondents ' prices were equal to those charged by some
jobbers and are thus technically wholesale prices

, it is clear that

not more than twenty percent of Regal Ware s sales are made

through the channels of distribution which include

both whole-

salers and jobbers , while not more than five percent of such sales

are made through catalog wholesalers. Thus respondents ' resale
prices , which at best are equal to the prices paid by only a small
number and limited class of retailers , are higher than the prices

paid by retailers buying directly from Regal Ware. Since direct
buying retailers constitute Regal Ware s primary method of distribution , respondents ' prices are higher than the prices usually
and customarily paid by retailers. Clearly, these prices are not
low wholesale prices , nor are they the lowest wholesale prices
as represented by respondents ' advertising. For this reason , therefore , respondents ' representations with respect to these prices are
misleading and deceptive and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices and unfair methods of competition.
Amity Leather Products Co.

39. Four witnesses associated with wholesalers reselling products manufactured by Amity Leather Products Co. testified with
respect to Amity s distribution system. Walter J. ReIger , president of John M. Maris Co. , testified that his company, located in
New York City, is a wholesale distributor ,":' , , * principally to

drug stores "

(tr. 236). The

company distributes drug sundries

which the witness defined as ,":' , , " practically everything except
drugs and chemicals " (tr. 236). These products are sold in New
York , Kew Jersey, Connecticut , Pennsylvania , Delaware , :Maryland , and Virginia (tr. 238). The company purchases and resells

Amity products (tr. 239).
40. John H. Foley, vice president in charge of sales of Gilman
testified that the company is a wholesale
druggist (tr. 268- 269). It sells products in Maine , Vermont , New
Brothers of Boston ,

"*

.:' *
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Hampshire , and parts of Rhode Island and Connecticut (tr. 269).

The company purchases Amity products and resells them to re-

tail drug stores in its territory (tr. 269). According to this witness , Amity products are sold in other stores besides drug stores
(tr. 285).
41. James R. Cecil , merchandise manager of Gould' , Inc.
Louisville , Kentucky, testified that the company is a wholesale
drug service which sells drugs and sundries to approximately

four hundred drug stores in and around Louisville, Kentucky, other parts of Kentucky, and in southern Indiana (tr. 393- 394).

The company sells Amity items to drug stores and dispensaries
(tr. 394). This witness stated that so far as he knew , Amity products are sold primarily in drug stores , and that in his trade area
such products were sold only in drug stores , dispensaries , and
sundry stores (tr. 399).
42. Milton Prizant , sales manager of Gazzola Drug and Chemical Company of Chicago , Illinois , testified that the company is

a "* " * full-time

service wholesale drug distributor to retail drug

(tr. 519). The company sells its products
which include items manufactured by Amity, in I1inois , Wisconsin , and Indiana (tr. 520). In response to the inquiry as to whether

stores and hospitals "

the Amity wallets

advertised in respondents ' catalog are

generally referred to as drug store wallets " this witness
stated that "* * ,', wallets in drug stores would be Amity, generally
speaking " (tr. 526). In addition to being sold in drug stores , he
stated that Amity products are also sold in " general merchandising
stores " which he further defined as " discount houses " (tr. 527).
43. Amity provided the above-mentioned wholesalers with price

lists to be distributed to drug retailers purchasing from them.
These price lists contained a " dealer cost" column which stated
the prices which the drug retailers paid th€ wholesalers and a sec-

ond column showing a suggested retail price. The prices which
the drug retailers paid the wholesalers on Amity products are
equal to approximately 50 percent of the suggested retail price
(see CX 28 , 42; RX 3 , 7).
44. Respondents purchased directly from Amity and received
for their own use a price list identical in appearance to the list
provided drug retailers (see RX 6). The prices which respondents
paid Amity are set forth in the " dealer cost" column in the same
manner as the prices paid by retail druggists , and the suggested
retail price appears in the second column. The prices which Amity
charges respondents are computed by reference to a formula
which permits them to realize upon resale a profit approximately

--. -

''

, p.
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equal to one- third of their selling price or twenty- five

percent of

their cost (tr. 582- 583). These prices are higher than the prices
which Amity charges wholesalers who resell to retail druggists.
(Compare CX 42 and RX 6. ) The prices which respondents charge
all customers for Amity products are equal to approximately
percent of Amity s suggested retail price (see tr. 583; CX 4
25). Jacobs indicated that these resale prices had been suggested
by an Amity representative (tr. 578- 580), and that Amity had
been informed that respondents sold such products to consumers
(tr. 573- 574).

45. The prices which each of the four above- mentioned

whole-

salers are charged for twenty- three Amity items when purchasing
from the manufacturer , the prices at which they resell those items
to retailers , respondents ' purchase and resale prices , and Amity
suggested retail prices are as follows

RX 3 ,

5, 6

Itt'm

Number

0680 .
0678 .
0223 .
0237 .
0233 .

(CX 4 ,

18 , 19 , 28 , 42;

, 7):

;:le

suggest
price
price retail

Respondents
Respondents
salers
; purchase price purchase price purchase price resale
' IDrug-retailers

$3.

$4.

$3,
10.

1.86

2.48

1.98
10,

0225

10.

0236
0245

1.86

2.48

1.98

1.86

9.48
2.48

1.98

2.48

1.98

1.50
1.75

1.20
1.40
1.60

1.25

1.00

0247 .
0248 .
0235
0303 .
0513

0517
0518
0450
0660
0665
0677 .
0761
0825 .
0841
0835 .

1.3
1.32
1.50

11.37

18.

1.80
2.40
1.50

46. Respondents , in arguing' that no deception is likely to

occur from representations that their prices are wholesale prices

even though such prices exceed

those charged by the above-
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mentioned wholesalers , take the position that there are differences
between drug retailers and other retailers. They contend that while

drug retailers realize a 50 percent profit on an products as a matter of course ,

other retailers realize a profit of only 40 percent of

the suggested retail price. Assuming this to be true , they then
argue that a retailer can pay the prices charged in their catalog,
60 percent of the suggested retail price , and , if the retailer
resells the Amity products at the suggested retail price , can realize a profit equal to 40 percent of this retail price. As a result
it is their position that the price which the above

wholesalers

charge drug retailers
50 percent of the suggested retail price
and the price which they charge i.e. 60 percent of the suggested
retail price , are both wholesale prices.

47. The evidence of record is inconclusive with respect to respondents ' contention that a price equal to 60 percent of Amity
suggested retail price is a wholesale price. It is clear that many
manufacturers consider the 40 percent markup to be the normal retailer s profit. Thus , a price equal to 60 percent of the
suggested retail price would be in some instances a wholesale

price. On the other hand , there is some indication that such a
price may be the one used by discounters when reselling Amity
products to consumers. As previously noted , the record estabJished that Amity products were sold both by drug retailers who
purchased from drug wholesalers and by discounters. Price lists
which were supplied by Amity to these wholesalers to be distributed to their retail customers described the retailers ' purchase

price as the " dealer cost" (see RX 3 , 7). This price list , entitled
Amity Open Stock Price List, " also contained a column show-

ing the suggested retail price. The obvious purpose of this price
list is to provide the retailer , the " dealer " with a record of his
purchase price and a suggested retail price. A list identical in
appearance and also entitled " Amity Open Stockl'rice List" was
supplied to respondents (see RX 6) . This document listed respond-

ents ' purchase price under the " dealer cost" column and , in addition , contained the same suggested retail price as that supplied
the drug retailers. Since Amity was aware that respondents sold

to consumers and since it characterized the price which respondents paid in acquiring Amity products as a " dealer cost" in the
same way that the drug retailers ' cost was described , it is not

ilogical to assume that Amity regarded respondents as dealers
or disconnters rather than

wholesalers. Moreover , since Amity

products are sold through " discount" outlets ,

the fact that an

Amity representative suggested that respondents sell their prod-
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ucts at a price equal to 60 percent of the suggested retail
does not ,

as respondents argue ,

establish that this is a

price

wholesale

rather than a " discounted" or retail price.
48. Although the above evidence lends some support to com-

plaint counsel's contention that respondents '

prices for Amity
products are retail prices , any finding that Amity does not have
a chain of distribution in which it regularly sel1s to \vholesalel's
for resale to retailers at 60 percent of the suggested retail price
would be based essentially on supposition. As a result , the Commission makes no cletennination on this issue. However , \ve think
that complaint counsel's evidence suffciently establishes that
Amity products are "generally considered to be " drug store " items
and are sold throughout many states by wholesalers who resell

to drug retailers at 50 percent of the suggested retail price. There
is absolutely no indication that sales to wholesalers for resale to
non drug
retailers at the same prices charged by rcspondents constitute the major outlet of distribution for these products. Thus

we think the evidence is suffcient to support a finding that Amity
primary channel of distribution is through wholesalers to drug retailers. Even if respondents ' prices- 60 percent of the suggested
retail prices- are technically wholesale prices , therefore , they are
higher than the prices usually and customarily paid by retailers

of these proclucts, As a result ,

they are not the lowest wholesale
nor are they low wholesale prices , as respondents have
represented. According' ly, we hold that respondents ' representations of their prices for Amity products have the capacity and

prices ,

tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods of competition.

Inte1'national Appliance Corl1pClny
49. Robert Kemelhor , a sales representative for International

Appliance Company, testified that the company manufactures
electrical appliances , such as broilers , bal\:ers , and rotisseries (tr.
456- 457). The company sells these proclucts to distributors , stamp
companies, premium purchasers , and directly to large department
stores (t1' 458). Approximately 60 percent of the company s sales
are made on the East Coast and 35 to 40 percent are made in
the area surrounding Kew York City (tr. 457 . 175- 476). In addition , the witness estimated that 60 percent of the company

s sales

are made to distributors whose customers purchase for resale
while 40 percent of its sales are made to large department stores

--
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(tr. 466). The company does not sell directly to small retailers
(tr. 466).

50. The prices which International charges distributors and

direct buying retailers on the East Coast for four products advertised in respondents ' catalog are as follows (tr. 462- 466 , 468):
Item

H4- 14- 860)
Rotiss€l'
H4- 15- 870)
Electric Slicer
H5- 85) ..u.
Nonelectric Slicer
H5- 606)

Broiler

Distributors
cost

$13,
18.
15.

Retailers
cost

$16.
20,
17.

51. International Appliance Company classifies respondents as
distributors and sells its products to them at its regular distributor s prices (tr. 466- 467). Thc record does not contain precise
evidence with respect to the prices which distributors usually

charge customers who purchase for resale. However , Kemelhor

testified that one distributor in New York City sells the rotisserie,
Item 870 , for $21.75 (tr. 464). He also stated that distributors

usually sell International Appliance Company products to resell-

ers in New York City at a price \vhich is , * * * somewhere
between 20 and 25 percent above their cost" (tr. 464), and
(tJ wenty to 25 percent or a few percentages

higher in some

cases "

(tr. 467). The prices which a hypothetical distributor in
Kew York City who sells the above pl'ducts at " 25 percent above
(hisJ costs " would charge , and respondents ' resale prices are as

follows (see Appeal Brief of Counsel Supporting the Complaint
p. 32; CX 4 , pp. 61- 62) :
: DistrJbutor

Hem

Broiler -- Rotisserie -- u
Electric Slicer --Nonelectric Slicer -

rcsa,c price

$16.
22.
18.

Respondents
resale price

$17,
26.
19.

52. Kemelhor testified that International charged West Coast
distributors higher prices than those located on the East Coast
and that the prices which distributors located in areas outside New
York City might charge their customers would vary (tr. 468).
Kemelhor also indicated that the prices which International sug-
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gested that retailers charge consumers ,vere not usually followed
and that small department stores did not charge the same prices
as large stores (see tr. 470- 476).

53. Because International classifies responr1ents as distributors
and charges them the prices usnal1y charged such customers , respondents are clearly capable of "eselling such products at the
same prices as those which distributors usuaJJy charge retailers.
Turning first to the New York City area ' however , it is clear that
respondents ' prices are higher than the prices which the great
majority of distributors genel'alIy charge retailers in that area.
respondents ' prices are higher than the prices wbich
direct buying retailers in New York pay International. Evon if it is

:YIoreover ,

assumed , therefore ,

that respondents '

prices are not higher than

distributors charge their customers
and that their prices are thus technicaJJy wholesale prices , it is
clear that respondents ' prices arc higher than the prices usually
the prices which some

fe,\T

and customarily paid by most retailers located in the N ew York
City area. Thus , it is obvious that respondents ' prices for this area
are not the lowest wholesale prices , nor are they low wholesale

prices , as represented by their advertising. As a result , respondents ' representations with respect to their prices in the New York

City area are misleading and deceptive and constitute unfair and
deceptive acts and practices and unfair methods of competition.
54. The evidence also established that respondents ' prices are
higher than those charged all direct buying retailers located on

the East Coast. However , as previously noted , the record is silent

with respect to the prices which distributors on the East Coast

other than those located in New York City, charg-e their customers.

Because sales to distributors constitute sixty percent of Internabanal's total sales volume , it must be assu111ecl , in the absence of
evidence to the contrary, that this same

percentage is applicable

to International' s sales on the East Coast. If such is the case , sales
to such distributors would constitute International' s primary

method of distribution in this area. In the absence of evidence
with respect to the resale prices of these distributors , therefore
no findings can be made concerning the prices Li.sually and cus-

tomarily paid by retailers located on the East Coast. Thus , the
Commission can draw no conclusions with respect to the question
of whether respondents ' advertising is misleading and deceptive
when distributed to consumers in this geographical area , and

complaint counsel's allegations concerning respondents '
1 Respondents '

cireulan, al" e

sent to prospective eustomCl";

ex 8). Respondents also make sales to persons located in the

livin

various

in 1\ew York City (se('

ew York City area (tr. 181).
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representations of their prices for International products

must

with the exception of the New York City area , be rejected.
l\1a.stercraft Pipe8 , Inc.
55. Judith \Veinbel'ger , manager of the cataJog- house

of Masten:raft Pipes ,

Inc.

, described that company

business

s operations

(tr. 314-34.5). The company has no manufacturing facilities and
is engaged in the business of importing and selling smoking pipes

and other smoking accessories. Its products are distributed nationjobbers , and catalog houses (tr. 341346 , 365). The line of :YIastercraft products distributed by
respondents is prepared especially for and is sold exclusively
wide through wholesalers ,

catalog houses. This line is not of the same quality as the

com-

pany s other Jines (tr. 346- 347 , 357- 358, 369). Some of the catalog
houses which purchase Ivastercraft' s catalog line are Co-

Electric Supply Company, Louis Watch Company, and Majestic
Electric Supply Company (tr. 347). These catalog houses sell
Mastercraft products to dealers and directly to consumcrs (tr.
350- 351 359). Respondent Jacobs admitted that :YIajestic Electric
and Co- Op Electric , two of the catalog houses which purchase the
catalog line from Mastercraft , are retail operations (tr. 569- 570).

56. In determining the prices which wil be charged catalog

houses purchasing its products , lVIastercraft makes no distinction
between sales by catalog accounts to dealers and sales by these
accounts directly to COnSU1l1€rs. As a result, all catalog accounts
pay Mastercraft the same priccs irrespective of whether they ulti-

mately reseJi the products to dealers or directly to consumers (tr.
355 , 357: see RX 8). Respondents are classified as catalog ac-

counts (tr. 347, 355). l\1astercraft supplies such accounts 'with
price lists containing " dealer " prices and II suggJ;sted retail" prices
(see RX 8). The following chart shows the prices charged catalog
accounts , the suggested dealer prices , respondents '
and the suggested retaiJ prices for fourteen items advertised

resale prices
in

re-

spondents ' catalog (RX 8; CX 1 , p. 42; tr. 347-350).

(Page 1153.
57. The following chart demonstrates that respondents in re-

selling l'dastel'craft' s catalog line of products , charge a1l customers
irrespective of 'whether they are dealers or consumers , a price
which is a few cents higher than the suggested dealer pricc. Re-

spondents contend that such prices are t1'e wholesale prices, Com-

plaint counsel argues that because respondents sell primarily to
consumers at the dealer prices and because several of l\Tastercraft' s catalog accounts are , by respondents ' admission , retail
businesses , the so-called " dealer " price has in fact beco1l1c the

;;;.

~~~
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prevalent " retail" price. Respondents , however , reply that there is
no evidence that any of these catalog accounts utilize the " dealer
rather than the suggested retail price when selling to consumers.

Catalog
item
number

Cost to
catalog
accounts

H 2A

rcsa

$10.

H lA .
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

Suggested Respondents

deal

63 , 6.

1665
2335
1197
2869
2855
2852
2853
2866
2825

16. 63
23.

12.
17,

6524.
9,

! 16. 65

30 23, 35

11.97 ' 11, 97
1.75
1.75
1.75 I

00 ,

H 997 ..
H 665L .
50 I

H 335

Suggested

I 34,
I 17.

63 I 6. 65 ! 9.
33
2,
35 I 3,
33
2.
35 I 3.
33 I 2. 35 3.
35 4,
7.
30
5. 35
30
3.
97
9.
97 14.
63
6.
30 3.
35

58. If the record demonstrated that other catalog accounts sold

Mastercraft' s " catalog " line to consumers at the " dealer " prices
complaint counsel's argument that such prices have become the
usual consumer prices would have merit. However , the record is

totally lacking with respect to information on the prices which
other catalog accounts use when and if they sell to consumers.
Thus ,

although other catalog accounts could ,

as respondents do

sell Mastercraft items to consumers at prices approximating the
suggested " dealer "

prices ,

there is no evidence that other such

accounts actually or even probably did so. In the absence of such

evidence ,

there is no basis for a conclusion that respondents
prices for Mastercraft items are retail rather than wholesale

prices ,

or that their representations of these prices as lo\v

\vhole-

sale prices or merely as wholesaJe prices have the capacity and
tendency to mislead or deceive the purchasing jJublic. Accordingly,

complaint counsel' s arguments with respect to this line of products are rejected.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Respondents are engaged in the advertising and sale of articles of general merchandise in commerce , as /' commerce " is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act , and have been and are in
competition with corporations , firms , and individuals in the saJe of
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articles of the same general kind and nature as sold by respondents.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents herein.
3. Respondents ' representations with respect to their status as
wholesalers , and their prices as wholesale , lowest wholesale , and
low wholesale prices , are , for the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion , misleading and deceiving, and have the capacity and
tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements were and are
true , and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents

products by virtue of said erroneous and mistaken beliefs.
4. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents ,

for the

reasons stated in the accompanying opinion , were and are to the

injury of the public and constitute unfair ". nd deceptive acts and
practices in commerce , and unfair methods of competition in vio-

lation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
5. This proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER

This matter having come before the Commission upon the appeal of counsel supporting the complaint from the initial decision
of the examiner dismissing the complaint , and having been heard
by the Commission upon briefs and argument in support thereof
and in opposition thereto , and
The Commission , having determined that the appeal of counsel
supporting the complaint should be granted for the reasons and
to the extent stated in the accompanying opinion , and that the

examiner s initial decision and order should be set aside in their
entirety:
It is ordered That the Findings of Fact ,
and Order of the hearing examiner be , and

Conclusions of Law

they hereby are ,

set

aside.

It is further ordered

That the Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law of the Commission be ,

and they hereby are , substituted

for those of the examiner.

It is further ontend

That Federated Nationwide Wholesalers

Service , Garydean Corp., a corporation , trading under the names
Federated Wholesalers Service , Kationwide Wh01esalers Service
and K ationwide- Federated Wholesalers Service or under any other
name or names , Jay :,l o1'1'i8 Corp. , a corporation , and their ofTcers

and Joel Jacobs and Mortimer Williams, individually and as officers of each of said corporations , and respondents ' agents , repre-
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sentatives and employees ,

directly or through any corporate or

in connecbon ,vith the offering for sale , sale or distdbution of electric fry pans , electric broilers , clock- radios , electric
can openers , jewelry, clothing, dinnenvare , or any other articles
other device ,

of merchandise , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the

Federal Trade Commission Act ,

do forthwith cease and desist

from:

1. Representing' directly or by implication in any advertising, including all advertising circulars , lists of wholesalers
01' catalogs distributed by Federated Nationwide Wholesalers
Service , Garydean Corp. , or otherwise representing directly
or by implication that an article of merchandise is being offered for salc at the lowest wholesale price unless the article

is being offered for sale at the lowest price paid by retailers

for such merchandise to any source of supply.
2. Representing, directly or by in1plication , in any advertising, including all advertising circulars , lists of wholesalers
or catalog's distributed by Federated Nationwide Wholesalers
Service , Garydean Corp. , or otherwise representing, directly
or by implication , that respondents are wholesalers

, or that

they sell articles of merchandise at wholesale prices or at low
wholesale prices:
Pro' uided , ho'We'uer That it shall be a defense in any enforcement proceeding under this order for
respondents to show:

(a) That they make a

substantial and significant num-

ber of sales to retailers in the ordinary course of business
and

(b) That the prices rcpresented

to be wholesale , or

low wholesale , prices do not exceed the prices usually and
customarily paid by retailers for such mercbandise to
any source of supply, when purchased in the quantity

offered for sale by respondents.
3. Misrepresenting in any manner the amount of savings
available to purchasers of respondents ' merchandise.
That respondents shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the CommisIt

'i,

jUTthe?' oTdeTed

sion a report ,

in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with the order to cease and
desist set forth herein.

Commissioner Elman concurred in the order and has filed a
separate statement. Commissioner Reily concurred in the result.
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IN THE MATTER OF

THE CARL MFG. CO. ET AL.
ORDER , ETC. ,

Docket

IN REGARD

8689.

TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL
TRADE COMYIISSION ACT

Complaint ,

June

1966':'

Decision ,

June

, 1967

Ohio , catalog merchandiser
which had been charged with misrepresenting its business status , prices

Order terminating a proceeding against a Lisbon ,

and savings , based upon an Assurance of Voluntary Compliance dated
June 14 , 1967.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that The
Carl Mfg. Co. , a corporation , and Joyce Tuseck and Frank J.

Tuseck , individually and as offcers of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of

said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by
it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues
its complaint stating its charges in that respect as fol1ows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent The Carl Mfg, Co. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Ohio with its principal offce and place of
business located at 110 West Washington Street , Lisbon , Ohio.
Respondents Joyce Tuseck and Frank J. Tuseck are individuals
and offcers of said corporate respondent. They formulate , direct
and control the acts and practices of said corporate respondent,

including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth. Their principal offce and place of business is the same as thatof the corporate
respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are 11mv , and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the advertising, offering for sale, sale and distri-

, factory and store supplies and equipment and
other articles of general merchandise to the purchasing public.
bution of offce

The individual respondents are also offcers and principal stockan Ohio corporation , which is engaged in
the business of manufacturing, oftering for sale , sale and distribution of hospital equipment and convalescent needs. The principal
offce and place of business of said Pioneer Co. , is located at the
holders of Pioneer Co. ,

Reported ;:s amended by order of hearing examiner . dated Nov

Paragraph Six so as to conform with the evidence.

. 196E;.

by amending
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same address as that of the said

corporate and individual re-

spondents.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
now cause , and for some time last past have caused , the aforesaid
products , when soJd , to be shipped from their aforesaid place of
business in the State of Ohio , and from the various places of busi-

ness of their suppliers 10cated in other States of the United States
to purchasers thereof 10cated in States other than the States in
and at all times

which the shipments originated , and mamtain ,

mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course of trade
in said products in comn1erC€, as " comn1erce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondents ,
said business ,

in the course and conduct of their afore-

and for the purpose of inducing individuals , firms

and corporations to purchase their said products have made certain statements and representations ,

directly or by implication , in
catalogs , brochures and other mailing pieces with respect to their

business status, prices and savings.
Typical and illustrative , but not all inclusive , of such statements
and representations are the following;
The Carl Mfg. Co. a clivcl'sifJed manufactm" er of business necessities selling
direct to you.

Order Direct from The Carl :'Iig. Co.
Ruy Direct.
Save! Ordcr Direct.
All Producto; On This Page Shipped from \V. Va. Factory.
All Items In This Page Arc F. B. Om' Factory.
All ShilJments Arc F. B. Our FactoJ'es.

PAR. 5. By and through the use of the corporate respondent'
name , separately and in connection with the aforesaid and other
statements and representations , and through the use of tJ:e afore-

said statements and representations and others of similar import
and meaning not specifically set out herein , respondents
sented , and no,\,\r represent , directly 01' by implication:

repre-

1. That respondents are the manufacturers of a1l the said products ofTered for sale by them.
2. That all of said products arc ofTered for sale at

turer s

manufac-

prices.

3. That purchasers save the

difference between the manufac-

turers ' prices of said products and the usuall'etai1 prices therefor.
fact:
1. All of the merchandise sold by respondents is not manufac-

PAR, 6. In truth and in

tured by respondent The Carl Mfg. Co,
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2. All of said products are not offered for sale at manufacturers
prices.
3. Purchasers of said products do not save the difference be-

tween the manuL, cturers ' prices and the retail prices therefor on

all merchandise sold or offered for sale by respondents.
Thereforc , the statements and representations set forth in Paragraphs Four and Five are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 7. ln the conduct of their business , at all times mentioned
herein , respondents have been and now are in substantial competition , in COTI1merCe, with corporations , firms and individuals in the
sale of products of the same general kind and nature as those
sold by respondents.
PAR. 8. There is a preference on the part of

purchasing public for

members of the
dealing' directly with manufacturers of

products , rather than with outlets , distributors, jobbers or other
intermediaries , such preference being due in part to a be1ief that
by dealing directly with the manufacturers , lower prices and other
advantages may be obtained , a fact of which the Commission
takes offcial notice.

PAn. 9. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading and deceptive statements , representations and practices

has had , and now has , the tendency and capacity to mislead men1-

bel's of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that said statements and representations were and are true

and into the purchase of substantial quantities of said products
from respondents by reason of said e1':::oneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as

, were, and are , a11 to the prejudice and injury
competitors , and constituted , and
now constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce and
herein allegeo

the public and of respondents '

unfair and deceptive acts and practices in comn:)erce ,

in violation

of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Mr. Wilh:a1n A. SmneFs
Kennedy

for the Comn1ission.

Beck Lisbon , Ohio , by

M,. Richard D. Kennedy

for

the respondents,

INITIAL DECISION BY WILMER L. TINLEY , IIEARIl'G EXAMll'ER
)lOVEMBER I ,

19 G G

PRELIMINARY STATEMEl'T
The Federal Trade Commission , on June 27, 1966 ,

issued and
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subsequently served its complaint charging the respondents with
violations of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act by
misrepresenting, in effect , that respondents are the l11anufacturers
of all of the products offered for sale by them , and that by buying

directly from respondents purchasers save the difference between
manufacturers ' prices and the usual retail prices of the
product
The answer which was filed by respondents on August 1 , 1966
made limited admissions , but denied the allegations of interstate
commerce and the alleged misrepresentations.
The hearing was held in Youngstown , Ohio , on August 29 , 1966,
and the presentation of evidence was concluded on that day. The

only witness presented was one of the individual respondents.
Upon the conclusion of his direct testirnony, no cross-examination
being desired , counsel supporting the complaint rested his case- inchief (Tr. 140- 1).
Counsel for respondents thereupon moved to dislniss the complaint primarily because of failure by counsel supporting the
complaint to prove injury to the public or to competitors ,

includ-

ing failure to establish any difference between mannfactnrers
prices and the prices at which the corporate respondent sens. The
hearing examiner refelTed to Paragraph Eight of the complaint

in which the Commission took offcial notice of certain facts relevant to those considerations, alll stated that on defense respondent
would have an opportunity to prove that the facts offcially noticed
\vere not correct. Ruling on the motion to dismiss \vas deferred
until the close of the case for the reception of evidence (Tr. 14163; Section 3. 6 (e) of the Commission s Rules of Practice).
In the discussion of respondents ' motion to dismiss , counsel

supporting the complaint conceded that the evidence had established that the corjJomte respondent is the manufacturer of at
least two of the products which it offers for sale (Tr. 148- 9). In
these circumstances he considered that the allegations of Para-

graph Six of the complaint to the effect that the corjJorate respondent manufactures " none " of the merchandise sold by it should be
modified.
Counsel supporting the complaint ,

accordingly, moved to amend

Paragraph Six of the complaint

to conform to the evidence in
accordance with Section 3. 7 (a) (2) of the Commission s Rules
Practice. After discussion , counsel for the respondents

of

withdrew his objection to the proposed amendment , and the hearing examiner granted the motion to amend Paragraph Six of the
complaint to read as follows (Tr. 164- 7):
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PARAGRAPH SIX: In truth and in fact:
1. All of the merchandise sold by respondents is not manufactured
respondent The Carl Mfg. Co.

2. All of said products are not offered for sale at manufacturers ' Vl'ices.

3. Purchasers of said proclucts do not save the djfference between the
manufacturers ' prices and the retail prices therefor un all merchandise sold
or offered for sale by respondents.
Counsel for respondents presented as his witness the same

individual respondent who had previously been presented by counsel supporting the complaint. Upon completion of the direct and
cross-examination of that witness , both sides rested and the record

was closed for the reception of evidence. The transcript of testi-

mony consists of 189 pages. Four exhibits offered

by counsel

supporting the compJaint (CX 1 through .1) were received in evidence , and one was rej ected (CX 5A- C) . No exhibits were offered
by counsel for respondents.

Counsel were allowed 30 days from August 29 , 1966 , to file
proposed findings , conclusions and order , and were allowed 10
days thereafter to file replies thereto (Tl' 189), Proposals were
fied by counsel supporting the complaint on September 30 , 1966.
Xo proposals were filed by counsel for respondents, and no rcply
proposals were filed by either counsel.
After having considered the record in this proceeding, including
the proposals of counsel supporting the complaint , the hearing

examiner issues this initia1 decision. Proposed findings which are
not adopted herein ,

either in the form proposed

or in substance

are rejected as not being supported by the record or as involving

immaterial or unnecessary matter. Any motions not heretofore or
herein specifically ruled upon , either directly or by the necessary
effect of this injtial decisions , are hereby denied. The parenthetical
references"herein to the transcript of testimony (Tr. ) and Commission Exhibits (CX), and to other parts of theiC ecord , including
numbered paragraphs of the Findings of Fact (Fi. ), are intended
to be convenient guides to the principal items of evidence supporting findings of fact, and do not represent complete sumlnaries of
the evidence ' which was considered in making such findings.
FIKDINGS OF FAC1'
1. Respondent The Carl Mfg. Co. , sometimes referred
as Car1 , is a corporation organized , existing and doing

to herein
business
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio with its
principal offce and place of business located at 110 West Washington Street , Lisbon , Ohio (Complaint and Answer).
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2. Respondent Joyce Tuseck ,

and her husband ,

respondent Frank

an individual , is president of Carl
J.
Tuseck , an individual , is

secretary- treasurer of Carl. Theil' principal offce and place of
(Complaint and Answer;
Tr. 25- 6).
3. Respondents Joyce Tuseck and Frank J. Tuseck , sometimes
business is the same as that of Carl

referred to herein as the individual respondents ,

own all of the

stock , and formulate , direct and control the acts and practices of
Carl , including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth (Complaint and Answer; Tr. 26). They are individually responsible for
those acts and practices , and any references herein io acts or

practices by Carl are also intended to be references to acts or

practices by the individual respondents except to the extent otherwise specifically indicated.

4, Carl is now ,

and for some time has been ,

engaged in the

advertising, offering for sale ,

sale and distribution of offce , factory and store supplies and equipment and other articles of general

merchandise to the purchasing public (Complaint and Answer).
The supplies , equipment and general merchandise sold and distributed by Carl are described in detail in its catalogs and other
advertising material (CX 1 , 2 , 3; Tr. 129- 31). The current catalog, CX 1 , has been in effect since about the first of 1966 , and
approximately 800 000 copies of it have been distributed to prospective customers , approximately 700, 000 copies having been distributed outside of the State of Ohio. Carl also distributed about a

mi1lion copies of an earlier catalog,

from about the flrst of 1964

ex 3 ,

which was in effect

to the end of 1965 (Tr, 131-

, 137-

40) .
5. In 1965 the gross sales of Carl amounted to over S590

000,

and during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966 , they amounted to
more than $690 000 (Tr. 26- 7). It was stipulated that S5-percent
of the gross sales of Carl are generally made to purchasers whose

addresses are in States other than Ohio (Tr. 6- 7).

The mer-

chandise sold by Carl is generally shipped from its warehouse
located in Lisbon , Ohio , to its customers located in Ohio and in
othcr States , but in some instances merchandise is shipped directly
to customers located in various States from the factories of Carl'

suppliers (Tr. 174-

, 181- 4). At all times mentioned herein Carl

has maintained a substantial course of trade in the products which
it sells in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
6. The complair;t alleged , and the answer admitted , that the
individual respondents are also offcers and principal stockholders
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of Pioneer Co. , an Ohio corporation. The undisputed testimony,

however , is that respondent Frank J. Tuseck owns all of the stock
of Pioneer Co. (Tl'. 40). The principal offce and place of business
of Pioneer Co. is located at the same address as Carl (Complaint
and Ans\ver).
7. Pioneer Co. , which is not named as a respondent herein , is

engaged in the business of manufacturing, offering for sale , sale

and distribution of hospital equipment and convalescent

needs

(Complaint and Answer), described in detail in its current catalog

which has been in use since about the first of 1964 (Tr. 38- 40;
CX 4). The only testimony concel'ing the manufacturing operations of Pioneer Co. relates to certain step stools and commodes
and its only apparent relevance is with respect to the question of
whether these items , and possibly others , are manufactured by
Pioneer Co. or by Call (Proposals by counsel supporting the com-

plaint , pp. 4- 5).
8. The testimony is to the effect that Pioneer Co. and Carl both

offer for sale and sell the same step stool and the same portable
commode but that each sells these items under its own name.
Carl sells about 100 of the step stools in a year , and Pioneer Co.
about 300 , but their respective sales of the commode are not
indicated (Tr. 40- , 52- :3, 103; CX 1 , 3 , 4). It is asserted by the

witness that the step stools are produced by Carl (Tr. 40), and
that the commodes are produced by both companies (Tr. 52103). He stated that the material used in the production of these

items is purchased by both companies (Tr. 51) ; that the tools
and equipment are owned primarily by Pioneer Co. ; that the manll-

facturing functions are performed primarily by the employees
of Car); and that Pioneer Co. and Carl occupy the same building

and the same rooms (Tr. 105- 6). The witness also said that Pio-

neer has had two employees for at least three years who do some
of the manufacturing operations , and that a1l of the other manufacturing operations are done by Carl employees (Tr. 47- 8, 105) ;
and that Pioneer Co. compensates Carl for the work done by Carl
employees in producing items for Pioneer on a flat fee basis plus
additional amounts invoiced periodic2. liy (Tr. 50- , 56 , 1(7).
9. The precise arrangement between Pioneer Co. and Carl under
which the step stools aild portable commodes are produced is not
clear to the hearing examiner. It is clear , however , that Carl is
who1ly owned by the husband and wife who are the individual
respondents , that Pioneer Co. is wholly owned by the husband and

that the two companies are operated by the individual respondents
with little attention , insofar as here pertinent , to the refinements

,*
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of corporate organization or ownership. In these CirCU111stances

it is the opinion of the hearing- examiner that insofar as the combined operations or Pioneer Co. and Carl in producing the step
stools and commodes constitute manufacturing, Carl is engaged
in manufacturing these items for the purposes of this proceeding.
J O. The respondents began using the name " Carl Mfg. Co. " in
about 1963 when Carl was incorporated (Tr. 185- 6). The Carl
catalog which was in efIect from about the first of 1964 throug-h
1965 , CX 3 , and the catalog which has been in effect since then

CX 1 (Tr. 140), feature the name " Carl

Mfg. Co. " on the cover

pages and on various other pages throughout the catalogs , together
significance of the term
Mfg. " in the name. For example , on the cover page of each catalog, immediately under the name , appears the statement:

with various statements emphasizing the

A Diversified ManufadUl' er

of Business Necessities Sellng Direct to You.

Other statements having a similar connotation which appear in the
catalog , include:
Order Direct From Car1 Mfg. Co. (CX 3 ,
Buy Direct. (CX 1 , p. 15; ex 3, p. 7.

cover page.

Save! Order Direct. (CX 1, pp. 33, 41; ex 3 , pp. 25 , 29.
B.
Our Factory. (eX 3, p. 29.
All Shipments Are FOB Our Factories. (ex 1 , p. 48; ex 3 , back page,

All Items In This Catalog Are

O testimony was offered concerning the meaning which is
conveyed by the name and the foregoing statements and representations , and others of similar import , in Carl' s catalogs and adver11.

tising, and none ,vas needed.

In the context in vvhich they are

made , the statements are clear and unambiguous. The term " J\lfg,

in ihe name is clearly an abbreviation of the word " J\'1anufacturing, "

and constitutes a representation that Carl is engaged in

the business of manufacturing. The only reasonable significance of

such a representation is that it refers to 111erchandise

ofTered for

salc in Carl's catalogs and advertising, The other statements
specify and amplify that meaning by urging prospective customers
A Diversified Manufacto " Buy Direct From Carl Mfg. Co.

turer ,

and " Save. " Since there is no
limitation or qua1ification of these representations , they clearly

:+ Selling Direct to You "

imply that all of the products offered for sale by Carl are manufactured by it , particularly so when made in connection with such
statements as " All Items ln This Catalog Are F. B. Our Factory
and " All Shipments Are FOB Our Factories.
12. It is found , therefore , that by and through the use of the

, "
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name

Carl Mfg. Co. " separately and in connection with the

aforesaid statements and representations , and others , and through
the use of the aforesaid statements and representations and others
of similar import and meaning not specifically set out herein , respondents have represented , and now represent , directly or by
implication:

1. That respondents are the manufacturers of all of the products offered for sale by Carl;
2. That an of said products are offered for sale at manufacturers ' prices; and
3. That purchasers from Carl save the difference between manufacturers ' prices of said products and their usual retail prices.
13. In Paragraph Eight of the complaint the Commission took

offcial notice of facts with respect to a public preference and
understanding in connection with dealing directly with manufacturers. After conclusion of the case- in-chief

in support of the

complaint ,

aminer

and before the defense was started , the hearing exreferred to the offcial notice taken by the Commission

stating that it was consistent with determinations by the Commission ,

based upon the testimony of witnesses , in a long line of

cases covering many years. (For extensive summary see CCH
Trade Reg. Rep. 117577.49- 7577. 66. ) He also pointed out that the
offcial notice taken by the Commission was binding upon the
hearing examiner ,

and that in offering defense evidence

respond-

ents would be afforded fun opportunity to disprove the facts
offcially noticed by the Commission (Tr. 159- 62; Sec. 3. 14 (d)
Commission s Rules of Practice).
14. Counsel for respondents offered no evidence directly chal-

lenging the facts offcially noticed by the Commission , and did
not request suspension of the proceeding to afford him an opportunity to obtain such evidence. With some possible bearing upon
this point , but with direct reference to the allegations of injury

to the public and competitors (Complaint Par. 10), the witness
who is an individual respondent , testified in response to leading
questions by counsel for respondents , that he did not know of any
member of the public or any competitor who had been injured by
the dissemination of respondents ' catalogs and advertising (Tr.
178- 9). While of doubtful , if any, probative value at best , such
testimony provides no color of proof contrary to the facts offcially
noticed by the Commission

15. On the basis of the facts offcially noticed by the Commission ,

no evidence to the contrary having been presented , it is
found that there is a preference on the part of members of the
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purchasing public for dealing dircctly with manufacturers of
products , rather than with outlets, distributors , jobbers or other
intermediaries , such preference being due in part to a belief that
by dealing directly with the manufacturers , lower prices and other
advantages may be obtained.

16. Paragraph Six of the complaint alleg' , in effect , that Carl
does not manufacture any of the products sold by it. Upon conclusion of his case- in-chief , counsel supporting the complaint

conceded that the evidence had established that Carl is the manufacturer of at least two of the products which it offers for sale
(Tr. 148- 9). He moved , therefore , to amend Paragraph Six of the
complaint to conform with that concession , and to anege , in effect,
that not an of the merchandise sold by Carl is manufactured by it.
Counsel for respondents withdrew his initial objection , and the
complaint was amended to that extent (Tr. 164- 7; Preliminary

Statement herein).

The primary remaining issue , therefore , is whether or not
respondents manufacture an of the products offered for sale by
Carl. That issue is resolved by the testimony of an individual respondent which makes it clear that many of the products advertised in Carl's catalogs are not manufactured by respondents. The
representations in Carl' s name and advertising to the effect that
respondents manufacture an of the products offered for sale by
17.

Carl ,

and related representations (Fi. 10- 12), are accordingly

false and misleading. For the purpose of determining thc nature
and scope of the remedy \vhich is required to e1iminate from respondents ' advertising- the deception inherent in such representations , it is appropriate to examine in detail the extent to which
respondents manufacture the products advertised and sold by Carl.
18. No evidence , other than the testimony of respondent Frank
J. Tuseck , was offered to establish the processes whiCl1 must

performed by a company to justify the claim that it is the manufacturer of particular products. Counsel

supporting the complaint

elected to rely instead upon general definitions and prior decisions
of the Commission and thc courts (Proposals by counsel supporting the complaint , pp. 5- 6).
19. The prior decision of the Commission which appears to the

hearing examiner to be most nearly in point l'vith the circumstances in this proceeding- is

Manujactu1'ing Co. ,

Inc "

In the Matter of the LuJayette Brass
57 F. C. 704 , decided in 1960. In

et a.

its opinion in that case the Commission quoted , at page 715 , from
Tide
an 1898 definition of " manufacture " by the S:Jpl'eme Court in
v.
United Stedes 171 U. S. 210 , which stated
Water Oii Company

, "

* *
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in part , that " the word is now ordinarily used to denote an article
upon the material of which labor has been expended to make the
finished product. Ordinarily, the article so manufactured takes a
different form , or at least subserves a different purpose from the
original materials; and usually it is given a different name. " After
referring to " successive processes of manufacture , each one of
which is complete in itself , but several of which may be required
to make the final product

" the definition stated that " the finished

product of one manufacture "

becomes " the material of the next

in rank
20. In its opinion in the

LajeLyeite Emss

case , the Commission

at page 715 , gave as examples of operations which may be considered to be a process of manufacture
the assembling of a

hook' washing machine hose ,. * .,. which involves the cutting of
the cutting and bending of aluminum tubing and the
coupling of the tubing to the hose; and the assembling of certain
the hose ,
sprinklers

which involves sllch operations as grinding off

aluminum flash ,

driling holes , punching out gaskets and punch
pressing retainer and base plates , together with the assembling of

the various parts. "

The examples of manufacturing

processes

there recognized by the Commission are similar to certain of the
processes involved in this proceeding and provide a proper standard for application here.
21. In their place of business in Lisbon , Ohio , described by the
witness as including a factory and warehouse , respondents employ
32 persons in functions which the witness considered to be manu-

facturing processes , approximately five of those persons being
employed in printing operations (Tr. 55- , 105 , 1 JO , 183). Re-

spondents also own and conhol a company in Erie , Pennsylvania
which is extensively engaged in manufacturing (see Fi. 28).
22. As he was testifying, the witness encircledln blue ink each
item in CX 1 , Carl's current catalog, which he considered to be
manufactured by Carl (Tr. 29- , 138). He did not indicate that
any of the many other items in that catalog are manufactured by
Carl. Before appearing as a witness ,

he also marked in red ink

with a star- like symbol certain items in CX 3 , Carl' s catalog which
was in effect from about the first of 1964 to the end of 1965. He
testified that each item in CX 3 marked with the star was manufactUl' ed by Carl , and that no other items in that catalog were

manufactured by it (Tr. 42- , 53- , 139-40).

With the exception

of business forms , which will be referred to later herein (see Fi.
33-45), the only items thus identified by the witness as being
manufactured by Carl were:
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344 , Shelf and 18 File Boxes (CX 1 , p. 3)
345, Shelf with 9 boxes (CX 1 , p. 3)
349 , Step Stool (CX 1 , p. 7)

350, Step Stool with handrail (CX 1 , p. 7)
4T- , Commode (portable toilet) (CX 1 , p. 29; CX 3, p.

CX 4 , which has been
in effect since about the fJrst of 1964 (Tr. 39), also has red stars
marking a number of items such as foot stools , crutches , walkers
23. The current catalog of Pioneer Co. ,

commodes ,

stands

, screens and canes. This catalog \vas sent to

counsel supporting the complaint by the witness in August 1965 , at
the same time as CX 3 , and presumably the red stars were inserted

by the witness and were intended by him to identify the items in
ex 4 which he considered to be manufactured by respondents (Tr.
, 47). The witness did not testify specifically to that effect,
however , and there is no testimony concerning the manufacturing

procedures of respondents in connection with any of the items in
CX 4 except certain foot stools (Tr. 40- 1) and a commode (Tr.
101- 3), which were also marked in Carl's catalogs as products of
respondents ' manufacture. In these circumstances, and because
respondents are not charged with misrepresenting that they manufacture the merchandise offered for sale by Pioneer Co., the red
stars in CX 4 will be disregarded except in connection with the

foot stools on the second page and the commode on the ninth page.
24. The witness testified that for about 18

months Carl has

been manufacturing the step stool and the step stool with handrail
shown on page 7 of Carl's current catalog, CX 1 , as items No. 349
and No. 350 , respectively (Tr. 33- 4). Each of these stools consists
of a 12" by 14" wooden platform covered by a rubber mat and

mounted on legs made of bent aluminum tubing. Item Xo. 350 has
added to it a handrail also made of bent aluminum tubing. These
aYe the same items as those shown on the second page of the

Pioneer Co. catalog, CX 4 , where they are identified as foot stools
(Tr. 40- 1; see Fi. 8 and 9). They are not shown in Carl's earlier
catalog, CX 3 (Tr. 40- 1).
25. The witness also testified that Carl manufactures a portable
toilet shown on page 29 of Carl' s current catalog, CX 1 , and on

page 21 of its earlier catalog, CX 3 , as " No. 4T- 24

Commode.

This item consists of an enameled wooden seat attached to aluminum legs in such manner that the seat and legs can be folded into
a flat position when not in use (Tr. 52- , 101- 2). This is appar-

ently the same item as that shown on the ninth page of the Pioneer
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Co. catalog, CX 4 , where it is identified as " Folding Commode
FC- 170" (Tr. 52- , 103; see Fi. 8 and 9).
26. The enameled wooden seats of the commodes are received
wooden platforms
for the step stools are apparently received by Carl as ready-made
by Carl as completed items (Tr. 102), and the

items , but the rubber mats covering them are cut and applied by
Carl (Tr. 45- 6). The remaining manufacturing operations per-

formed by Carlon the step stools and the commode are essentially
the same (Tr. 101- 2). The aluminum tubing which constitutes
the legs and handrails of these items is received by Carl as straight
lengths of tubing from 12 to 20 feet long (Tr. 103). This tubing
is cut and bent to the proper dimensions by Carl , driled with the
necessary holes , and the burrs
driling are removed. Carl also

resulting from the cutting and
installs the necessary brackets,

screws and rivets , inserts plastic plugs in the ends of the legs , and
over them installs rubber tips , and performs the other operations
required to put these items together as finished products (Tr.
45- 6, 102- 3).
27. Counsel supporting the complaint concedes that Carl manufactures the step stools and the commode referred to above (Tr.
148- 9). The hcaring examiner is of the opinion that this is a
proper concession , and finds that Carl is the manufacturer of

these items.
28. Respondents recently acquired Erie City Manufacturing

Company, located in Erie , Pennsylvania , which manufactures the
wheel chairs identified as items No. 357 and No. 359 on page 7 of
Carl's current catalog, CX 1. Cad owns 65 percent and respondent

Frank J. Tuseck owns 35 percent of that company. It is engaged
invalid commodes , invalid
walkers and related items , and its annual sales amount to approximately $1 500, 000 (Tr. 107 , 109- 10, 112 , 169). The Erie company
sells primarily to wholesale druggists and 111ail-orcler houses loin the manufacture of "',Theel chairs ,

cated throughout the United States (Tr. 110). The only items

which it supplies to Carl and which are shown in Carl's catalog
are the wheel chairs referred to above. Its manufacturing processes in connection with these wheel chairs consist of \velding,
bending, driling, de- burring,

grinding, assembly and the installa-

tion of components such as seats and backs (Tr. 110- 2). Since

respondents own and control the factory which manufactures the

wheel chairs advertised on page 7 of CX 1 ,

it is found that

respondents manufacture those wheel chairs.

29. The witness testified that Carl produces the shelves and file
boxes shown on page 3 of CX 1 , identified as " No. 344 , Shelf and
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18 File Boxes " and
No.
345 , Shelf with 9 Boxes " (Tr. 56- 8).
When fully assembled , these items consist of open metal shelves
supported by metal uprights with cardboard file boxes fitted into

the shelf space. They are designed for the storage of legal size
and letter size papers , and the fronts of the cardboard file boxes
are imprinted with a form providing' for identification of their
contents.
30. When received by Carl , the cardboard file boxes have already

been imprinted and are folded flat. They may be converted into
complete fie boxes ready for use by unfolding them and adjusting
their flaps and lids (Tr. 63- 4). The metal shelves and uprights
are received by Carl unassembled , but ready for assembling. The

uprights and shelves have already been cut and shaped in the
proper dimensions and driled with the necessary holes , and
the nuts and bolts needed for their assembly are received by Carl

in completed form. The metal shelves and uprights , and the nuts
and bolts are stock items purchased by Carl from its suppliers
(Tr. 73- 5). The witness testified , however , that the cardboard
cartons are produced to Carl's specifications with respect to the

hinge and flange of the lid, the holes for hand gripping, and the
imprinted form for content identification , including the Carl name
(Tr. 74- 8). The boxes , uprights , shelves , nuts and bolts are repackaged by Carl so as to include the proper number of each for a
complete unit. The repackaged units are shipped by Carl to its
customers in the flat , unassembled form , and in some instances
they are fully assembled as finished units before being shipped
out (Tr. 64- 7).
31. The shelves and file boxes identified as

No.

344 and No. 345

on page 3 of CX 1 appear to the hearing examiner to be the same
as the items identified as " 3R- 8 Storage File " and " 3R- 9 Double
Size Storage File " shown on the last page of CX 3 , which is unnumbered but which if numbered would be page 32. It should be
noted , however , that these items were not marked in CX 3 with

red stars , and that the witness did not testify that these

items

shown in CX 3 were manufactured by Carl. It should also be noted
that the witness , and individual respondent , testified , in effect

that the items in CX 3 which are not marked with a red star were
not manufactured by Carl (Tr. 42- , 5:3- 5). Such testimony is , of
course , limited to the effective period of that catalog, which was
1964 and 1965 (Tr . 139- 40), but there is nothing in the testimony
to suggest that there was any change in Carl's method of buying
and sellng these shelves and file boxes subsequent to that period.
In short , it appears that when the witness sent CX 3 to counsel
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sUPPoTting the complaint on August 13 ,

1965 (Tr. 36), he did not
consider that Carl was the manufacturer of the she1ves and file
boxes in CX 3.
32. The components of the shelves and file boxes are purchased
by respondents as finished products. When these components are

sorted and repackaged by respondents and shipped in flat form
so that they can be assembled by the purchasers into complete

units , such sorting and packaging clearly do not constitute manu-

facturing operations. Even when the shelves and file boxes are
assembled by Carl before being shipped (and the frequency with

which this is done was not indicated), Carl's assembiy operations

which are nothing more than would otherwise be done by the
ultimate buyer , fall short of manufacturing procedures. It is the
opinion of the hearing examiner that respondents do not manufacture the shelves and file boxes.
33. Respondents contend ,

and counsel supporting the complaint

denies , that Carl manufactures an extensive list of business forms

shown in its current and earlier catalogs , CX 1 and CX 3 (p. 5Proposals by counseJ supporting the complaint). The only evidence concerning the processes performed by Carl in connection

with these items is the testimony of respondent Frank J. Tuseck
and there is no dispute or countervHiling evidence with respect to

what Carl actually does. The controversy turns upon whether or
not its processes amount to manufacturing.
34. Since probably more than half of Carl's orders and approxi-

mately 35 percent to 40 percent of its dollar volume are represented by these business forms (Tr. 171- 2), its manufacturing
processes in connection with them vvarrant careful examination.

The business forms which were marked by the witness as products
of Carl's manufacture are shown in

Carl's current

catalog, ex 1

CX 3 , at pages
1 through 12. They are substantially the same in both catalogs

at pages 10 through 20 , and in its earlier cataJog,

and the testimony related specifically to those appearing in CX 1.
35. Carl does not manufacture the paper or the ink. Some of
the items do not require any operations by Carl except imprint-

ing thc name and addrcss specified by the customer. With respect
to other items , hO\veve1' , the paper is received in large sheets 'Ivithout any printing, and is cut by Carl to proper size , printed in full

as business forms and assembled with cardboard backs and an
adhesive compound into pads (Tr. 79- 82). In most of its printing
Carl uses a " crash impression " ,vhich presses hard enough to
indent the paper , but in some of its applications it uses a " kiss
impression " which causes no indentation. It does no engraving or
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embossing (Tr. 98- 9). The witness considered that Carl is engaged in manufacturing business forms rather than in job printing, and testified that Carl is " the only one that I know of in our
industry that manufactures standard forms " (Tr. 100- 1). The

processes performed by Carl in connection with the business forms

marked by the witness are set out in detail below.
36. In producing the Application For Credit , Form AC- , and
the Conditional Sales Agreement , Form CS- 5 (CX I , p. 13), Carl
buys the paper in large , unprinted sheets , cuts it to size and does
all of the printing, It then assembles the individual forms into
packs containing 50 or 100 sheets each ,

adds a cardboard backing

to each pack and binds the backing and sheets together with an
adhesive compound to form a pad. The pads are then trimmed and

packaged and kept in inventory ready for sale. These forms are
stock items and are not imprinted with the names and addresses
of individual customers (Tr. 90-2).
37. The Credit Inquiry Form , Item #201 , and the Remittance
Advice form , Item #199 (CX 1 , p. 14), are produced in the same
manner as forms AC- 6 and CS- 5 (Tr. 92). The Animated Collection Notices , forms 3000 A , B , C and D (CX 1 , p. 18), which are
of Carl' s own design , and on which it does all of the printing, and
the " Fast Reply " and " While You Were Out" forms , Items #203
and #252 (CX 1 , p. 20), are also produced in substantially the

same manner (Tr . 96- 7).
38. The " From The Desk Of" forms , Item 250 (CX 1 , p. 14),
the Bilheads , forms 25 , 26 and 27 (CX 1 , p. 15), the Letterheads

Items #251 and #202 , and the Statements , Items #A- , #B-

and #C- 14

(CX 1 , p. 20), are also produced by Carl in sub-

stantially the same manner as forms AC- 6 and CS- , except that
the name and address specified by the customer is added by Carl
upon receipt of an order , and when preferred by the customer
these forms are not bound into pads (Tr. 92 ,

95 , 97).

39. It is the opinion of the hearing examiner that the operations
performed by Carl in producing forms AC- 6 and CS- , and other
forms \vhich are produced in substantially
the
same manner , constitute manufacturing processes , and that Carl manufactures those
business forms.

40. The " Z Letters " form # E- Z 4 1: (CX 1 , p. 11), and the
Z Invoices " form # E- Z 2 (CX 1 , p. 12), are designed by

Carl and produced to its specifications

by its supplier. Their de-

signs are unique , and so far as the witness knows they are not
produced for anyone else. They are received by Car) as printed

forms which have been bound together in sets of three sheets
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with carbon interleaves (form #E Z 2 is also available in sets of
four or five sheets). Carl imprints the first sheet of each set with
the name and address and any additional printing specified by its
customers and the printing is carried through to the other sheets
by the carbon interleaves (Tr. 82 , 94). The Purchase Orders
form #E-Z 7 (CX 1 , p. 13), the Statements , form #E- Z 5 (CX 1
p. 14), the " Kwik- Rite " Message Reply forms KR- 8 and KRand the " Kwik- Memo " form KM 30 (CX 1 , p. 19), are also
produced to Carl's specifications and designs and are received and
imprinted by Carl in the same manner , except that certain of them
are available only in sets of two sheets instead of three (Tr. 90
, 96-7).
41. The Bils of Lading, Item 1\0. E-Z 9 (CX 1 , p. 15), are also
produced to Carl's specifications and design and are received by

Carl as printed forms bound in sets of three sheets with carbon
interleaves. They are imprinted by Carl in substantially the same
manner as form #E-Z 4 U, except with additional details requested by the customer. Often the customer will want individual
items of his merchandise printed on the bill of lading and usually

wants his name and address printed in at least two places (Tr.
94- 5) .

42. The " Distinctive Window Envelopes With a Custom Design
forms WT- 3 and WC- 2 (CX 1 , pp. 12 and 13), are produced to

Carl' s

specifications by its supplier , and so far as the witness

knows they are not produced for anyone else. They are received
by Carl as fully manufactured envelopes and it imprints the name
and address and any additional printing specified by the customer

8). The same procedures

apply to the " Remit- O En,
pp.
16
and
17),
which
include imprinted designs
velopes " (CX 1
and messages when received by Carl (Tr. 95- 6),
(Tr. 87-

43. The hearing examiner is far from satisfied that Carl manu-

factures the letter , invoice and other forms which it receives

bound in sets of two or three or more sheets with carbon interleaves , or that it manufactures the windmv or " Remit- O" envelopes.

The fact that these forms may be manufactured by others to
Carl' s specifications does not constitute Carl as the manufacturer
but that is not the full answer. When received by Carl , these forms
are fully manufactured items with particular characteristics and
uses as business forms. After receiving them , however , Carl imprints them with the name and address and any additional printing specified by the customer. By such printing these forms are
converted into business forms useful to the particular customer
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and to no one else. To that extent they are undoubtedly changed
and serve a different purpose from the forms received by Carl.
44. No evidence , other than the testimony of an individual respondent , was offered as to whether 01' not the imprinting of the
name and address and certain additional printing specified by the
cusiomer on otherwise fuJIy manufactured business forms constitutes a manufacturing process. Counsel supporting the complaint
has not cited , and the hearing examiner has not found , any prior
decision of the Commission or the courts which appears to be

suffciently in point to provide an informative guide or standard
for the resolution of this question; and the hearing examiner does
not have a suffcient expertise in printing procedures to enable
him to make an informed judgment with respect to it.
45. Although the hearing examiner entertains certain doubts
manufactured business forms constitutes manufacturing operations by
Carl , the record does not provide a basis for an informed determination on this question. To the extent that he asserts that respondents are not the manufacturers of particular items in Carl'
catalogs , counsel supporting the complaint has the burden of proof.
The evidence establishes that Carl is the manufacturer of certain
that the printing done by Carl upon otherwise completely

of the business forms marked by the witness in Carl's catalogs
and counsel supporting the complaint has not carried his burden of
proving that Carl is not the manufacturer of other business forms
marked by the witness. The record accordingly fails to establish

that Carl is not the manufacturer of all of the business forms
marked by the witness on pages 10 through 20 of its current catalog, CX 1 , and pages 1 through 12 of its earlier catalog, CX 3.
CLUSIO

1. In its factory in Lisbon , Ohio , Carl employs 32 persons in its
manufacturing processes , approximately five of whom are employed in its printing operations, In that factory Carl manufactures step stools , a portable commode and a line of business forms
which are advertised in its catalogs. In the factory of Erie City
Manufacturing Company, which they own and control , respondents also manufacture the wheel chairs advertised in Carl' s current
catalog, and a variety of othcr items which are not offered for
sale by Carl.
2. Respondents do not , however , manufacture any of the other
items of merchandise advertised in Carl's catalogs. Items which
are not manufactured by respondents constitute the majority of

the items advertised in Carl's catalogs. The unqualified representa-
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tions in Carl's name and advertising statements that respondents
are the manufacturers of all of the products offered for sale by
them , and related representations (Fi. 10- 12), are , therefore , false
misleading and deceptive.
3. The use by respondents of the false , misleading and deceptive
statements and representations referred to above has had , and
now has , the tendency and capacity to mislead members of the
purchasing public into thc erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were and are true , and into the
purchase of substantial quantities of products from respondents
by reason of said erroneous and mistaken beJief.
4. The use by respondents of said falB", misleading and deceptive statements and representations was , and is , to the prejudice
and injury of the public and of respondents '

competitors and con,
and
now
constitutes,
an
unfair
method
of competition in
stituted
commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in com-

merce , in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
5. The public interest requires that the deception in Carl' s name
and advertising representations be eliminated ,

but does not warbeyond
the
accomplishment
of that
rant restrictions which go
s
name
,
and
the
related
reprepurpose. The term " Mfg. " in Carl'
w!, th

sentations, are not false or misleading

respect to the items

advertised in Carl's catalogs which are manufactured by respondents , and items in that category probably account for most of
Carl' s orders and almost half of its dollar volume. The remedy
should be accommodated to that situation insofar as it can be

done consistent with adequate protection of the public interest.
6. In a somewhat similar situation the Commission held that
excision of the word " lVInnufacturing " from a trade name is not

wHrranted if there is some other means by which its deceptive
implications can be removed. It believed that thc likelihood of
deception would be eJiminated through clear disclosure of the true
nature of the business operations involved. In that case it required
that " in immediate connection and conjunction " with each use of
the name containing the word " Manufacturing " a clear and conspicuous disclosure be made that the

distributor and assembler of the

company " is

products it sel1s

57 F.

C. 704 ,

primarily a

(Lafayette
at 716- 717

Bmss ManufactuTing Co. , Inc. , et aZ.
(1960)).
7. In the present case it is clear that Carl does not manufacture
most of the products advertised in its catalogs , but the record does

not firmly establish that such products account

for the greater

,"
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part of its orders or of its dollar volume. The record does not
therefore , for requiring a statement that
Carl is " primarily " a distributor and assembler of the products it
provide a Eound basis ,

sells. In the circumstances here presented it is the opinion of the
hearing examiner that the deceptive implications of the term

Mfg. " in Carl's name can be eliminated by a clear and conspicuous

statement that it is a distributor and assembler of many of the
products it sells; and that the deceptive implications of representations concerning savings by buying directly from the manufacturer can be eliminated by specifically limiting such statements to
those items which are in fact manufactured by respondents.
8. Compliance with such requirements does not appear to be

diffcult if undertaken in a good faith effort to eliminate the deception. For example, the statement A Diversified Manufacturer
of Business Necessities Selling Direct to You " which is now used

in conjunction with the corporate name , could be changed to a
Diversified Distributor , Assembler and

statement such as " A

Manufacturer of Business Necessities. " The "'lord " lVlanufacturer

should not be used in such a statement before the words " Distributor " and " Assembler " because of the implication which would
thus be conveyed that the company assembles and distributes only
the products which it manufactures; and the words " Selling

Di-

qualification of the
corporate name because of their apparent general application to
all of the products Carl sells. Such statements as " Buy Direct
and " Save! Order Direct" should be made only with clear and
specific reference to products actually manufactured by Carl. Such
statements as " All Items In This Catalog Are F. B. Our Factory
rect to You " should be eliminated in any

could be modified by changing the word " Catalog " to " Page " and
using such statements only on those pages devoted exclusively to

products manufactured by Carl. To the extent that respondents
consider it appropriate to do so , there should be no diffculty in
accurately identifying the items in Carl' s catalog which are shipped

from its " factory, " when it is the manufacturer; from its " warehouse

" when it is the distributor or assembler; or from the

factories of its suppliers

, when shipments are made from such

factories.

9. The foregoing examples represent only suggestions as to
possible methods of compliance to indicate the scope and purpose
of the remedy which in the opinion of the hearing examiner is
needed to eliminate the deception in Carl's name and in the related representations in its advertising. They are not intended to
set out the exact expressions to be used, nor to define the limits
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of the corrections which should be made in respondents ' advertising. Any uncertainty as to the scope and specific requirements

of the remedy may be readily resolved
under the Commission

by appropriate inquiry

s established compliance procedures (Sec-

tion 3. 26 (b), Rules of Practice).

ORDER
!tis ordered,

That respondent , The Carl Mfg. Co. , a corporation
and respondents , Joyce Tuseck and Frank J.

and its offcers ,

Tuseck , individually and as offcers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , in connection with the
offering for sale , sale or distribution of offce , factory or store

supplies or equipment or any other products , in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade C01l1mission Act , do

forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the tern1 " )\rig. " or the word " n1anufacturing
or any other word or words of the same or similar import
or meaning as part of the corporate or trade nan18 or names
of said respondents unless in immediate connection and conjunction with each use of such name a clear and conspicuous

disclosure is made that the organization using such name is a
distributor and assembler of many of the products it sells.
2. Representing, directly or by implication , that products

not manufactured in a factory owned , operated and controlled
by said respondents are

offered for sale at manufacturers

prices.
3. Representing, directly or by implication , that purchasers
of products not manufactured in a factory mvned , operated
and controlled by said respondents save the difference between
the manufacturers ' prices and the usual )' etail prices thereof.
4. :YIisrepresenting, in any manner , the savings afforded
purchasers of said products.
ORDER TERYII1\ATIKG PROCEEDING

The initial decision of the hearing examiner in this proceeding
was filed on November 1 , 1966 , and on Kovembcr 15, 1966 , respondents filed their notice of intention to appeal. On January
, 1967 , respondents not having filed an appeal brief , the Com-

mission ordered that the eftective date of the initial decision

be

Commission,
On May 25 , J 967 , respondents submitted the Assurance of V 01-

stayed until further order of the

untary Compliance contained in the appendix of this order. The
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specific obligations and undertakings set forth in the Assurance
of Voluntary Compliance parallel the prohibitions of the order to

cease and desist contained in the initial decision,

It also recites

page 1180:
Affants further promise and assure the Federal Trade

Commission that they shall render immediate good faith
compliance with their foregoing commitment to cease and

desist herein , with the added understanding that they shall
have until December :31 , 1967, to compile ,

print and distribute
new catalogs Dnd other advertising materials which conform

with said commitment.
In view of the present cirCU1l1stances ,

the Commission does not

believe it to be necessary to proceed funher in this
proceeding will be reopened ,

however ,

matter. The
ap-

if and when it should

pear that respondents are not in full compliance with the Assurance of Voluntary Compliance. Subject to the

filing by each

respondent of an acceptabJe written report of compliance , to be
filed on or before January 15 , 1968
It
is
ordeTed That this proceeding be , and it hereby is , termi-

nated,
ApPENDIX
ASSURANCE OF VOLU!\TARY C(nIPLIANCE
JOYCE T(;SECK and FRANK J. TUSECK , by and on behalf of themselves and of The Carl Mfg, Co" a corporation , being first duly
s\vorn , depose and say:
That The Carl Mfg. Co, is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State

Ohio , with its principal offce and place of business located at 110

West Washington Street ,

Lisbon , Ohio; that Joyce Ttlseck , an
is president of said corporation , and her husband
Frank J. Tuseck , an individual , is secretary- treasurer of said
corporation; and that their principal offce and place of business

individual ,

is the same as that of said corporation.
That Joyce Tuseck and Frank J. Tuseck own all of the stock
of The Carl :\Hg. Co. ,

hereinafter sometimes referred to as

Cw'l;

that they formulate . direct , control , and are individually responsible for the acts and practices of said corporation , including the
acts and practices hereinafter referred to; and that they are duly
authorized to represent , bind and obligate said corporation.

That The Carl Mfg. Co. and Joyce Tuseck and Frank J. Tuseck

are now and have been generally engaged in the advertising, offer-
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sale and distribution of offce , factory and store supplies and equipment and other articles of general 111€l'chanclise to
the purchasing public; that they usually ship their said products
from The Carl Mfg. Co.'s warehouse located in Lisbon , Ohio , to
their customers located in Ohio and other States , but in some
ing for sale ,

instances the said products are shipped cJirecUy to their various

customers from the factories of their suppliers; and t at at all
times they have maintained a substantial course of trade in the
aforementioned products in commerce , as " commerce "

is denned

ir. the Federal Trade Commission Act.
That Joyce Tuseck and Frank J. Tuseck are also offcers of Pioneer Co., an Ohio corporation , which is engaged in the business of

manufacturing, offering for sale . selling and distribut.ing hospital
P'ioneer
described in detail in
own sales catalog; and that. Fl' ank J. Tuseck owns all t.he stock

equipIT1ent and convalescent needs ,

of Pioneer Co. , whose principal ofIce and place of business
cated at the same address as that of The Carl Mfg. Co,

is lo-

That all the supplies , equipment and general merchandise sold
by affIant.s , by and through The Carl Mfg. Co. as aforesaid , are
and have been described in detail in The Carl Mfg. Co.'s catalogs
and other advertising material distributed under the namc of The
Carl Mfg. Co. to said firm s various customers and prospective
customers.
That use of the name !I CarJ lVIig. Co, "
firm ,vas incorporated ,

CaTl

and the

began in 1963 ,

when said

catalogs have featured said

name on the cover pages and on various other pages throughout
the catalogs ,

together \vith various statements and representations
emphasizing. directly or indirectly, the significance of the tcrm
lVlfg, " in said name , as for example:
Crl1'l

The cover pages of each

catalog have bome the following

statement immediately under the firm s name: " A Diversified
IVlanufacturer of Business Necessities Selling Direct to You.

Other statements having similar connotation and which have appeared in the

Curl

catalogs include:

Order Direct From Carl

Mfg.

Items In This Catalog Are F.

Co. ;

Buy Dil' Cct; Save! Order Direct; All

B. Our FactOl' Y;

All Shipmcnts Al' e

FOB

Our Factories.

That affants realize

that , in the context in which the firm

name and the aforesaid statements and representations, including
catalogs and adothers of similar import , were used in the
Carl
vertising materials , the meaning conveyed thereby has been cJear
and

unambiguous; that the term " Mfg. " in the firm

s name is

, "

" "
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clearly an abbreviation of the word " manufacturing " and constitutes a representation that the firm is engaged in the business
of manufacturing; that the reasonable significance of such representation is that it refers to merchandise offered for sale in
the

Carl

catalogs and advertising; that the other statements

specify and amplify that meaning by urging prospective customers
to " Buy Direct From Carl Mfg. Co.
A Diversified Manufacturer
* '" * Selling Direct to You " and " Save
clearly implying, absent
qualification or limitation , that all of the products and merchandise
offered for sale by The Carl Mfg. Co. are manufactured by said

particularly even 1110re so when made in connection
with such statements as " All Items In This Catalog Are F.
firm

and

Our Factory " and " All Shipments Are FOE Our Factories.
That affants therefore realize additionally that by and through
the use of the name

The Carl Mfg. Co. " separately and in

connection \vith the aforesaid statements and representations , and

others , and through the use of the aforesaid statements and representations, and others of similar import and meaning, they have
represented , directly or by implication:
(1) That they are the manufacturers of
for sale by The Carl Mfg. Co.

all the products offered

(2) That all of said products are offered for sale at manufacturers ' prices; and
(3) That purchasers from The CarllVfg. Co. save the difference

between manufacturers '

prices of said products and the usual re-

tail prices therefor.

Further , affants are aware that there is a preference on the part
of members of the purchasing public for dealing directly with
manufacturers of products , rather than with outlets , distributors
jobbers or other intermediaries , snch preference being due in part
to a belief that by dealing directly with the manufacture.rs , lower
prices and other advantages may be obtained.
That affants further concede that very few of the m2.ny articles
of merchandise advertised and offered for sale in The Carl lUg.
Co. s catalogs and other advertising materials are manL1fac.ul'ecl
by such firm; that the great n1ajority of said products are manu-

factured by firms other than The Carl lIfg. Co. ; and that the
unqualified representations in said firm

s name and

in

the adver-

tising statements and representations implying that said firm is
the manufacturer of all the products offered for sale and sold by
it are ,

thus, misleading and deceptive.

In good faith recognition of their awu;' eness

the premises ,

and concessions in

affants hereby further depose and assure:
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That The Carl Mfg. Co. , a corporation , and its offcers , and
Joyce Tuseck and Frank J. Tuseck , individually and as offcers
of said corporation ,

and the aforesaid parties ' agents , representa-

tives and employees ,

directly or through any corporate or other

device , in connection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution
of offce

, factory or store supplies or equipment or any other prod-

ucts , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , wil forthwith cease and desist from:
(1) Using the term " Hg. " or the word " manufacturing " or

any other word or words of the same or similar import or meaning
as part of the corporate or trade name or names of said parties
unless
in
immediate connection and conjunction with each use of
such name a clear and conspicuous disclosure is made that the

organization using such name is a distributor and assembler of
many of the products it sells.
(2) Representing, directly 01' by implication , that products not
manufactured in a factory owned , operated and controlled by said
parties are offered for sale at manufacturers ' prices.
(3) Representing, directly or by implication , that purchasers of
products not manufactured in a factory ()\vnecl, operated and
controlled by said parties save the difference between the manu-

facturers ' prices and the usual retail prices thereof.
(4) :vlisrepresenting, in any manner , the savings afforded purchasers of said parties ' products.

Affants further promise and assure the Federal Trade Commission that they shall render immediate good faith compliance

with their foregoing commitment to cease and desist herein , ''lith
the added understanding that they shall have until December 31

1967 , to compile , print and distribute new catalogs and other
advertising materials which conform with sald coll1mitment.

As a further assurance of their good faith , affants , upon request , will submit to the Commission , for the inspection of the
Commjssion , any and a11 catalogs and other advertising materia1s
circulated or disseminated by said affants.
Affants have executed this Assurance of Voluntary Compliance
in an effort to cooperate "with the Federal Trade Commission and
it does not constitute an achnission that they have violated any of
the laws or regulations administered and/or enforced by the Commission.
Affants also understand and recognize that the execution and
submission of this Assmance of Voluntary Compliance to the

Federal Trade Commission will not preclude the Commission from
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taking such action in the future as it

may deem appropriate,

pursuant to statutory authority and in the public interest.
Affants duly affrm that they have executed this Assurance of

Voluntary Compliance freely and without reservation , and understand that if it is accepted by the Commission , it may be placed
on the public record and may be given such additional publicity
as the Commission considers appropriate.

IN 1' HE :VIATTER OF

CONTINEKTAL SCARF CORP. , INC. , ET AL. TRADING

AS

CONTINENTAL SCARF AKD KOVELTY CO.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC" IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIO:' OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND THE FLANIMABLE FABRICS ACTS

Docket C- 1216. Complnint ,

June

1967- Decision , June

, 1.967

Consent order requiring a New York City manufacturer of "\vearing apparel

to cease importing and selling scarves and other items made from
dangerously flammable fabrics.

COYIPLAI:\T

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and the Flammable Fabrics Act , and by virtue of the authority
vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having
reason to believe that Continental Scarf Corp. , Inc. , a corporation

and Isaac :VI. Topol , individually, as an offcer of said corporation
and trading as Continental Scarf and Novelty Co. , hereinafter referred to as respondents have violated the provisions of said Acts
and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the Flammable
Fabrics Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceed-

ing by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby
issues its complaint , stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Continental Scarf Corp. ,

Inc. , is a

corporation organized ,

existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York. Respondent Isaac :VI.
Topol is the president of said corporate respondent. He formulates
directs and controls the acts , practices and policies of said corporation . Respondent Isaac !\I. Topol also trades as Continental Scarf
and K ovelty Co. under and by virtue of the Jaws of the State

of Kew York.

Respondents are engaged in the business of importation ,

sale

" "
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and distribution of textile fiber products ,

including wearing apwith their offce and principal
place of business located at 49 West 38th Street , New York , New
parel in the form of ladies '

York ,

scarves ,

10018.

PAR. 2. Respondents ,

manufactured for sale ,

now and for some tilDe

last past , have
sold and offered for sale , in commerce;

have imported into the United States; and have introduced , de-

livered for introduction , transported and caused to be transported
in commerce; and have transported and caused to be transported
for the purpose of sale or delivery after sale in commerce; as
commerce " is defined in the Flammable Fabrics Act , articles of
wearing apparel , as the term " article of \vearing apparel" is defined therein , \vith articles of wearing npparel were , under Section
4 of the Flammable Fabrics Act , as amended , so highly flammable
as to be dangerous when worn by individuals.

Amung the articles of wearing apparel mentioned hereinabove

were ladies ' scarves.

PAR. 3. Respondents ,

now and for some time last past ,

have

manufactured for sale , sold and offered for sale , articles of wearing appal'el made of fabric which was , under Section 4 of the Act
as amended , so highly flammable as to be dangerous when worn
by individuals , which fabric had been shipped and received in
commerce , as the tenns " article of \vearing apparel
fabric
and " commerce " are defmed in the Flammable Fabrics Act;
Among the articles of \vearing apparel mentioned above were
ladies ' scarves.
PAR. 4. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents herein

alleged were and are in violation of the Flammable Fabrics Act
and of the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder , and as
such constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices

in

commerce

with

the intent and

meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in
the caption hereof , and the respondents having been furnished
thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau

of Textiles and Furs proposed

to present to the

Commission for

its consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act and thc Flammable Fabrics Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-
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after executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-

mission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settement purposes only and does

not constitute an admission by the respondents that the law has
been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having reason to believe that the l' €sponclents
have violated said Acts , and having determined that complaint
should issue stating its charges in that respect ,

hereby issues its
juris-

accepts said agl'een1ent , makes the iol1owing
dictional findings , and enters the following order:

complaint ,

1. Respondent Continental Scarf Corp., Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of New York , with its offce and principal
place of business located at 49 West 38th Street , New York , New
York , 10018.
Respondent Isaac M. Topol is an offcer of said Continental
Scarf Corp. , Inc., and his address is the same as that of said
corporation. He is also an individual trading as Continental Scarf

and Novelty Co.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the suband of the respondents , and the

jed matter of this proceeding
proceeding is in the pubJic

interest.
ORDER

It
is
deTed That the respondents Continental Scarf Corp.,
Inc. , a corporation , and its offi(;ers , and Isaac M. Topol , individ-

ually, as an offcer of said corporation , and trading
Scarf and Novelty Co. ,

m:,

Continental

or under any other name or names , and

respondents ' repreEentatives , agents and en1p10yees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , do forthwith cease and
desist from:
1. (a) Importing into the United States; or

(b) Manufacturing for sale , selling, oH'ering for sale ,

in-

troducing, delivering for introduction , transporting or caus-

ing to be transported in commerce , as " con1merce " is defined
in the Flammable Fabrics Act; or
(c) Transporting 01' causing to be transported , for the purpose of sale 01' delivery after sale in comrnerce;
any article of wem.'ng apparel which , under the provisions
of Section 4 of the

Flammabie Fabrics Act , as amended ,

is
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so highly flammable as to be dangerous when worn by individuals.

2. Manufacturing for sale , selling, or offering for sale any
article of wearing apparel made of fabric , which fabric has
been shipped or received in commerce , and which under Section 4 of the Act , as amended , is so highly flammable as to
be dangerous when worn by individuals.
It is further orde1'ed

sixty (60) days after

That the respondents herein shall , within
service upon them of this order , file with

the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

ROD ALE PRESS , INC. , ET AL.
ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION

OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket 8619.

Complaint , Ap?' il

1.96h- Decision ,

June 20" 1967"

Order requiring an Emmaus , Pa. , book publisher to discontinue making
claims in its advertising that readers of two of its health and diet
publications would gain various therapeutic benefits.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Ad , the

Federal Trade Commission having reason to bcljeve that Rodaie
Press , Inc. , a corporation , and Rodale Books , Inc. , a corporation
and Jerome 1. Rodale and Robert Rodale , individually and as offcers of said corporations , hereinaftcr l'efelTed to as respondents,

have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding' by it in l' espect therecf would be
in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its
charges in that respect as fol1O\vs:
PARAGHAPH 1. Respondents Rada!e Press , Inc. , and Rodale
Books ,

Inc., are corporations ol'ganize(l ,

existing and doing busi-

ness under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania with their offces and principal places of business

located

at 33 East lVfinor Street , Ernrnaus , Pennsylvania.
Orner of Dec.

!9GR , dismissed the WJmplajnt in this mattcr after

1968 407 F. 2d 1252 (196e), from the Court of Appcals,

H. jcmr,r, ri Gated Oct

